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To Her who must be NAMELESS, to Dr. James R. Phelps

and Kate C. Randolpb, M. D., and to all others wbo bave so
nobly stood by me when all seemed dark. Also to the Bretb-

ren of tbat Mlgbty Fraternity wbo bave sbaped tbe Destiny

of States and Empires, not the word "fear."
THE AUTHOR•

..

"I fear neitber man no.r devil, neitber bell or death; aod ooly
God wheo I wrong my fellow man."-A Mystic.
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To Her who must be NAMELESS, to Dr. James R. Phelps
and Kate C. Randolph. M. D., and to all others who have so

nobly stood by me when all seemed dark. Also to the Breth-

ren of that Mighty Fraternity who have shaped the Destiny
of States and Empires, anoywho knew‘ not the word “fear.”

THE AUTHOR. 

“I fear neitherman no; devil,neitherhen or death; and only
God when I wrong my fellow man.’’---:\ Mystic.
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PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION.
It is with great pleasure that the auther ilisues this second

edition cf "The Rosicrucians; their Teachings," for it
proves that the book is appreciated by the student of true
Mysticism.
Many books on the Occult are issued, but it is seldom that

a work of this nature runs through more than one edition.
Ccntrary to this rule, the present work is in stronger de-
mand to-day than at any time since the first edition was·
published.
In these days of pseudo-occultism when different new

Orders are springing up like mushrooms during the night,
the demand, by the true student, is for a work that is
authoritative. This demand is met by "The Rosicruciam;
their Teachings," for its authority is beyond questicn.
The first edition of the work was prepared in 1903 and

issued in 1904, nearly six years ago. There is hardly a
country in the world where it is not known, and even Kings
have recommended it. :Much· in the bock has been copied
by others and without a line of credit being given. These
authors forget that the bock is copyrighted, and that if
they wish to me any part of the book it is required that
they shall, under the law, give credit to the author and to
the book from which they copy.
For instance, in a book issued but a short time ago and

mere than five years after the issue of the first edition of
"The Rosicrucians; their Teachings," I find that the fact
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It is with great pleasure that the authorissues thissecond

edition of “The Rosicrucians; their Teachings,” for it
proves that the book is appreciated by the student of true
Mysticism.

Many books on the Occult are issued, but it is seldom that
a work of this nature runs through more than one edition.
Contrary to this rule, the present work is in stronger de-
mand to-day than at any time since the first edition was’
published.

In these days of pseudo-occultism when different new

Orders are springing up like mushrooms during the night,
the demand, by the true student, is for a work that is
authoritative. This demand is met by “The Rosicrucians;
their Teachings,” for its authorityis beyond question.

The first edition of the work was prepared in 1903 and
issued in 1904, nearly six years ago. There is hardly a

country in the world where it is not known, and even Kings
have recommended it. Muchin the book has been copied
by others and without a line of credit being given. These
authors forget that the book is copyrighted, and that if
they wish to use any part of the book it is required that
they shall, under the law, give credit to the author and to
the book from which they copy.

For instance, in a book issued but a short time ago and
more than five years after the issue of the first edition of
“The Rosicrucians; their Teachings,” I find that the fact
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S€t forth under the "A.

as This is nothing
how it is for an i1U1,I1UL,

do this and feel honest about I fail to un«jerstand.
I gave to the world the facts the name

"Christian Rose and ' and "Christian
and I the wide world for to the con-

All others that use this are pure and
All those who wish to learn them-

selves may. find the in'" The Rosicrucians, their
Teacllin.gs," page first and the work in ques-

page 516. More I need not say this matter.
A is asked the author many times each

week is the true of or
Order of the Rose Cross. 'fhese seekers set forth the fact
that there are other movements' which claim to be ROEi-
crucian. To these I would answer:
Dr. P. B. Rosicrucianism to America

about 1856. He all that to R:Jsicrucianism
as his books prove. He founded the Order or in

many the
of the Some of these became teachers.

The line of succession has not been broken since he first
founded the upon American soil.
No has been made to found another Rosicrucian

Order or outsiders until within the last two
or three years. Such as have to work any move-
ment under the title of are in
every re!;pe:et.
There are laws III every State in

America which any Order or which had
been founded a certain number of years before the passage
of such laws. As the Order or founded Dr.
,Uandolp,h IS III and continuous at for more

years, and since there is no other Fra·
MClvement, which can claim to be in existence

even follows such Orders are
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set forth under the heading “A Mystery Solved” is used
boldly as original. This is nothing short of stealing, and
how it is possible for an author, andia so-called» leader, to
do this and feel honest about it, I failto understand.

I first gave to the world the facts concerning the name

“Christian Rose and Cross” and “Christian Rosencrentz,”
and I boldly challenge the wide world for proof to the con-

trary. All others that use this are eopyists; pure and
simple. All those who wish to learn the facts for_them-
selves mayfind the proof in -“The Rosicrneians; their
Teachings,” page 130, first edition, and the work in ques-
tion, page 516. More I need not say concerning this matter.

A question which is asked the author many times each
week is regarding the true Fraternity of Rosicrucians, or

Order of the Rose Cross. These seekers set forth the fact
that there are other movements‘ which claim to he Rosi-
crucian. To these I would answer:

Dr. P. B. Randolph brought Rosicrucianism to America
_

about 1856. He taught all that belongs to Rosierucianism
as his books prove. He founded the Order or Fraternity in
America and taught many Neophytes concerning the
mysteries of the Fraternity. Some of these became teachers.
The iine of succession has not been broken since he first
founded the Order upon American soii.

No attempt has been made to found another Rosicrucian
Order or Fraternity by outsiders until within the last two

or three years. Such as have attempted to work any move-

ment under the title of Rosicrucianiszn, are clearly illegal in
every respect.

There are to-day laws in practically every State in
America which legalize any Order or Fraternity which had
been founded a certain number of years before the passage
of such laws. As the Order or Fraternity founded by Dr.
Randolph is in existence, and continuous at that, for more

than sixty years, and since there is no other Order, Fra-
ternity or Movement, which can claim to be in existence
even five years, it clearly foliows that such Orders are
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in every ....."n'."t

HfIWf'VP'" it is not our desire to pass upon the of
any no matter what the name, nor is it our desire to
invoke the laws of any but it is our desire to see that
credit is to whom credit is due and since Dr. Ran-

founded the one and true Rosicrucian Order
and in America it follows. that it is the true
Order and that no has any, or can have any,

existence.
This is not here set forth with malice but rather to

the way there is to those who would find the truth.
The made years ago, which states that

was the man severe
stood up for the truth these

and which made occult and in
still holds TheEe who wish to know the

truth and truth can know for themselves
relldin,g the llOcks which were written Dr. P. B. Ran-

the Rosicrucian.
that the" time may

to whom it is

R. SWlNBU'RNE
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clearly illegal in every respect.

However, it is not our desire to pass upon the legality of
any Order, no matter what the name, nor is it our desire to
invoke the laws of any State, but it is our desire to see that
credit is given to whom credit is due and since Dr. Ran-
dolph founded the only one and true Rosicrucian Order
and Fraternity in America it follows-thatit is the only true
Order and that no foreign body has any, or can have any,
legal existence.

This is not here set forth with malice but rather to point
the only way there is to these who would find the truth.
The challenge made years ago, which clearly states that Dr. -

Randolph was the man -Who, though undergoing severe

persecutions, stood tip for the truth concerning these things
and which made occult and mystical teachings possible in
America, still holds good. Those who wish to know the
truth and truth cnly, can easily know for themselves by
reading the bucks which were written by Dr. P. B. Ran-
dolph, the Rcsicrucian.

Praying only that in the “good time coming” credit may
be given to whom it is due,

Fraternally,s

R. SWINBURNE CLYMER.
Allentown, Pa., March, 1910.
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" ! the Soul tall and and waxedl
DowerfIll and as it forth its Will!
kind are of seven orders: the last and are the
Genii of the the Children of the the In-
heritors of the Weak ones can never enter its
vestibules; those who for a
at become victors and enter in. Man fails because of

sleeping, idle will-succeeds because he wakes it up
it wakeful!"-Dr. P. B. the

in "The World."

LEGEND.

very many centuries ago, there lived on the soil
ages stood and Ninevah the
whose power was and undis:putel!.

well-learned and eccentric. He had a
all She was as learned as she

was beautiful. and her hand in vain;
for her father had sworn to her to no man save him
who should solve a riddle which the himself would
pr,op1oUJlld, and solve it at the first under of
dCllap!itation on failure. The riddle 'was 'What are the
three mest desirable beneath the sun, that are not
the sun, which dwell within the sun l' Thousands of the
gay, the grave, the sage and ambitious \Vh:> the
solutlon, and left the presence to mount the horse of
death.
"In the prl)clamation was made far and

de(:larin,g that robes of chains of the first

TRY.
“Try! the Soul groweth tall and comely, and Waxeth

powerful and strong only as it putteth forth its Will! Man-
kind are of seven great orders: the last and greatest are the
Genii of the Earth, the Children of the Star-beam, the In-
heritors of the Temple. Weak ones can never enter its
vostibules; but only those who Try, and, trying, for a time,
at length.become victors and enter in. Man fails because of
feeble, sleeping, idle Wil1~—sueceeds because he wakes it up
and ever keeps it wakefu1!”—Dr. P. B. Randolph, the
Rosiorucian, in “The Soul World.”

LEGEND.

“Many, very many centuries ago, there lived on the soil
where in subsequent ages stood Babylon and Ninevah the
first, a mighty king, whose power was great and undisputed.
He was wise, well-learned and eccentric. He had a daughter
lovely beyond all description. She was as learned as she
was beautiful. Kings and princes sought her hand in vain;
1"or her father had sworn to give her to no man save him
who should solve a riddle which the king himself would
propound, and solve it at the first trial, under penalty of
decapitation on failure. The riddle was this, ‘What are the
three most desirable things beneath the sun, that are not
the sun, yet which dwell within the sun?’ Thousands of the
gay, the grave, the sage and ambitious who essayed the
solution, and failed, left the presence to mount the horse of
death.

.

“In the meantime, proclamation was made far and wide,
declaring that robes of crimson, chains of gold, the first
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there came to the court a very rieh and

emlaasl;y from of the an lUlUUJ,\jI::,
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who acted as to the em-

heard of the state of
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four months did he upon and revolv-

in his mind all sorts of answers, but without any
that fulfilled the three recluillite:s.
"In order to more at his ease, the was in the

habit of to a behind the and there
re!)eating to himself the riddle and all sorts of re-
sponses thereto. The of determined
to watch and did so. must and
one was addicted to that sort of exercise; and
he made it a to all of as
residing in the and he sung his songs in the
e:r«)tt'G--sune: himself in love with his and
so mtlarrled the who had to both see
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are not
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and his head rested over a fissure in the rock

which there issued a very fine and subtle vapor,
which had the effect of the young man in a
......cu' '-Ii•• tin .... " ... which he fancied he saw the

and more than the flowers that
He also he saw an

but TRY! at
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place in the kingdom and the princess should be the reward
of the lucky man.

“One day there came to the court a very rich and royal
embassy from the King of the South, seeking an alliance,
and propounding new treaties; and among the suite was a.

young Basinge poet, who acted as interpreter to the em-

bassy. This youth heard of the singular state of things,
learned the conditions, and got the riddle by heart. For
four long months did he ponder upon and study it, revolv-
ing in his mind all sorts of answers, but without finding any
that fulfilledthe three requisites.

“In order to study more at his ease, the youth was in the
habit of retiring to a grotto behind the palace, and there
repeating to himself the riddle and all sorts of possible re-

sponses thereto. The princess hearing of this, determined
to Watch him, and did so. Now, poets must sing, and this
one was particularly addicted to that sort of exercise; and
he made it a point to imagine all sorts of perfections as

residing in the princess, and he sang his songs daily in the
grott<>—sung himself desperately in love with his Ideal, and
so inflamed, the girl herself, who had managed to both see

and hear him, herself unseen, that she loved him dearer
than life. Here, then, were two people made wretched by a

whim.
.

“Love and song are very good in their places, but, for a

steady diet, are not comparable to many other things; and,
as this couple fed on little else, they both pined sadly and
rapidly away. 4

“At length, one day, the youth fell asleep in the grotto,
and his head rested directly over a fissure in the rock
through which there issued a very fine and subtle vapor,
which had the effect of throwing the young man in a

TRANCE, during which he fancied he saw the princess
herself, unveiled, and more lovely than the flowers that
bloomed in the king’s garden. He also thought he saw an

inscription, which bade him despair not, but TRY! and, at

the same time, there flowed into his mind this sentence,
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became the watchword of the
for some has been known as

that of the Rosie Cross-" There is no to him who
wills. " this there came a solution of the

which he remembered when he and
his readiness to that which

had cost so many adventurers their lives.
" the

man with a drawn blade to make the
the head if he failed-were at an

all the convened in the
hall of the advanced to the foot of

the and there '0 live forever!
What three are more desirable than and
Love 1 What three are more 1 0 ! is
riddle answered?' 'True!' said the i 'you have' solved
and my word shall be ' "-Dr. P. B. in

"RIl,valette, the Rosicrucian's "
While "TRY" is the watchword of the

crucian Love is the" " and it was thlrDUlgh
the Love for woman, the better half of mll,nll:lnll,

the watchword was discovered. Dr. James R.
of the first whom I both love and
cause, above all others but one, in several articles
in "MIND" has the to say:

"There are :B'raternities that affect to scorn
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The American Rosicrucians have been criticised
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bulL It is doubtful that any Occult Fratc'rnity
admits women to full the
Ecction of the CrcEs. The
thus admit and a
"Mahatma" of the
that are to be
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which subsequently became the watchword of the Mystic
Fraternity which, for some centuries, has been known as

that of the Rosie Cross——“There is no difiiculty to him who
truly wills.” Along with this there came a solution of the
king’s riddle, which he remembered when he awoke, and
instantly proclaimed his readiness to attempt that which
had cost so many adventurers their lives.

“Accordingly, the grandest preparations—ineluding a

man with a drawn blade ready to make the poet shorter by
the head if he failed—were made, and, at an appointed
hour, all the court, the princess included, convened in the
largest hall of the palace. The poet advanced to the foot of
the throne, and there knelt, saying, ‘O king, live forever!
What three things are more desirable than Life, Light and
Love? What three are more inseparable? 0 king! is thy
riddle answered?’ ‘True3’ said the king; ‘you havesolved
it, and my word shall be kept.’ ”——-Dr. P. B. Randolph, in
“Ravalette, the Rosierueian’s Story.”

While “TRY” is the watohword of the mighty Rosi-
crneian Fraternity,Love is the “Key” and it was through
Love, the Love for woman, the better half of mankind, that
the watehword was discovered«. Dr. James R. Phelps, 3.

Mystic of the first Water, whom I both love and Venerate,
for good cause, above all others but one, in several articles
publisrhecl in “MIND” has the following to say:

4

“There are Mystic Fraternities that effect to scorn

woman and condemn the love that drawn man and woman

together. The American Rosicruci-ans have been criticised
for inviting Women to enter the Temple. In fact a ban of
excommunication might perhaps he laid on this Mystic
Brotherhood were there any recognized power to issue the
hull. It is doubtful that any organized Occult Fraternity
admits women to full membership except the American
section of the Rosy Cross. The Theosophical Society does
thus admit them, and a woman holds the position of
“l\Ial1atma” of the Society, but we allude to Frgtcrnitiesm‘.
tkczt are s~npp()ser.Z to be working along imlz (féyltjw ii‘ A‘ 



The idea held most of the orders seems to to
attain to Universal Love all love must be elimi-
nated from the as a "a and snare"
to the one who would enter upon the' " But a Divine
voice comes down the ages, "It is not for the
man to be in his solitariness." your coals all over
the field and you will no no heat.
Assemble them in your and your fire burns and your
house is warm. Scatter the atoms of the sun thlrollglloult
the solar and life and
cease. This race is so constituted that the l:'piritul'll
a material base. The ladder on which
on the earth. love must center in some or
it will not grow or As well one throw seed
into the air and a crop of flowers or
"Is there a of in this diver-

gence of the anti-feminine Fraterni-
sensible that TRUE love is almost an unknown

qu:ant:ity in human would its member's from be-
corning elllta.ngled in the meshes of some mundane semb-
lance of love. There be color to this were
it not that the brotherhoods are prone to that a true
Spiritm'll Love dces reach any manifestation on the
of matter-the sex if you like. This :.'lenial the
American Cross will not and there is

fer this in lIto 5,
in verse 4 ' , should be "created

it would seem from Paul's words that there
that may not be "conse-

n or "made is not far
from the truth in his work on " "
when he says that" it is not known this world what con-

love or that such a " and then goes on
to indicate the" doctrine of " the eXlempllfiCli-
tion or of which is a commotion in the

communion. A book written under the in-
spiration of a onc of
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The general idea held by most of the orders seems to be to
attain to Universal Love all personal love must be elimi-
nated from the life, as a stumblinghlock,“a gin and snare”
to the one who would enter upon the ‘ ‘path.” But a Divine
voice comes sounding down the ages, “It is not good for the
man to he in his solitariness.” Scatter your coals all over

the field and you will get no fire—consequent1y no heat.
Assemble them in your stove, and your fire burns and your
house is warm. Scatter the atoms of the sun throughout
the solar system, and planetary life and activity would
cease. This race is so constituted that the Spiritual rest on

a material base. The ladder on which angels disport rests
on the earth. Earthly love must center in some object, or

it will not grow or expand. As Well might one throw seed
into the air and expect acrop of flowers or grain.

“Is there only a question of terminology in this diver-
gence of opinions? Perhaps the anti-feminine Fraterni-
ties, fully sensible that TRUE love is almost an unknown
quantity in human life, would guard its members from be-
coming entangled in the meshes of some mundane semb-
lance of love. There might be color to thissupposition were

it not that the brother-hoods are prone to deny that a true
Spiritual Love does reach any manifestation on the plane
of matter-the sex plane, if you like. This clenial the
American Rosy Cross will not accept, and there is ample

.

authorityfor this non—acceptance in I Timothy iv, 1 to 5,
noting in verse 4 “creature” should be rendered “created
thing.” Aye, it would seem from Paul’s words that there
is nothing that may not be sanctifie<:l—literally, “conse-
crated,” or “made holy.” Perhaps Swedenborg is not far
from the truth in his great work on “Conjugal Loye”
when he says that “it is not known in this world what con-

jugal love is, or that such a thing exists,” and then goes on

to indicate the “doctrine of permission,” the eXemplifioa~
tion or acceptance of which is causing a commotion in the
Swedenborgian communion. A hook written under the in-
spiration of a brother of one of these anti—feminine fro.»

 



terni1:ies ends thus: 'If ye be led the ye are not
under the law." true; but will this sUlggElsti,on bear
extensive T
"And what is this called 'love' that has no center

from which to radiate? What is this
universal emotion that has no focal T more
univers2tl, more more diffusive love than that of the
Christ 1-and HIS human needed a center! It
found that center in his band of twelve and rested with its
grleatest meam.ng in the soul of 'the whom
Jesus loved.'
"Is there net wrong with the cults that would

crush out this inherent desire of the he:lrt for to
love 'I Can one a Universal Love from this emascu-
lated emotion a Modal-to burn his heart to
a cinder on the altar and scatter its aEhes ever the face of
creation Y Is there a love that does not desire an on
which to to for" and song for song T
It matters not if the walk hand in hand with one in
this earth cr awaits his in the world
the man's love will center in some one, even if in lieu of a
ltOU-I2:IVEm cl3mpaltlion it himself.
,. there not a att:elllpt.ed reversal of

Divine order and even alt:hough these have be-
come somewhat distorted and human

and 1 The Altar even
LW.'Ul'iH recreant have kindled fire upon it.
And in this for
human there is much of the Divine j and this instinct
cannot be or on. }<'o1' it may be that there
is a in Romans 1 :27 that did not die out with the
first ; and it may also be that the alluded
to in I 3, has strewn the earth with more pS:lTchlC
wrecks than '8 "law of ' can ever
do.
,. Have not the of the M

successors and rel)re:i>eJilt9tti,res
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ternities ends thus: “If ye he led by the Spirit ye are not
under the law.” Very true; but will this suggestion bear
extensive application?

“And what is this thing called ‘love’ that has no center
from which to radiate‘? What is this diffusive, general
universal emotion that has no focal point‘? What more

universal, more general, more diffusive love than that of the
Christ ?—and yet HIS human plane needed a center! it
found that center in his hand of twelve and rested with its
greatest meaning in the soul of John, ‘the disciple whom
Jesus loved.’

“Is there not somethingwrong with the cults that would
crush out this inherent desire of the heart for sometlzing to
love? Can one develop a Universal Love from this emascu-

lated emotion by becoming a Morial——-to burn his heart to
a cinder on the altar and scatter its ashes ever the face of
creation? Is there a love that does not desire an object on

which to center, to give “sigh for sigh” and song for song?
It matters not if the object walk hand in hand with one in
this earth life, or awaits his coming in the world heyond—
the man ’s love will center in some one, even if in lieu of a

God~given companion it centers in himself.
“Is there not a great danger in,an attempted reversal of

Divine order and intention, even although these have he-
come somewhat distorted and perverted by human ignor-
ance and strange experiment? The Altar stands, even

though reereant priests have kindled strange fire upon it.
And in this desire, longing, seeking for expression by
human love, there is much of the Divine; and this instinct
cannot be ignored or trampled on. For it may be that there
is a meaning in Romans 1 :27 that did» not die out with the
first century; and it may also be that the teaching alluded
to in I Timothy iv, 3, has strewn the earth withmore psychic
wrecks than Swedenborg’s “law of permissions” can ever

do.
“Have not the teachings of the Mystics become sadly dis-

torted by their successors and representatives‘! One might

 



in so after " Ardath"
The idea of Giounotti that runs that

fasclDlating book does not seem to be that the desire
soul should be crushed out. Rather it would seem that
"the of Love" even an mate to
leave the world of with the loved one on
earth. ' " , if I read it finds it
well to sacrifice occult powers to Human Love. SERA·
PHITA· drew the love and desire of both and
mfliden·-(mly to fuse two seuls in one and them

what· could alone. The
str·an.ge old man of " " in all his
could not and would not sever the tender ties of memory
that bound him to wife and child. And every Master of the
Occult who has to the world that makes life

more full of has at some
time reached the in his where the
love of a woman could teach him what God meant when He
called him into
"In ages

sCIllteIlCe, 'Unto husband and he shall rule
over thee. ' Who made earnest

she is? of this who
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he justified in thinking so after reading “Ardatl1” (by
Corelli). The idea of Giownotti that runs through that
fascinating book does not seem to be that the desire of the
soul should be crushed out. Rather it would seem that
“the longing of Love” might compel even an angel mate to
leave the world of light and dwell with the loved one on

earth. “Zancni” (by Lytton), if I read it aright, finds it
well to sacrifice occult powers to Human Love. SEBA-
PHITA‘ drew the love and desire of both youth and
maiden-—-only to fuse their two souls in one and help them
accomplish what neither could accomplish alone. The
strange old man of “Etidorpha” in all his journeyings
could not and would not sever the tender ties of memory
thatbound him to wife and child. And every Master of the
Occult who has given to the world anythingthat makes life
grander, richer, more full of Divine meaning, has at some

time reached the point in his development where only the
love of a woman could teach him what God meant when He
called him into being.

“In ages long past Jehovah of Elohim pronounced this
sentence, ‘Unto thy husband thy desire, and he shall rule
over thee.’ Who made woinan the patient, clinging, earnest
being she is? And, takizig advantage of this desire, who
makes her the tool and the fool of these conditions? Has
the man who accepted her adulation and allowed her to
make a demigod of him anything to do with it? It is easy
to take up Panl’s characterizationof ‘sillywomen,’ but go
back a, verse in the same II Timothy iii, and see Whoit is
that captures these silly women; for verse 2 reads, ‘MEN
shall he lovers of self,’ etc. Read the first seven verses of
this chapter, and see whether the old Mystic lays his indict-
ment against women only.”

III ‘II VI‘ I ll! #

“What a grand machine the Roman Catholic Church isi
How completely the minds and conceptions of the people

* See “Seraphita” by Balzac.
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are held to the dogmas and teachings of ‘thechurch 2’ How
willingly the people seem to yield obedience to church
authority! What is the secret of it all? Not blind ignor-
ance on the part of the devotee~——it is a markof the grossest
misconception for one to hold that idea for a moment; for
in that communion are many bright minds. What, then, is
this subtle influence that enables the priest to hold his
parish together, and the bishop to rule his diocese, and the
Pope to control the entire Church in one eongruons mass—

a conglomerationof incongruent material‘?
“There is 3, deep question just here that goes back to the

beginning of things»--or, if you deny that they had a be-
ginning, to the beginning of the present arrangement. ‘He
that made them made them from the beginning male and
female. ’, And whatever may have been the nature of the
people of the first creation-—those who lived on the earth
during the period of the ‘Elohistic’ ereation———it does not
enter into the present question; for I am inclined to agree
with Swedenborg’s assertion that the present race cannot
understand the nature and characteristics of the first race

in even the least degree. Any effort to attain to an

androgynous state patterns after that most ancient people
must and will be futile; the whole thing is beyond our com-

prehensicn. The Jehovistie produced a totally difierent
race from the Elohistie, and the separation of the feminine
from the masculine, and ultimately the difference between
the two in the physical and mental planes, was a necessity-
and this distinction will exist FOREVER. I know that
this will he denied, but it stands on as good authorityas

does the dogma. that denies spiritual sex distinction.
“The Catholic Church is the only. Church of Christen-

dom that recognizes the feminine quality, element, or attri-
bute in Deity, and it is by means of the deep held on this
mother instinct of the heart that the Roman Church has
that it maintains its influenceover the minds of its devotees.
If this is not the secret of Romish perpetuity, what IS the
secret? It is a power that is not to be lightly considered.
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“The Protestant Church has set up a masculine God as
i

an object of worship and is fast losing its hold on the hearts
of its adherents, and the consequent loss of their allegiance
is not for on? unless thisChurch REMEMBERS.

“Had Mary remained absolutely virgin, and not given
birth to the Messiah, would she ever have been heard of ‘i
Would her name have been the rallying cry of millions?
What does this question mean, do you ask? Simply this-a
virgin symbolizes attection for Spiritual Truth;but what is
this affection unless it BRING FORTH something‘?

“While the virgin principle claims the worship and
adoration of the devotee, the mother love, with its glow and
warmth, causes every other light to fade and lose itself in
the greater eitulgence. And we would ask whether the
powerful love that, finding expression in the plane of
material manifestation, results in motherhood does not
possess a divine dignity and meaning?

“Granting this point and the existence of a network of
psychic wires that encircle the aifectional nature of 3. man

as the windings of the induction coil, there must be a power
that flows through these Wires, and that power must be con~

trolled by a mind that understands. And when we seek for
it, do we notifind that the Jesuit order-is the engine in the
cellar, andvthat the Jesuit provincial is the engineer‘!

“ Occult practices, even to the limits of magic and beyond
those limits, are no strange thing to the inner circles of the
Catholic Church. For this grand old religious system IS
old. It undeniably runs back to apostolic times, and its
earlierfathershave told enough in their Writings to indicate
that they not only understood but practiced Occultism.
And even in these modern times not every Master of the
science has left the church fold, with Eliphas Levi, the
Abbe le Coeur, Count Guiounotti, and some others who re-

belled at the declaration of some dogmas and came out
taking their knowledge with them. If any one questions
this fact, let him read Van der Naillen’s ‘Heights of Hima-
lay’ and ‘In the Sanctuary.’ Or, if he wishes evidence that
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there is some saintship yet left in the old church, Marie
Oorelli’s fine book, ‘The Master Christian,’ will bring some

enlightenment. ‘For it will not do to forget that the
Apocalyptic exploration revealed somethingworthy of com-

mendation and vivification in every one of the seven

churches, from Ephesus to Laodicea——-with perhaps the
greatest baiance» in favor of Laodicea.

“ Coming as many practical Mystics did from the Catho-
lic communion, they brought with them some of the plunder
that had better been left behind. I do not make this remark
in any spirit of unkindncss or critical depreciation. In the
ranks of these mystic fraternities there are those whom I

esteem, almost venerate. The HELIOBAS of Marie
Ccrelli’s ‘Romance’ and ‘Arclath,’ and the old Master who
makes a brief appearance in her ‘Soul of Lilith,’and the
BISHOP ANGELO of Van der Naillen’s books, are NOT
imaginary characters. They have walked among us, and
some of them are walking among us to-day. They make no

outward sign. They do not ‘strive nor cry,’ nor does any
man ‘hear their voice in the streets.’

“Knowing the requirements of active membership in
some of these Fraternities, and recognizing also the fact
of human limitations, I assert it is impossible for a man to
remain in active connection with a GENUINE Mystic
Fraternity and he a bad man at heart. One may even

deny, betray, forsake his Master, and still not entirely
sever that cord of love by which that same Master will some

day draw him hack. Ahsolntc perfection exists in this
worid—-in some peoplc’s imagination——hnt it does not come

into close contact with the world at large. OUR angels
wear coats of skin; when they divest themselves of these
coverings they leave this realm of the seen.

“We question if the world has the slightest idea of what
it really owes to the silent, spiritual, work of these Mystic
Fraternities, as carried on by them during the last forty
years. The Inner Circles have given no signs, and the
Outer guards have only dropped hints,
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“But every movement in this world, whether physical,

psychical, or spiritual, reaches a danger point at some

period of its history, and Achan’s ‘wedge of gold and
mantle of Shinat’ may work evil in Israel. Working along
psychic lines has its temptations, and, when one gains con-

trol over the psychic plane of the human race and acquires
the power of shaping thought and action, the temptation to
use that power and control is apt to be too strong for the
average man. A Christ may turn his back on the offer of
universal dominion, but we are not yet Christs. There is a

palpable gap between the best man on earth and the Master.
Not all the pleadings of Joah and his captains prevailed
against the determination of King David to ‘number the
people,’ and it may take the Mystic seventy thousand vic—
tims from the people to even up matters and adjust the
balance.

“There is an old mystic maxim, ‘All power is from the
SHE side of God.’ We have hinted that this acknowledg-
ment of the mother-feminine-loveprinciple in Deity is the
secret power of the Catholic Church. (Of the Rosicrucian
Fraternity as well.) Not that its (the Catholic Church)
rulers are cveractnatedby this infillingof their own souls
with Divine Love, but that it is the living dogma of the
masses of her devotees——an~d Jesuitism has got hold of the
string. And 3, full measure of this same love that flows
from the ‘She’ side of God is a necessity to one, or a band,
who would set out to elevate and reform the world with any
hope of success. It is not the Christ in one ’s soul that leads
him to look down on struggling, sufiering humanity as

Camille (literally, dogs), or to give a cold, hard stone to
him that asks for bread. The most tender, gentle, loving
Master of Mysticism in the world would swamp himself if
he stepped» on to this hummock.

“Marie Corelli, in her ‘Soul of Lilith,’makes Feroz sing
a story of a deeply learned mystic, whose very austerity
and surface goodness attracted the people to him. From
becoming annoyed at their continued interruption of his
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devotions he came to despise them and he finally hid him~
self in a dense wilderness. One day, being disturbed by the
song of a bird that entered his hat, he killedthe little thing,
and immediately an angel appeared and rebuked him for
slaying HIS messenger and then the Mystic began to see

that his great regard for his own sanctity stood as an

obstacle in the way of his usefulness to God and humanity-—-
and he became a changed man.

“Are the desire and aim of the mystic Fraternitiesof our

day the elevation and regeneration of the race? If so, are

we working toward that end? Does ‘the end justify the
means’ that some of us are employing? Dcesthe contempt

»with which we regard the occult adventurer——the sneak-
thief that looks for occult power for selfish ends—-belong to
the honest althoiigh ignorant seeker after light and life? Is
there any end that one would wish to gain to be attained by
this means? Will thiscourse even bring about the end that
true Mysticism would seem to desii-e~—tho uplifting and en-

noblivig of humanity? One may gain a certain temporary
power by standing aloof from the world, coming into touch
with it only to ‘number’ it as David did his people. The
desire of the human heart is for dominion, for Babylon is
not yet entirely fallen. is it not well for mysticism to look
Within its own ranks for the evil that causes it to fail to
stand in the face of its enemies? And, finding it after
diligent search, is it not well to make a holocaust of the
plunder and everythingconnectedwith it?

“It is difficult to understand the contempt with which
some mystic orders seem to regard woman. In View of the
fact that it was the feminine on the Masters nature that
drew all to him in a loving, und-ouhting trust, this slighting,
belittling estimation of woman is a manifestation of
Jesuitism that is inexplicable. But I must quality that
statement-—thc Pharasee and Sadducee elements were not
attracted to him. They would spam the woman who washed
his feet with her tears and wiped them with her hair, but
HE did not. Perhaps woman, in her cramped, distorted
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condition, may show a clinging, longing, intensely desiring
tendency, which clutches at whatever extends to her a hope
of deliverance from her bondage-—-and she may extend this
desire to the teacher. So that poor despised woman fol-
lowed the Nazarene into the Pharisee’s house, and in reply
to the criticism of the sanctimonious host he said, ‘For in
that she east this ointment upon my body she did it to

prepare me for burial.’ Aye, and when a man is slowly
working himself free from his inherent ‘evils,’ and coming
to the last grand passion through which he lays them down
forever, who senses the meaning of the process? Some
MAN? ‘They all forsook him and fled.’ Only VVOMAN
stood by him from the beginning to the end. And when the
struggling between the man and the angel comes on in the
human soul, it is only woman that understands.”

So much for what one of the greatest Mystics of the day
has to say and surely he should and does know these things
as but few others can know. The Rosicrueians, according
to all their teachings and writings, recognize woman as be-
ing equal with man but they also recognize the true woman

as being the better part of man, the SHE-side of God the
Father.

All true Mystics of the past ages recognized in woman

that part of themselves which they knew was needed in
their own nature in order to complete themselves. Does not
Thomas Vaughan close his famous book ‘Magical Writings’
with the following:

“——————————-————-—————:——--19
Ladies wili buy thee for a new romance,
Oh how I’ll envy thee when thou art spread
In the bright sunshine of their eyes, and read
With breath of amber, lips of rose that lend
l’<=rl‘umes onto their leaves, shall never spend
Wliean from their white hands they shall let thee fall
Into theirhosoms, which I may not call
Ought of misfortune, thou do’st drop to rest
ln a more pleasing place, and art more hlest.
'l‘hvz'(> in some silken,soft fold thou shalt lye
Hid like their love, or thy own niysteric.”
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In placing the present work before my readers I do so

Without any apology whatever. The foregoing pages, as

well as those to follow, are taken from the writings of such
as should and DO know what they write. All the Mani-
festoes are taken from the original which are in my pos-
session. Credit is not given for the very good reason that
the profane world is ignorant of their authorship,except in
a very few instances, and those that KNOW will not tell.
This is as it should be and must ever be, A few of the
mysteries explained are from secret records in possession
of those who have a right to hold them.

Practicallynothing in the book is original as nearly all
the information has been published in Manifestoes. Some
of these have been private whileothers were to he had by all
those who were interested. The book is simply as 3. history
of this mighty Order or Fraternity and even as such, con»

tains but a very small part of their teachings.
So far as the part concerning “Initiation” is concerned,

each reader must judge for himself Whether there is any
truth in it or Whether the compiler has any knowledge of
the subject. As is well known, one may not write plainly
on this subject even though he may know all about it. The
chapter is simply en passarnt and rnayhaps there may be
some truth found therein. At best, it willnot hurt to follow
the teachings therein contained.

Is the Rosierucian Fraternity old and does it still exist?
Listen to what P. B. Randolph has to say in “Ravalette.”

“Many, but by no means all, the Alchemists and Her-
metic Philosophers were acclytesof thatvast secret Brother-
hood, which has thrived from the earliest ages, and, under
clijfercnt names in different lands, has performed, is still
performing its mission. The members of this Mystic union
were the Magi of old, who flourished in Chaldea (Meso-
potamia) ages before one of their number (Heber) left. his
native plains, and on foreign soil founded the Hebraic con-

federation. They were the original Sabi and Sabeans, who
for long ages preceded the Sages cf Chaldea. They were
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the men who founded that Semetic civilization, the faint
shade of which we find, having long avenues of centuries,
in the mouldy records of early China, itself numbering its
years by the thousand. Of this great Brotherhood sprung
Brahma, Buddha, Loatze, Zoroaster, Plato, the Gnostics, the
Essence, and therefore Christ himself‘ Who was an Essene,
and who preached the sacred doctrine of the Mountain of
Light. They were the Dreamers of the ages»-thesun of the
epochs—-eclipsed occasionally, but anon bursting forth in
glory again. They were the men who first discovered the
significance of Fire ;” and that there was somethingdeeper
than Life in man; profounder than Intellect in the uni»
verse. Whatever of transcendent light now illumcs the
world, comes from the torches which they lit at the Foun-
tain whence all light streameth upon that mystic fountain
which they alone had courage and endurance to climb, and
climbed, too, over a ladder whose rungs were centuries
apart. Hermes Trisznegistus, Egypt’s mighty king, and
thatother Hermes (Asclepius lX),was an adept, a brother,
and a Priest——as was Malki Zadek before him-—-that famous
Pre-Adamite monarch, that Melchisedek, who was reputed
to have been born of a Thought, and to have lived for
countless ages. And so with the Greek Mercurius. Theirs,
too, was that wondrous learning wherein Moses was skilled;
and at their fountain the Hebrew Joseph drank. Nothing
original in Thaumaturgy, Theology, Philosophy, Psy-
chology, Entology, and Ontology, but they gave it to the
world; and then Philosophers thought they had gained new

thoughts and truths, the records of the Order prove them to
have been old ages before the Adamic era of Chronology,
and to have been the eornmon property of the adopts.
“I have been led into these remarks and explanations,

for the purpose of finally and authoritativelysettling the
vexed question concerning the Rosicrucians.”

R. SWINBURNE Cornea.

"‘ *" See “The§Phi1osophy of Fire.”
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“Man is arrogant in proportion to his ignorance. Man’s
natural tendency is to egotism. Man, in his infancy of
knowledge, thinks that all creation was formed for him.
For several ages he saw in the countless worlds that sparkle
through space like the bubbles of a shcreless ocean only the
petty candles, the household torches, that Providence had
been pleased to light for no other purpose but to make the
night more agreeable to man. Astronomy has corrected
this delusion of human vanity; and man now reluctantly
confesses that the stars are worlds, larger and more glorious
than his own,-—that the earth on which he crawls is scarce

a visable speck on the vast chart of creation. But in the
small as in the vast, God is equally profuse of life. The
traveller looks upon the tree and fancies its boughs were

formed for hisshelter in the summer sun, or his fuel in the
winter frosts. But in each leaf of these boughs the Creator
has made a world-—-it swarms with innumerable races.

Each drop of the water in yon moat is an orb more popu-
lous than a kingdom is of men. Everywhere, then, in this
immense Design, Science brings new life to light. Life is
the one pervading principle, and even the thing that seems

to die and putrify but engenders new life, and changes to
fresh forms of matter. Reasoning, then, by evident an-

a1ogy—if not a leaf, if not a drop of water, but is, no less
than yonder star, 3. habitable and breathing world, nay, if
even man himseif is a world to other lives, and millions and
myriads dwell in the rivers of his blood and inhabit man’s
frame as man inhabits earth, common sense (if our school-
men had it) would suffice to teach that the circumfiuent
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infinite which you call space—-and stars-——is filled also with
its correspondent and appropriateilife. Is it not a visible
absurdity to suppose that Being is crowded upon every

The
law of the Great System (God) forbids the waste even of
an atom; it knows no spot Where somethingof life does not
breathe. In the very charnel—house is the nursery of pro-
duction and animation. Is that true? Well, then, can you
conceive that space which is the Infinite itself is alone a

waste, is alone lifeless, is less useful to the one design of
universal being than the dead carcass of a dog, than the
peopled leaf, than the swarming globulel The microscope
shows you the creatures on the leaf; no mechanical tube is
yet invented to discover the nobler and more gifted things
that hover in the illimitable air. Yet between these last
and man is a mysterious and terrible affinity. And hence,
by tales and legencls, not wholly false, not wholly true, have
arisen, from time to time, beliefs in apparitions and
speetres. If more common to earlier and simpler tribes
than to the men of your duller age, it is but that with the
first the senses are more keen and quick. And as the savage
can see or scent, miles away, the traces of a fee, invisible to
the gross sense of the civilized animal, so the barrier itself
between him and the creatures of the airy world is less
thickenedand obscured.

“But first, to penetrate this barrier, the soul with which
you listen must he sharpened by intense enthusiasm, puri-
fied from all earthlierdesires. Net without reason have the
so-styled magicians, in all lands and times, insisted on

chastity and abstemious reverie as the communicants of in-
spiration. Wlien thus prepared, science can he brought to
aid it; the sight itself may be rendered more subtle, the
nerves more acute, the spirit more alive and outward, and
the element itself-—-the air, the space, may he rustle, by
certain secrets of the higher chemistry, more palpable and
clear. And this, too, is not magic as the eredulous call it;
as I have so often said before, magic (or science that
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violates Nature) exists not; it is but the science by which
Nature can be controlled. New in space there are millions
of beings not literally spiritual, for they have all, like the
animalcule unseen by the naked eye, certain forms of mat-
ter, though matter so delicate, air-drawn, and subtle, that
it is, as it were, but a film, a gossamer that clothes the
spirit. Hence the Rosicrucians’ lovely phantoms of sylph
and gnome. Yet, in truth, these races and tribes differ
more widely, each from each, than the Calmuch from the
Greekwdiffer in attributes and powers. In the drop of
water you see how the animalculae vary, how vast and
terrible are some of those monster-mites as compared with
others. Equally so with the Inhabitants of the atmosphere;
some of surpassing wisdom, some of horrible malignity;
some hostile as fiends to men, others gentle as messengers
between earth and heaven. He who would establish inter-
course with these varying beings resembles the traveler who
would penetrate into unknown lands. He is exposed to

strange dangers and unconjcctured terrors. That inter-
course mace gamed, I cannot secure thee from the chances
to which thy journey is exposed. I cannot direct thee to

paths free from the wanderings of the deadliest foes. Thou
must alone, and of thyself, face and hazzard all; But if
thou art so enaamoured of life, as to care only to live on, no

matter for what ends, recruiting the nerves and veins with
the alchemist’s vivifying elixir, why seek these dangers
from the intermediate tribes’? Because the very elixir that
pours a more glorious life into the frame, so sharpens the
senses that those larvae of the air become to thee audible
and apparent; so that, unless trained by degrees to endure
the phantoms and subdue their malice, a life thus gifted
would he the most awful doom man could bring upon him-
self. Hence it is that though the elixir be compounded of
the simpler herbs, his frame only is prepared to receive it
who has gone through the suhtlest trials. Nay, some, scared
and dauntcd into the most intolerable horror by the sights
that burst upon their eyes at the first draught, have found
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the potion less powerful to save than the agony and travail
of Nature to destroy. To the unprepared the ‘elixir’ is
thus but the deadliest poison. Amidst the dwellers of the
threshold is ONE, too, surpassing in malignity and hatred
all her tribes—-one whose eyes have paralyzed the bravest,
and whose power increases over the spirit precisely in pro»
portion to its fear.”

Thus spake the Master Mejnour, who represents cold
science, to his student Glyndon. I have quoted this much
from the work “Zanoni,” by Bnlwer Lytton, the Rosi-
crucian, because nowhere else is this so plainly given.

The first thing that the neophyte must face and master
is the Terror of the Threshold, and happy is he who does
not falter, for to begin and falter is to be lost. To those
who have no knowledge of the Higher Occult Science, this
may seem to be but a farce, but let such begin the true
training in all sincerity and they will soon learn the
terrible reality of this thing.

The Terror must be faced at the very Threshold of the
deeper science and the neophyte cannot advance any
farther until he has mastered this terrible being. You, my
reader, may ask me what this Terror is, and I intend to
answer this question ere my present task is finished.

When this Terror is once mastered, he becomes the
neophyte’s best friend and will do whatever he is com-

manded to do. Thus also with the other Beings that the
neophyte must meet and master, those that are most
malignant to him will help him the most when once

mastered and placed under control. Perhaps the most
terrible of all are those created through Passion which are

the gnomes or Elementals of Fire. These the neophyte
must master first of all, and no human being who has not
mastered them can understand the awful use these beings
can be put to. The profane world is entirely ignorant of
these things and cannot understand them, but those who
have mastered them can afford to meet the sneers of the
World.
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So also with the Elixir of Life, men, cold scientists, who
recognize nothingbut matter such as they can see and feel,
deny that there is such an elixir, but I aflirm, in spite of
all the world, and I can say that I understand at least a

little of modern chemistry and the actions of drugs, that
there is a real Elixirof Life, not only of the Spiritual part
of man, but also of the body, and such as understand the
composition or use of these double Elixirs can defy both
age of the body and spirit.

I am fully aware that some of the so—called great scien-
tists of the present age will sneer at this, but I also know
that they hare sneered at other discoveries that have been
advanced, but this will not discourage me nor cause me to
discontinue in the work laid out for me by those few who
are far greater than all the so-called scientists of the age.

Well might Lord Lytton say with Count Tolstoi, the
Master of Russian literature, who had been banished from
his home by the Russian Tyrant, that: “Discover what
will destroy lifekand you are a great man; what will pro-
long it, and you are an impostor. Discover some invention
in machinery that will make the rich more rich and the
poor more poor, and they will build you a statue: Discover
some mystery in art, that will equalize some physical dis-
parities, and they will pull down their houses to stone
you.” Such is the world of to-day, and it is only the few,
who have mastered the Terror and fear nothing that are

strong enough to face the tides. Caring nothing, even

though they may be banished from their own homes and
lands. They have done their work as the Great Ruler has
ordered them and they are satisfied, knowing that all things
will be straightened out in the Good Time Coming.

“To quatf the timer life, is to see the outer life; to live in
defiance of time is to live in the whole. He who discovers
the elixir, discovers what lies in space; forthe spirit that
ivivifies the frame strengthens the senses. There is attrac-
tion in the elementary principles of light. In the lamps of

Rosicrucians, the fire is the pure elementary pI"in(,‘ipl€.
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Kindle the lamps while thou openest the vessel that con-

tains the elixir, and the light attracts towards thee those
beings whose life is that light. Beware of fear. ‘Fear is the
deadliest enemy to knowledge.” Such are the secret in-
structions to the Neophyte who has been prepared to face
the ordeal. Fear is theTerror of the Threshold and none

can master Him unless he is thoroughlyprepared for it, it
is thus why so many fail.

When a neophyte has been thus prepared, he is strong
enough to meet this unknown Terror and when he stands
at the threshold with the Light in which this.purc fire of
the Rosierueians burns and knocks at the door of the
Threshold, he is ready to go forward when the door opens
and when he sees the Terror of the Threshold (fear) stand
in front of him, he will subdue it by bringing his powerful
and trained will into play, the Terror is Master no longer
but the slave, and he advances as fast as he is able to absorb
the knowledge that‘is placed before him

What is this Light of pure fire of the Rosicrucians? This
is a question never plainly answered by any one for reasons

that will be plain to all, but I deem it of importance to say
a word in regard to Love, “the power of the Universe.”

Love when pure and true, with no lust forming a part of
it, is of a kind such as the Christ had for humanity. The
rays that radiate from the Soul of one who has such Love
are exactly like the pure Rose Diamond, rays of a dazzling
bluish color. The one who has such Love in his Soul is
Master over not only the Terror, ‘out of his own self and
therefore of all the world besides.

The rays that come from the Soul when Lust is the ruling
passion are of a malignant red and destroy all that they
come in contact with, this is the class of people, both men

and women, who are the cause of hate, envy, strife, murder,
and other crimes with which we are cursed.

There is another ciass that comes between these two, the
class that neither truly love, nor are they exactly the
victims of lust. This class are passionate, a passion that
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they mistake for love and which is mixed with lust. The
rays from the soul of this class of people are a light red and
it is from amongst this class that the majority of neophytcs
come. Where lust is the master in a man or women they
hardly ever change in this incarnation, but become de-
generates.

No sooner does the neophyte enter the path before he or

she is assailed by the 'l‘empter-—Passion. This is one of the
hardest things to master and unless the neophyte does
master his personal desires and becomes perfect master
over the passions he cannot advance-

It is a notorious fact that no matter how little Women

may care for a man while he is leading an ordinary life, no

sooner does he enter the path that leads to the Higher
Occult, when he will he tempted by women from all sides,
and it is here where the real danger lies for him and more

fall on this account than on account of everythingelse com-

bined. 1

Love is the Secret of all liife, but Lust and Passion is
death. Take the Lamp of White Light and go forward and
you will become the Master instead of being the slave.
When you have once entered the path there is no turning
back unless you desire to he followed by the Terror all
through life and there is nothing more terrible, nothing
more awful than this. Far better to die than have this
misfortune befall you.

There is another thing in connection with TRUE In-
itiation that may hardly seem fair to the average person,
and that is, that the very ones who are selected to teach the
neophyte are the ones that will place temptations in their
way to try them and learn if they are worthy of the Higher
Knowledge. These temptations are placed before the
neophyte in such a Way that he will not even stop to think
whether they are right or wrong, or how they come to be in
his path. If the strength is his that is necessary to pass
through the trials, he will not fall a victim to the tempta-
tions, but if he is not fit he will fall, and no sooner does he.
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fall than the Master knows it. This may seem strange and
untruthful,but to such thatdisbelieve,I can only say, try it
and learn for yourself. ‘

My reader may ask me what becomes of the neophyte
that falls while traveling the path and disohcys instructions
or tries to enter the door before he is fully prepared. To
answer this question, I will quote from Bulwer Lytton’s
“Zanonia,” which speaks plainer on this subject than any
other work ever published.

While Glyndon was the Pupil of Mejnour, he was given
_

his instructions as to what to do the same as all neophytes
are, he was also told what not to do and then left to himself
with the temptations before him.

There was one room which he was forbidden to enter until
he had been fully prepared. His Master well knew that if
he would not be fit to pass the necessary trials the tempta-
tions would he too strong and he would enter the room.

He therefore placed a book on the table in such a way that
he would read the following passage, which happens to be
one of the secrets of the Rosicrucian Fraternity:

“When, then, the pupil is thus initiated and prepared,
let him open the easement, light the lamp, and bathe his
temples with the elixir. He must beware how he presume
yet to quaif the volatile and fiery spirit. To taste, till re-

peated inhalations have accustomed the frame gradually to
the ecstatic liquid, is to know not life, but death.”

Glyndonknew that he was not yet an Initiate, and there-
fore not prepared, but this part he did not notice. He had
already partaken of the forbidden liquid and this was his
second trip to the forbidden chamber. He ranged the
mystic lamps (nine in number) round the center of the
room, and lighted them one by one. A flame of silvery and
azure tints sprang up from each, and lighted the apart-
ment with a calm and yet most dazzling splendor; but
presently this light grew more soft and dim, as a thin grey
cloud, like a mist, gradually spread over the roon1;’and an
icy thrill shot through the heart of the Englishman
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(Glyndon),and quickly gathered over him like the coldness
of death. Instinotively aware of his danger, he tottered,
though with difiieulty, for his limbs seemed rigid and stone-
like, to the shelf that contained the crystal vials; hastilyhe
inhaled the spirit, and laved his temples with the sparkling
liquid. The same sensation of vigor and youth, and joy,
and airy lightness, that he had felt before instantaneously
replaced the deadly numbness that just before had invaded
the citadel of life. He stood with his arms folded on his
bosom, erect and dauntless, to watch what should come.

“The vapor had now assumed almost the thickness and
seeming consistency of a s=now«cloud; the lamps piercing it
like stars. And now he distinctly saw shapes, somewhat
resembling in outline those of the human form, gliding
slowly and with regular evolutions through the cloud.
They appeared bloodless, their bodies were transparent,
and contracted or expanded, like the folds of a serpent.
As they moved in majestic order, he heard a low sound-
the ghost as it were i voices—which each caught and
echoed from the other; a low sound, but musical, which
seemed the chant of some unspeakably tranquil joy. None
of these apparitions heeded him. His intense longing to
aecost them, to he of them, to make one of this movement of
aerial happiness—for such it seemed to him—made him
stretch forth his arms and seek to cry aloud, but only an

inarticulate Whisper timed his lips; and the movement and
the music went on the same as if the mortals were not there.
Slowly they glided round and aloft, till in the same

majestic order, one after one, they floated through the case-

men-t andwere lost in the moonlight; then, as his eyes fol-
lowed them, the easement became darkened with some

object undistinguishableat the first gaze, but which sufiieed
mysteriously to change into ineffable horror the delight he
had before experienced. By degrees this object shaped
itself to his sight. It was as thatof a human head, covered
with a dark veil, through which glared with livid and de-
moniac fire, eyes that froze the marrow of his bones. Noth~
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ing else of the face was distinguishable-——nothingbut those
intolerable eyes, but his terror, that even at first seemed be-
yond nature to endure, was increased a thousandfold,when,
after a pause, the Phantom glided slowly into the chamber.
The cloud retreated‘ from it as it advanced, the bright
lamps grew wan, and flickered restlessly as at the breath of
its presence. Its form was veiled as the face, but the out-
line was that of a female; yet it moved not as move even

the ghosts that simulate the living. It seemed rather to
crawl as some vast misshapen reptile; and pausing at
length, it cowered beside the table which held the mystic

/ volume, and again fixed its eyes through the filmy veil on

the rash invoker. All fancies, the most grotesque, of Monk
and Painter in the early North, would have failed to give
to the visage of imp or fiend that that aspect of demlly
malignity which spoke to the shuddering nature in those
eyes alone. All else so dark-—shrouded--veiledand larva-
like. But that burning glare so (intense, so livid, yet so

living, had in it something that was almost human in its
passion of hate and mockery—mmething that served to
show that the shadowy Horror was not all a spirit, but par»
took of matter enough, at least, to make it more deadly and
fearful an enemy to material forms. As, clinging with the
grasp of agony to the wall—his hair erect—his eyeballs
starting, he still gazed back upon that appalling gaze—the
Image spoke to him-—-his soul rather than his ear compre-
hended the words it said :——-

“Thou hast entered the immeasurable region. I am the
Dweller of the Threshold. What wouldst then with me?
Silent? Dost thou fear me? Am I not thy beloved? Is it
not for me that thou hast rendered up the delights of thy
race? Wouldst thou be wise‘? Mine is the wisdom of the
countless ages. Kiss me, my mortal lover.” And the
Horror crawled near and nearer to him; it crept to his side,
its breath breathed upon his cheek. With a sharp cry he
fell to the earth, insensible, and knew no more.

This is what befalls those that would enter into that

Q
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which they are not ready to enter. All Initiates must pass
through the same experience. All must face the Terror
and Master Fear. All will be asked what they would of the
Terror, and unless they are Master of Fear and have
Passion under control, Purified Lust until it is a White
Fire, they will fall before the terrible gaze of the Terror or

a guilty conscience.
If they are prepared and have the Key to the Immeasur»

able region they will demand entrance to the Temple, and,
being Master over fear, they will answer and the Terror is
their slave and) servant.

Truly the Terror is their beloved, for without him they
would be nothing. What would man be without manhood?
The Passion is the greatest thing given to man by his God.
But it must be placed under control and used only as

needed and never to seduce. When abused it becomes the
greatest curse that man can suffer under.

For the sake of gratifying the passions, men, by far the
greater majority, have truly rendered up the delights of
their race; they have given up honor and manhood for a

moment of delight to an unnatural appetite; many pass
through life without »knowing any better; such will need
many incarnations before they can stand before their God
in Soul and Spirit.

Man, as we findehim to-day, believes that the sexes were

made for Pleasure; he does not know better; his ancestors
have taught him the same falsehood and; he teaches his
children the same cursed lie. A few awaken to the fact that
there is something grand and noble in the sex principles;
they follow for a time until they have tasted of the elixir
and their eyes have partly opened; they see the delight of
the Higher Life, but they are not strong enough, and when
temptations come they fall and the experience of Glyndon
is the result. A few enter the path and are strong enough
to resist temptations; these are the ones that are Master of
the Terror and he becomes the servant instead of their
Master. “Love, the White Fire, is the secret of Life.”
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“Passion is Death.” Beware of it.

Neophyte, know this, that all——the highest and the wisest
-—who have, in sober truth, passed beyond the threshold,
have had, as the first fearful task, to master and subdue its
grisly and appalling guardian. Know that thou caizst de-
liver thyself from those livid eyes-—know that, while they
haunt, they cannot harm, if thou resistest the thoughts to
which they tempt, and the horror they engender. Dread
them most when thou beholdest them not.

It is a fact that when the neophyte tries to do the right
the Terror will always appear, but when he falls to tempta-
tion the Terror will nowhere be near. Do the right and
defy the Thing and he will let thee alone and he at thycom-

mand.
I know thatobsession is nothingmore than the Terror of

the Threshold. Sometimes it may be a burned out Passion
and an awakened eonseience and an awful thing this is. A
man may seduce all Womankind, if he does not awaken to
his terrible crimes he will not suitor in the present life, but
the minute thathe becomes conscious of his wrong and tries
to change his thoughts and do right for his wrongs the
Terror will stand before him and well he may say “God
help me,” for he needs the greatest power in all the uni-
verse to give him strength.

So-called Occult Orders that teach their dupes to develop
especially by and through the trance, before they have gone
through a system of training and soul-purifying, are re-

sponsible for an immense amount of obsessions and in-
sanity. No man or woman, no matter who they may be,
can hear the sight of the Terror unless they have been taken
through a course of self-denial, self-mastery, and have
placed Universal Love, the White Fire of the Philosophers,
in place of Lust and Passion. To do so is to produce in-
sanity.
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The Soul's Cli'mb to the Divine.
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of H.

* THE FIRST STEPS TO BE TAKEN.
The Soul’s Climb to the Divine.

Life is one great climb up the steep ascent to God. From
our earliest days till we pass over to the other side, and,
indeed, whether there or here, we are ever climbing. Would
that our climbing had the grand results that ought to be
ours. Oh, that it led us to the delectable mountains of God!
For there truth is pure as the mountain stream; the air to
be breathed is rarified beyond the conditions of earth; the
vision from the summit is of Divine splendor.

Alas! that there are so few who believe that there are any
mountains of God which the soul must climb on its way to
the Divine. The restless multitudes know less about such
things than they even do about the mountains of the earth.
The religious worltl interests itself more in the geography

f
of Mount Ararat, Moriah, and: Hot-eb, Carmel and Tabor,
Gelgotha and Olivet, than in the sacred significance and -

esoteric meanings of these things. For these are the moun-

tains of God which the soul must climb on its way from the
city of <lestructions—the city of material clesire—t0 the
holy city of God with its gates-0-f—pearl virtues, and its
streets of golden love.

Ararat is the mountain of rest, the hill that towers above
the earth-floods, on which the ark of man’s soul may find
rest for itself amid the turbulent waters of experience. For

*N0'rE.~—The part “The Sou1’s Climb to the Divine” is
taken from the “Herald of the Golden Age,” edited by one

of England’s greatest humantarians, Sidney H. Beard, Esq,
and was written by Rev. J. Todd Ferret.
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the flood comes to every one; and‘ Ararat is ever at hand,
the Ararat of the Divine Presence, though few there be who
realize it. D

On that mountain we must stay ourselves. There is no

security elsewhere when we set out into the new realms of
thought and soul-conquest. (Initiation) Men and Women

who do not find Ararat are drowned in the sea of their self-
confessed troubles, though they seek the highest points of
earthly fame, and glory, and power. Matter cannot save

them. Gold cannot rescue them. Pleasure cannot redeem
them from the overwhelming flood. But all who seek and
find Ararat——-the Divine Presence-—and there repose their
spirits, come into the consciousness of the Divine Love, and
feel its sheltering power.‘

But the soul that finds Ararat must also discover Moriah.
For the way to the Divine is sacrificial. The journey is
upwards, not downwards. Consequently it is very difiicult.
If we would find true rest in God we must not withhold
from Him even our best, the things we cherish most. .God
is upon Moriah; but He is there to receive from us our

soul’s treasure, that we in turn may be able to receive His
richest blessings.

This mountain is hard to climb. It requires the resolu-
tions of early morning, the fellowship of the rising sun. It
is difficult for us to part with what we cherish most, even

when the recipient is God. And we find it more trying and
difficult still if we have reason toibelieve that our treasure
is essential to all our future welfare and progress.

Yet we must climb. We cannot prove ourselves of the

No'rE.——»This is the true and spiritual meaning of Noah
and the flood, and it seems unbelievablehow men, Ministers
so-called. who have passed through a three years’ college
course and received the degree Doctor of Divinity, should
show such gross ignorance as they do by taking the Bible

story of the flood in a literal sense, and thus teach the peo-
ple a lot of untruths instead of a great spiritual truth.
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“Faithful”unless, like the fatherof the faithful, we yield
allegiance to God. To turn many to righteousness we must
he ourselves righteous; to teach men how to live the life
of faith we must have been there ourselves. Before we can

have a real share in laying the foundations of the City of
God and building and peopling it with multitudes of
spiritual forces we must have heard the Angelic voice
counselling us to obey the Divine command, and have knelt
in obedience before Him. .

But still our ascent continues. After Moriah comes
Sinai—tke mountain of the vision of righteous law. Life is
a series of progressive steps or climbs, one hill to-day,
another to-morrow. The soul that desires to rise must go

'

cm. There can he no back-drawingfor it, even if the next
hill be almost inaccessible. It must seek progression by
means of every mountain.

Thus after sacrifice through obedience there comes the
knowledge of Divine Law. And as the true knowledge of
spiritual law dawns upon us, what awful majesty we be-
hold. The mountain is wrapped in the mystery of Being.
The blinding light of illumination and the burden of the
voice that speaks to us are as the thunders and lightnings of
God.

This is our first v.~is'£on of God, a vision absolutely neces-

sary to all our future progress. Withoilt law there could
be no harmony; and‘ as soul-harmony is oneness with God,
we must discover and apply to our own life the laws of His
Being.

But how much harder is this than even Moriah? It is
easier to yield up something once for all than maintain a

daily ecniiiet with ourselves, enforcing upon ourselves
ohedienee in thought, word and deed to the whole law of
God. The soul that has not tried does not know. If it knew
it would flee in terror, like Israel. Men repeat the law of
Sinai, which has been materialized into meaningless sh_ibbo-
leths, little realizing the profound depths of meaning l1id~
den as a sacred mystery from the vulgar gaze. Yet Sinai
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is the way to self-knowledge and self-conquest. It is there
we iliscover the pattern after which God would have us

fashion our tabernacle. For the law of God is perfect,
converting the soul. It raises it up to the plains of the
Divine. Therefore, let our hearts be filled with great
courage; for though the way be difiicult, it is necessary.
We shall at last conquer. We shall attain. What though
the light flashed upon our souls be as a consuming fire? It
will give us the knowledge of ourselves. What though the
voices and the burden of their message overwhelms us?
Through self-abasement we shall at last gainlthe Christ-
spirit.

Then the visions of law on Sinai lead to the great and
bitter conflict on Carmel between the prophets of Baal and
those of God. It is, Which shall conquer? The world of
matter or the realms of spirit‘! Truthor falsehood? The
substantial spiritual forces or the insubstantial astral il-
lusions“?

.

Carmel has been depicted as a sense of false judgment,
cruelty and slaughter equal to the times of the Inquisition.
And so it must have been were the historic records of it
mere history. Let those delight in such misconceptions who
will, trying to read morality into an act that in ordinary
historyithe world would to-day condemn. Such an in-
terpretation is one of the mirages by whichthe astral in-
fluences continue to deceive men, and blind them to the
vision of truth.

The Vision of Sinai shows us the false prophets within
our own tcmples——the low ideas of God, the sensual desires,
the material affections which dominated the kingdom of our

.

spirits and made our worship false and our sacrifices mean-

ingless. A

But with the knowledge of these sad facts there arises the
holy purpose to destroy them. We put them to the test and
find them wanting. They cannot answer our needs. They
cannot ratify our best offerings. They cannot give us

counsel in the day of trouble. They fail absolutely to show
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us the face and power of God.

But they stand in our way’ to God. They hinder us.

They laugh at our effort. They mock our noblest purposes.
They are the powers of the air and of the body that live the
sensual life, that revel in the tleshpots, that minister to low.
passion and mean jealonsies. They are the hell-forces
which array themselves against every earnest and sincere
soul, trying to get God dethroned from the soul’s Holy
Place and mammon exalted-.

To Carmel with them all: It is the voice of God who
speaks. The Law of God is the way to life through the
death of everything false in us. Therefore to Carmel with
them, every one of them. No redemption can be accom-

plished in us whilst these false and lying influences are

about us. Carmel will be the scene of our great conflict,
but it will also be the scene of our triumph.

How hard it is for us to master the evil of whiehwe grow
conscious?’ How slow we are to array before us those weak-
nesses of ours which have kept us from God? We love to
marshall the forces that give us worldly pleasure, and to

keep them by us. But after Sinai that is impossible. We
would ‘be false to our own souls, to the light of heaven, to
the voice and law of God if we refused to summon all these
evil powers to Carmel, and there behead them, so that they
should hinder and molest us no more.

Ah, my brothers, this hill is hard to olimb. Though the
glory of its summit be greater than the eonfiiet, yet is the
conflictsevere. And so many refuse to engage in it, to slay
the evil in themselves and let good he triumphant.

Yet is it only the timid and fearful who delays his assent
and conflict,not the brave and the strong.

Follow the light where it leads you, even to the spirit of
the summit. For the soul that would attain must press
forwards, having his eye fixed above and his mind on the
goal.

And let us not forget that the true glory of the soul in-
creases with its conquests over matter.
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When we have learnt the meaning of Ararat and Moriah,

Sinai and Carmel, then may we come to the glory of the
Mount of Transfiguration. It is indeed a steep ascent,

yalways rugged, mostly lonely, often dangerous, and at
times so difficult as to seem beyond our powers. Yet it is
the only way. There could be no transfiguration without
Carmel, any more than there could he 3, Carmel without
having seen the vision on Sinai.

Mount Tabor may he ours, shall he ours, if we follow the
light and do the will of God. We perhaps have been there
and so know something of its eestaeies and glory. For we

may all reach it. We may all attain it. We may all climb
.
to its magnificentvision, where we commune with the world
spiritual and eternal.

Oh, the joy of it—the intensity of the deep, calm joy,
when the earth-plains are shut out of our vision, and the
plains of heaven open to our view. Like one of old, fain
would we dwell there hathed in its transluseent glory, and
return to earth no more.

But we have not finished our climbing. The Mount of
Transfiguration is not the Mount of Olivet or Ascension;
and between these lies the hill known as Calvary.

Calvary! What a wealth of meaning it contains. How

many of my readers dream of Calvary for themselves. It is
always associated with the death of Jesus—-the Calvary
held in sacred memory by the Churches. But it is mean-

ingless to you and me unless its significance stretches to
our z'mZ’ir'i(lual lives. If we have reached the light and joy
of Tahor by means of spiritual prayer and fasting, ‘by dint
of severe conflict with our lower self‘ and our victory over

the world, then we must pass on to Calvary, the place of
absolute self-sacrifice for the good of man.

Listen, my friends: There must he the Cross of self-
saerifiee in loving service to our race, before the crown can

he won. There must be death to everything that Savors of
self in us, ere we enter into the realization of the resurrec-

tion life. '
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Who of us will climb this mountain, the highest, the

steepest, the loneliest, and the most difficult of all‘?
God grant that there may he a large and glad response

of souls for the betterment of the world.
One of the most important steps to take when entering

the path of Initiation is Humaneness in diet, and in his
work, “The First Step of the Stairway,” Count Leo
Tolstoi says:

“Fasting is an indispensable condition of righteous life;
but in fasting itself, as in abstinence, there comes the ques-
tion, Where are we to begin our fasting‘? how to fast? how
often to eat? what to eat‘! what not to eat? As one cannot
seriously undertake any work without having become ac-»

quainted with the proper order of sequence, so, also, one

cannot fast without knowing how to begin fasting-——and
from what food to fast.” \

Fasting; and in fasting to consider from what to fast and
how to begin»-such an idea wouid seem ridiculous to most
men.

I remember that an evangelical preacher, attacking the
ascetism of monasteries and priding himself on his origin-
ality, said to me, “Our Christianity does not go with fast-
ing and privations-—but with heefsteaks.” Christianity-—
and virtue in general—with beefsteaks!

During the long darkness of the absence of all guidance
——pagan or Christian-—so many wild, immoral notions have
become part of our lives-especially in the lower region of
this first step in righteous 1ife—onr relation to food, to
which nobody gave any consideration, that it is difiicult for
us even to understand the audacityand madness of affirm-
ing that, in our time, Christianity and virtue can be identi-
fied with heefsteaks! .

We are not sufiiciently horrified by this assertion, be-
cause to us has happened that strange thing that we look
and see not, and listen and hear not. There is no evil so

small to which man cannot become accustomed, no hideous
sounds to hear, no monstrosity to see, to which he cannot
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become so used that he ceases to notice what at once strikes
one not so accustomed. It is the same in the moral region.
Christianity-—withvirtue»-and beefsteaks!

This is really the first step on the stairway, as Tolstoi
pleases to call it, because the man who eats meat will findpit
next to impossible to become master of his passions. ' Meat
is a passion producer and it also carries a foreign and
crime-producing element into the blood. Without pure
blood it is absolutely impossible to gain the highest results
during development. Meat eating is also an unnatural
habit, and no man has a right to eat his fellow-being,even

though he may think that the being he eats is not as in-
telligent as he is.

“For a righteous life a certain order of good conduct is
indispensable; if a man’s aspirations towards a righteous
life are serious, he will inevitably follow one defined conse-

quence—and that in thisorder, the first Virtue he will culti-
vate will be abstinence or self-control. And in the cultiva-
tion of abstinence he will inevitablyproceed in one definite
order-—and of this order the beginning is abstinence in
food-—i.e., fasting. And in fasting, if he earnestly and
sincerely seeks a righteous life, his first act of abstinence
will be abstinence from animal food, because, not to men-

tion the excitement of the passions produced by such food,
its use is plainly immoral, as it requires an act contrary to
moral feeling——e'.e., killing, and is called forth‘ only by
greed, daintiness.

“All the moral progress oii humanity, which lies at the
foundation of every advance, always takes place slowly,but
the sign of essential (and not merely accidental) progress
is in its continuity and its increasing speed.

“During the last ten years this movement has made
rapid progress; a growing number of books and periodicals
on this subject appear annually; more and ever more

people are to be men who have given up animal food, and
every year, in foreign countries, and especially in Ger-

many, Britain and America, there is an increase in the
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number of Vegetarian hotels and restaurants.

“This movement must be especially welcome to those who

.

live in aspiration towards the setting up of the Kingdom of
God on Earth-—~not because vegetarianism itself is an im-
portant step towards this Kingdom, but because it is 9. sign
that man’s aspiration towards moral perfection is serious
and sincere, since it has taken the one unalterahle order of
progress peculiar to that attainment, which can begin only
by THE FIRST STEP.

“Tertullian, the most learned of all the Latin theo-
logians, was bold enough to proclaim his convictions. The
second century in which he lived needed it. It is not to be
wondered at that the orthodox party of his time parted
from his company. His trenchant Words have come down
to us, and are required by this age also. The habits of the
Western Christian Church have been a. blot on the teaching
of the Master and the Fathers. Westernized Christianity,
in seeking to conquer the East, has too often only material-
ized the faith. And the failure of the missionaries to win
over the cultured of the East is through our gross Western
habits of living. For the man whose religion teaches him
to hold all life as sacred is not likely to be converted to a

faith that deems no life sacred but Man ’s.
These things Tertullian taught—that flesh-eating was

not conducive to the highest life, that it violated the un-

written and written moral law, that it debased man in
intellect and heart, and that it closed the doors of the Inner
Temple of Intuition.

What Tertullian was for the West, Clement of Alex-
andria hecame to the East. The founder of the famous
School of Thought. at Alexandria, he himself was the most
cultured philosopher of his time. In his “Instructor” he
says on the subject of eating that:-~

“Thosc who use the most frugal fare are the strongest,
the healthiest and the noblest. We must guard against
those sorts of food which persuade us to eat when we are

not hungry, hcwitching the appetite. For is there not,
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within a temperate simplicity, a wholesome variety of
eatables——vegetables, roots, olives, herbs, milk, cheese,
fruits and all kinds of dry food? For, of sorts of food,
these are the most proper which are fit for immediate use

without fire, since they are readiest; and second to these
are those which are the simplest (though they have to be
cooked).

“But those who hend around inflammatory tables,
nourishing their own diseases, are ruled by a more licen-
tious disease which I shall venture to call the demon of the
telly, the worst and most vile of demons. It is far better
to be happy than to have a devil dwelling in us; and happi-
ness is found only in the practice of virtue. ”

The purer and nobler life the neophyte liwes the purer
his vision will become and the easier it will be for him to
reach the goal that he desires to reach.

Man’s first initiation is in TRANCE. In dreams com—

mcnces all human knowledge; in dreams hovers over

measurelcss space the first faint bridge between spirit and
spirit—this world and the worlds beyond, but this higher
TRANCE cannot be brought on by mere will alone, nor yet
in a day. Those that would teach you development without
training and purification, without giving up high living,
without fatsing, meditation, imagination, dreams, bewilder-
ment, will but open your mind while the soul sleeps and the
spirit is feeble, and to do so is to place you before the
Hannter of the Threshold while your are not even prepared
to take the first step, much less master the Terror, and in-
stead of being able to enter the door of the temple you will
fall, as did Glyndon, and the Terror will be your Master;
thenGod help you. Theseso-calledOccult teachers,who would
sell you teachings, or who would initiate or develop you for
3 little of the current coin or within a few days or weeks
are the curse of the world andhighcr science. It is these
that cause disrepute to fall on a noble science, and it is
these that cause a great deal of the present-day insanity.
They are on a par with other religious fanatics. These so-
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called teachers and fanatical preachers are usually men

who have never mastered their passions, but have allowed
it to burn until there‘ is no real manhood left. Beware of
such. Remember that love is the secret of life. Passion is
death. Rememhenalsc, that there is no ceremonial initia-
tion in the occult or higher science, that all is but a system
of self-mastery, se1f—development,and there is no easy road,
but that all must travel over the same path, no matter who
or what they may be. Rome crueis or spirituality is the
stone that the builders rejected. Unless you find this stone
you can never enter the temple.

Well might Lord Lytton say that “Even the third state
of being, which the Indian sage rightly recognizes as being
between the sleep and the Waking, and described imper-
fectly by the name of TRANCE, is unknown to the children
of the northern world-; and few but would recoil to indulge
it (to do so is to be forced to face the Terror), regarding its
peopled calm as the Maya and delusion of the mind. In-
stead of ripening and culturing that airy soil from which
nature, duly known can evoke fruits so rich and flowers so

fair, they S'I‘RIVl3 BUT TO EXCLUDE IT FROM
THEIR GAZE; THEY ESTEEM THAT STRUGGLE OF
THE INTELLECT FROM MAN’S NARROW WORLD,
TO THE SPlRIT’S INFINITE HOME, AS A DISEASE
WHICH THE LEECH MUST EXTIRPATE WITH
PHARMACY AND DRUGS, AND KNOW NOT EVEN
THAT IT IS FROM THIS CONDITION OF THEIR BE-
ING, IN ITS MOST IMPERFECT AND INFANT FORM,
THAT PC~‘ETRl', MUSIC, ART—-ALL THAT BELONG
TO AN IDEA OF BEAUTY, TO WHICH NEITHER
SLEEPING NOR WAKING CAN FURNISH ARCHE-
TYPE AND ACTUAL SBl\IBLANCE———TAKE THEIR
IMMORTAL BIRTH. I

Reader, would you follow the true path that will lead you
to immortality? If so, then thinkwell over these last few
lines; read them over again and again and meditate until

you learn to know their full meaning, and in them, if you
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are ready for the great work before you, you will find the
secret of the true initiation. Not theinitiation of pre-
tenders, but the initiation that will help you to become im-
mortal and taste of the fruits of the future while yet in the
flesh. Can you think of anything grander or nobler? I
dare say that you cannot. This work will not interfere
with your daily life in the business world, except that it
will make you more honest in your dealings with your
fellow-men, it will make you more humane to your fellow-
creatures who are as yet in a lower state of evolution, but
who are usually, nay nearly always, more loving than the
man or men who claim immortal life, while denying it to
all else but their little selves.

Universal love is one of the keys to immortality and
unless you will master the self-love, but not self-respect,
and invite universal love, love for all things to take up its
abode in your heart and soul, you cannot open the door to
immortality; and unless you do become immortal while in
this life you cannot become immortal in the future life,‘
unless it be in another re-incarnation, a thing unnecessary
if you live right in the lift that is now yours. Do not think
that this is accomplished in the training of a day or a week,
for it is not.

To lift the veil, the mist of obscurity’ which hides the
secrets of nature and conceals the future from mankind,
has been the desire of people in all ages, but reached only
by the few sages and prophets in the world. But with
Divine mediumship the knowledge of the possibilityof com-

munication and communion with the departed, the sovcalled
dead, burst forth like the first rising of the sun, before
which all lesser lights grew pale. To become a true medium
is to learn to vibrate the astral body as a pendulum between
spirit and mortal, and thus reach the third state of being,
the state between sleeping and: waking—tranee—a con-

dition co~equal with both, is to have found the key that
unlocks the mysterious place where actual soul semblanoes
have their immortal birth. No one can enter full entrance-9
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ment until he is oblivious to all outward surroundings.

The first change is to feel conscious of a thin vapor, this
seems, and is really breathed in, a fragrant perfume is felt,
and the breathing in of this vapor, which is the aeth, gives
strength and virility to the system. Next a sort of languor
seizes the frame, but without, as it seems, communicating
itself to the mind; as this creeps over one he feels the
temples seemingly sprinkled with some volatile and fiery
essence, which is the elixir or wakewmg of the soul, a slight
tremor shakes the frame and goes thrilling through the
veins, the elixir is doing its work. At last the languor in-
creases, and its luminous circumference expands and
dilates. It gradually becomes softer and clearer in its
light; spreading wider and broader, it diffuses all space--
all space is swallowed up in it. At last, in the midst of a

silver shining atmosphere, at last it will burst forth within
the brain, and feel as though a strong chain were broken,
an unutterable delight of freedom from the body is felt,
and a voice is heard demanding of us what we want or may
want or why we have dared to enter the forbidden spaces.
If the neophyte has had the propertraining he has his wish
or demand formulated and he demands it in the full
strength of his love and trained will; but if he has not been
thus trained he will falter and FEAR, the Terror of the
Threshold will seize him, and there is no more peace for
him until, through the proper training and development,
he learns to become master instead’ of the slave.

The student of the occult forces in nature must remember
a

that there are three distinct mrmads of energy in the uni-
versal forces of nature, namely, elemental, elementary and

,

sepiroth. Elementals are the powers of nature, and are

beings of energy which never become men. These forces
evolve in the four principal kingdoms of earth, air, fire and
water. They are those energies which do that which is
usually ascribed to nature, and are blind forces of nature,
but can be directed by the developed will of man. Accord-
ing to Mohammedan traditions, they are the forces em~
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ployed in erecting the temple, having dominion over them‘.
by means of a certain magical stone, which stone is spit-itu~
ality. They possess extraordinary powers, standing as they
do between the invisible and visible worlds; neither have
they any moral sense or knowledge of goodness or evil,
therefore their lives are not centered on an eternal
principle, although they are eternal facts themselves.

Elementary spirits or monads of energy are disembodied
souls, during their embodiment having been either on a

more gross and unripened planet than earth, and have been
attracted to this globe in the great economy of growth, or

have been depraved gross souls while living an earthlife,
who have separated themselves from the Divine spirits of
light, choked down the inner spirit of knowledge, prefer-
ring the darkness of selfishness and error to the light of
truth, thereby becoming theshades who have closed the
door of understanding against the interior principles of
love and wisdom, which constitute the glory of man, and
on account of this disintegration and unripeness must
await in the surrounding elements until they absorb a re-

newing energy, develop thereby,and be born again in the
light of the spirit. ‘: x

-

These elementary spirits are the souls of the seducers,
wilful murderers, depraved slaughterers of animals, vivi-
sectors, abortionists and others of this class. It is these
spirits that the neophyte sees who tries to enterthe door of
the temple before he is fully initiated and prepared to pass
through the ordeal. It is these spirits that obsess sensitive
men and women who sit for mediumship when not fully
prepared by having rooted out all lust and passion, all hate
and envy, strife and inharmony.

It is the -influence of these spirits on religious fanatics
that drives them insane. They are usually diseased sexu-

ally and therefore open to all evil and malicious influences
and these depraved spirits are always ready to enter the
being of such. A

~ It is a fact that all will deny, but none able to disprove,
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but which I have been able to prove during my practice as

a specialist, that no one, be it man or woman, who is sound
and healthy sexually ever becomesa religious fanatic: It is

.

only those who have abusetl their sexual nature, either by
self—abuse or otherwise, either ruining themselves wholly or

partly, that become what is generally known at “camp-
mecting” time as being “happy,” but which is in reality
nothing more than a nervous excitement, and in which the
Holy Ghost or Holy Spirit has nothing whatever to do. I
know that I will be condemned for saying this, but it is an

absolute truth, as any specialist can prove for himself, and
I fear to say nothing that is truth and that may help
spiritual or material science.

Sepiroth, or the elementals of the astral world, are both
infinite and: fi1:.ite; they partake of the Divine creating
nature, being emanations of the outside garments of the
great central sun of spirit energy—God; therefore they are

the elemental forces of worlds and suns.’ They are the har-
monious divine, creative wisdom and the conceiving intel-
lect, known in the Kahhala as logos, or knowledge. (See
the Kabbala Dennnda, by Mothers.)

They are the active energy which forms the essence of all
substance, being the vital centers of force acting with
spirit, thereby controlled by the Divine mind, being God,
which in His fullness dwells in all things. It is these that
the neophyte must become associated with and take his in-
spirations from. It is these that are in direct-coxnmunica‘—
tion with the intuitions of man and which act in harmony
with his awakened soul.

In the long ago, when the Christ was the mediator and
guide between God and the angel world, and everything
spiritual in man, He taught the same. Let a little of the
Christ. love dawn within your soul, open the door to true
medriumship, and hold it sacred with your truest life, for
on its altar thousands offer up the softest emotions of the
heart.

It will free the imprisoned imaginationseof youth, and
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freshen the fading recollections of age, and with true
metliumship you will lighten the burdens of many a weary
soul.

.

If we would walk with the Master who dwells forever in
the presence of the divine and infinite love, We must look
where we have been commanded; in the sanctuaries of our

being, in the pathwaysof our daily walks; for there, in the
spiritual nature, do we become the equal of all, however
high the outward station of life. Mediumship, that is,
Divine mediumship, such as comes by passing through the
true initiation, is a new world of truth, understanding and
wisdom, a new life in the world; and 3, new life is not
brought forth without pain and partings, and the shedding
of old decay. New ideas are not born in the mind without
the pains and pangs of parturition, and to get rid of our

old« ingrained errors of false teaching is like having to tear

up by the root the snag of one’s own teeth with one ’s own

hand. And by our own hand and will this has to be done,
for nothing else can do it. New light and life, however,
do not come to impovcrish, but to enrich; and no harm can

befall the nature of thatwhich is eternally true. It is only
falsehood that fears the transfiguring torch of light; THAT
needs must shrink and shrink until it shrivels away.

Revelation has always taught of those who left more

pleasant abcdes that they might selfsacrificinglyminister
to the crying needs of earth’s dark and sorrowful ones.

Thus it must ever be. When any abode of bliss becomes
more than a necessary means of development it is then a

sensual luxury, to enjoy which for mere pleasure would be
hell itself. The joy of the angels is in activity, whereby
those in need of uplifting may be reached and led to par-
ticipate in that blessedness which has proved so salutary to
their predecessors and praent helpers. And this is the
prime lesson for every man to learn. The men of Rosae
Crncis are never standing idler; they DARE not be; they
are ever ready to sacrifice self for the good of a sorrowing
one, be it man or a being on the lower plane. By doing
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good to others we do the greatest good to ourselves, and
herein lies the great lesson to be learned by all. When we

forget self in the doing good for others, then is the time
thatwe do the greatest good for ourselves. “He that wants
nothing gets all.”

Trance is the bridge over mcasureless space, between this
world and the world beyond, between soul and spirit, and
if one’s guiding spirit is a wise sage, with the light of
knowledge, thought can commune with thought, soul with
spirit, though oceans of space divide the forms; in tokens
of tenderest love one will receive assurance that far beyond
the great shadows of life are beautifulhomes of light and
love. ’

Oh, neophyte, open the door of your soul and welcome
the Messenger of Light, who will form a union of spirit
with you, and may your soul never again lose the suhlimity
of thought which will then fill it. Ask and pray that your
everyday life may be under the sheen and shadow of an

angel ’s wing until your soul has finished its course.

The same evils which have tempted mankind in all ages
tempt us today. The spirit of love which would have
saved mankind from sorrow, and borne them to greater
joys if they so willed, will do the same for us, if We will.
The same pride, ambition, envy, selfishness, jealousy and
wrong that have existed from out the night of antiquity
exists today, though modified and softened in form. No
matter what the nation, kindred or tongue, whether civil-
ized or not, these all are the same impulse of error to all
the world. The same devil who tempted the old Egyptians
tempts us. Their sins are ours, their errors ours, their
dooms ours, and their deliverance can be ours, if we will.
The thing which has been, it is that which shall be. “Let
him who is without sin among you cast the first stone.”

Of all the weaknesses which little men rail against, there
is none they are more apt to ridicule than a tendency to
believe. And of all the signs of a corrupt heart and a

feeble head, the tendency to incredulity is the surest.
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Realphiiescphy seeks rather to solve than to deny. In

fact, it never denies until it has prcven a thing to be false.
While we hear every day the small pretenders to science
talk of the absurdities of alchemy and» the dream of the
philosophersstone, we know that it is not a dream, but an

awfui reality, and when werhear men calling those a fool
who believe in it, we know how little they have of the real
knowledge of the true chemistry.

Man cannot contradict the laws of nature, but are all the
laws of nature yet discoveredlt Our modern scientist, with
his very imperfect knowledge of the laws governing the
mysteries of true mediumship, is full of theory, arguments,
assumption and conjecture, unconscious and ignorant of
spirit and the mysteries ef the soul.

Any man who hascultivated the light of spirit in his
soul is permitted and is able to dive into the hidden
mysteries of nature, anti he who has reached that stage of
light needs the adept no more to instruct him, for he has
the key, and he who has the key does not need the help of
any being who is still in the flesh.
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The Rosicrucians.

In speaking of the Rosicrucians in his book “Eulis”
Dr.’ P. B. Randolph says: “The Rosicrucian system is, and
never was other else than a door to the ineffable Grand
Temple of Eulis. It was the trial chamber wherein men

were tested as to their fitness for loftier things. And even

Eulis, itself, is a triplicate of body, soul, spirit. There are

some in the outer, a few in the inner crypts.”
Enthusiasts are the embassadors of God-. It is through

such only thatgreat truths reach the world, and that world
takes exquisite pleasure in erueifying all such; and yet
they wili arise, proclaim their mission, deliver their mes-

sage, establish new truths, and then march straight to
Calvary or Patmcs. In all ages there have been men out
out after a different pattern from their contemporaries, and
who, for that reason, had and have a different destiny to
fulfill. “To be great, is to be misunderstood,” aye, and
crucified lime and time again. Among all who have ever

lived, none have worked harder, or accomplished more good
for mankind than that class of men known in all times as

Mystics; foremost among whom was, and is, that branch of
them known as Hermetics,—rnen of mark; Pythagcreans,
Rcsicrncians, and lastly, the Brotherhoodof Enlis,——al1 of
vshom were, and are, students of the same school.

When David G. Brown, of the city of New York, more

recently connected wilh Bennett’s “Herald,” was, in
Montreal, I believe, asked concerning the origin of the
Great Society, or rather Fraternity, (the Rosicrueian
l*ranch,——,-but differing essentially from the branch of that
august lnothorhood represented by adopts in Europe, Asia,
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and myself and confreres in this eountry,—yet identical in
spirit, so far as general welfare of universal man is con-

cerned), he responded as follows; save that he disguised
certain names, which disguise I now throw elf: As one

standing upon the beachby the sea, and gazing far off over

the turbulent waters, finds the horizon lowering in the dis-
tance, and shutting out the land unseen that lies beyond;
so We, standing upon the sands of time, and looking back
over the sea of our past history, find there is a boundary
beyond which the vision cannot extend, a point where
many have written, “NO MORE BEYOND.”

And as the ocean casts up from its unfathomabledepths
Wrecks of vessels lost, which float upon its surface, and are

lost upon our shores, so sometimes, from the immeasurable
gulf that has buried in its depths the secret of our origin, a

wait‘ drifting on the bosom of time finds its way to the
limits of the historical epoch, and reveals to us something
of what was, and is lost. Then let us learn all that we may
from these waifs. Let us wander upon these tracliless
shores of a silent sea, and bring from its driftwood and
wrecks all that may be gathered» Let us add all that may
be added? of our childhood’s glory to our manhood ’s suffer-
ing, and our coming triumph. We will be proud that we

are disciples of Hermes Trismegistus, that triee-scaled Lord
of Hind,-the Mystical Mal-Kizadek (Melchizadek) of
Bible repute; but let us not forget to be proud that we were

disciples of the viewless God—twine the laurel wreath for
the victor, but add the cypress for the victim. Let us go,
then, to the land of romance and dream,—the land of the
Holy Byblos, and the Sacred Ganges. Standing upon their
shores, our minds will revert back to the dim ages, to the
days of our childhood,and the birth of the mystical -reign
of Arimanes. We will behold in our mind’s eye a sue-

ccssion of kingdoms, like the successions of seasons, a rise
and fall of dynasties, like the sowing and reaping of grain.
We will count the number of patrioians who live in idleness
and luxury, and shudder at the Ibultitude of plcbcians who
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die in agony and want. Behold: those monsters of selfish
ness and cruelty, whose insatiable appetite of ambition and
pride, wealth and power, could not appease, and for whose
mow the quivering flesh and trickling blood of a people
became food. Here and there, »we will find men struggling
against oppression as we have struggled; people teaching
virtue and charity as we have taught,—revi1ed and scorned
as we have been. We will discover that others have borne
our burdens who had :10 hope of receiving our reward; that
knowledge is universal, that there is a royal road; and that
they were as wise in the wisdom of their generation, as we

in ours.

And now tread softly. We are entering the dark realm
of the slumbering ages. The dust of a million years has
gathered here, arid no voice awakened its echoes since the
days when the Indian Bacchus consorted with the daugh-
ters of men.

We have left the land of the probable, and are jonrney~
ing in the regions of the possible. The footprints here and
there are of mortals, but of those who have beheld the
hidden mysteries of Eulis, who are familiarsof the Cabbala,
who have raised» the veil of Isis, and revealed the Chrishna,
the YEA or the A. A.

Behold in the distance, shining from the east as the sun

from the sea, the unquenehahle torch of her who is name»

less; observe the stars that circle ronnd Her, as she kneels
to write upon the sand. See the sheen of her golden hair,
and the spotless White of her robes; catch the first strains
of the wondrous philcsophy,classic and pure, as they fell
in wordless music from her lips; and remember how its
infinite truth and marvellous beauty have, in all ages that
are past, bound us together by an indissoluhle bond of
brotherhood, and leavened with our faith in the innate
kindness of the human heart, tanght us to sacrifice our-

selves, that the peoples may advance.
They were fragments of this philosophy which we were

as a crown of glory on our natal mom, that were dis-
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seminated by our Master and his innumerable followers,
and cast hither and: thitherupon the stream of time, were

finally washed by successive waves of War and pilgrimage,
to the shores of Egypt. It is of these the author of the
“History of Civilizationin England” speaks, as “forming
one of the elements in the school of Alexandria, and whose
subtle speculation, carried on in their own exquisite
language, anticipated all the efforts of modern European
metaphysics.’ ’

They were fragments of this philosophywhich, perverted
by the strong individmalitiesof Plato, Aristotle and became
alike the systems of their schools, the Portico, the Grove,
and the Garden.

Melehizadek, or Hermes, was our first great master; but
like many masters before and since, he lived when the
“times were out of joint,” and the age was not attuned to
symphonies of thought and feeling. He taught his rich
philosophy to all, opened great hidden depths of thought to
the public eye, explained the most subtle truths to bar-
barian ears, and—threw pearls to swine. And his success.

He gathered round him his disciples, and looked beyond at
their followers; they extended in every direction, as far as

the eye could reach, surging like the waves of the sea, when
tossed by tempests,-wand with all the deep undertones and
mutterings of the ocean. Were all these his pupils‘? All
these versed in the shoals and depths of reasoning‘? No.
They were families, some member of whom believed an

abstract philosophical truth, and all the rest believed the
man.

They reduced: the laws of nature to form a creed, and
theydmadea golden calf of some special physical force, and
fell down to worship it. They resolved themselyes, after
their agitation, into their own natural elements. That was

all.
As a rustic, uninstructed’ in the principles, might with

open-moiithed wonder watch the burning of coal, and en-

deavor to associate it with the inflation of a balloon, so
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Hermes, expecting only the preconceived consequences of
his teaching, was awed by the immense bubble he had
formed. As he comprehended the magnitude of his crea-

tion, and its now evident consequences, perhaps there arose
in his mind that inevitable conclusion thatafter all his
teachings and all his labor little would be accomplished.
The great minds among his followers would be philosophers,
but they would have been philosophers Without him. The
mass would be fanatics, as they had been fanatics before
him. He had done only this—-given adirection to their
studies and speculations, given a name and method to their
ignorance and madness. And all this scholasticism and
philosophy,all this ignorance and madness, would be the
new religion of India, would take the place forever of her
first idolatry. .

So we received our heritage, and the soul of philosophy
vanquished from India and the world as a dream. The
kernel was hidden, and the shell alone permitted to remain
to excite the awe of past generations, and the wonder of
ours. Ah, most noble Master, you have long since, like Her
who came before you, passed forever among the shadows of
the invisible, and the dark, but deathless realms, where our

fathers have gone before us. But as the material form was

indestructible, and lives forever in that land of blossom and
flowers, so that spiritual and ideal emanation shall, through
all coming time, live in the minds of men, and never cease

to be born anew, for Eulis’ nature is infinite and: eternal.‘
How safely our secrets have been guarded, let each

answer according to the progress he has made in mastering
them. How little was abstracted by the Essence, Gnostics
and Batiniyeh, you all know.

For ten thousand years after Hermes, we lost no more,
in our contact with all the various peoples of the world,
than the electric elements we throw off in grasping their
hands. ‘

Though few in numbers, we guarded the great trust
comn:itted~ to our care with a never-ceasing vigilance.
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Every member was aware of its importance to the human
race. Every member realized that the flowers gathered
from the graves of dead years must be preserved as a

wreath to crown the age to come. Amidtheswarm of sects ’

and societies that sprang to life in the Eastrsurrounded by
all the schools that flourished in the Golden Age of Greece,
that little band of souls preserved their purity.

Secretly and silently they moved over the sands of time
to the coming of the Nazarene... .In the twilight that suc-

ceeds the crucifixion on Calvary we can see indistinctly the
movements of individuals, and the banding of men. They
seem to move with an uncertain purpose, and to have lost
their old effectiveness. One, two, three, five hundred years
roll by as one would count the hours to midnight. Then
there is a bustle. Work is at hand. Into those dark ages
that succeed, pass the mustering hands {and for a thousand
years death at the stake, persecution and despair on the
one hand, and the retribution of the Vehmgerichte and
kindred associations, alone point out the position of the
contestants, and the progress of the fight.

Then from his cradle in the Alps looms up Christian
Rosencrux. Seizing all at a glance, the society is re-

organized; no more to dream, but to work; no more to wait
for the human race to accomplish its destiny, but to assist
in its accomplishment; to offer her bosom to the unfortu-
nate; to raise the fallen; to succor the oppressed; to inter-
pose her from between the tyrant and the slave; to lead the
van in the great fight. She has gathered knowledge of her

ages of student-life, she has the patience taught by cen-

turies of adversity, she has the courage of the true and the
beautiful;and, above all, she loves the peoples, and Paschal
Beverly Randolph succeeded Rosencrux, as the legitimate
Grand Master of Rosicrucia, and Hicrarch of Eulis.

And now I would say a word in regard to contemporary
societies. Many of them were organized with meritorious
objects in the days gone by, but the state of things thatgave
them being has long since passed away. They presented a
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sad spectacle of having outlived their usefulness, and drag
out a fitful existence of senseless ceremonies and abstract
forms, from which the soul has long departed. A few
should receive the tribute of respect due to that which is
venerable and good, and Freemasonry should ever he asso-i
ciated with the broad mantle of its charity.

In the superstructures which have been erected at dif-
ferent periods, upon these foundations, one will often ob-
serve a pillar, here or there,— called the Rose Croix, or oc-

casionally hear the mystie name Enlis, softly pronounced.
I was conversing with a gentleman whom I supposed to

he a memberof one of these “Chapters,” and he said, “ The
Rosy Cross is dead. We have, it is true, galvanized its
skeleton into a transitory life, but the Rosy Cross of history
is dead.” Dead! I cried. She lives; lives with the rich
blood of the South in her veins; with the vigor of the North
in her constitution; with the clear hrainsof the temperate
zone, the depth of thought of the Orient, the versatility of
France, and earnestness of purpose, and boldness of resolu-
tion of the New World; lives these three hundred years
thatyou thinkher dead, as she lived the countless centuries
before youvthought her born; and may she never cease to
have a fitting casket for her jewels, and remain a reflex of
the glorious truth and beauty of the superlative wisdom,
power and goodness. .

V

So far well, but at last the WOI‘ld Wants to know more of
that wonderful fraternity, which, nameless at times for
long centuries, blossomed a few centuries ago as Rosiorucia,
but now has ieaped to the forefront of all real reform
movements of this wonderful age, and lo, the banner of
peerless Eulis floats proud!ly—rook-founded—onthe breeze.
We, the people of Eulis, be it known, are students of nature
in her interior departments, and rejecting alike the coarse

materialism of the ages, and the sham “philosophies” of
the ages past and current, accept only that which forces
conviction by its irresistible logic. Men who REALIZE the
e:-:istence of other worlds than this are not apt to give loose
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rein to passion; nor be content with fraud in any shape.
We cannot take say-sos for facts, and therefore we reject
much that appeals to others with the force of truth. ‘We
are ambitious to solve all possible mystery; we prefer one
method to all other hyper-human agencies, knowing it to be
infinitely preferable to all other modes of rapporting the
occult and mysterious; and this book, and all others from
the same pen, is but a very imperfect sketch or outline of
the sublime philosophy of the Templars of Eulis. We
KNOW the enormous importance of the seiiive principle,
that a menstruating woman is an immense power if she but
knew it; that a pregnant one holds the keys of eternal
mystery in her hand, and that while thus she can make or

mar any human fortune. We know the mystic act is one

unhinging the gates alike of heaven and hell; and we know
two semi-brainless people may, by an application of esoteric
principles, stock the world with mental giants. But Where
shall we find the students“? Are not all people, nearly, the
slaves of lust, place, gold? Well, we find one now and
then; and we hail him or her as the Greeks hailed the sea—

with excessive joy; Thalatta; Thalatta; they are not mu1ti«
tudinous now, but will he in the good time coming.”

Could Dr. Randolph see Rosier-ucia now, he would he
truly proud. He truly says that she and her true followers
are ever in the forefront of true reforms and this is true
to-day as it has never been before. In his time, the move~

ment against flesh eating and the taking of life of our fellow
creatures had hardly been started, to-day we see men and
women all around us who are doing all in their power to

stop the slaughter of the innocent in order to satisfy an

abnormal appetite that man has developed through living
an abnormal life. None has done more for this great cause

than that great ret'ormer—Sydney H. Beard, of England,
a man that stands head and: shoulder above by far the
majority of those who claim to be reformers. To-day not a

single one of the followers of Rosicrucia‘ believes in the
deadly practice of vaccination so long followed by those
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who thought they were working for the good of humanity.
In the time of Dr. Randolph a very few voices were raised
against this foul and deadly practice and among those few,
stands Dr. Alexander Wilder as none other ever stood nor

ever will. All hail to him who dared to stand for the right
and justice when others condemned him. His work is not
without honor for to-day there are many thousands follow-
ing him and not a true Rosicrucian, Mystic, or Hermetist
but that stands by him and thanks him for the great work
that he has accomplished in opening their eyes to the truth.
Anti-vivisection was 9. movement that was unknown in his
time and that diabolical crime was committed day in and
day cntiwithout any dissenting voice being raised against
it. At last, there came one who saw the light and to whom
it was given to start a crusade against one of the most
infamous and diabolical institutions that it has been man’s
misfortune to know. These movements are gaining ground
from day to day and it will only he a question of time when
we will look back on the time of meat—eating, vaccination,
vivisection and other crimes of like kind and shudder at the
depth thatman can fall and yet, with it all, thinkthathe is
really man. These are the things that Dr. Randolph and
the old Masters might well be proud of. No longer do men

of Rosicrucia kill their fellow creatures to live, no longer
do they poison their children with foul and deadly matter,
believing that they can keep disease out of them, which
never comes from the outside. No longer do they cut up
their fellow creatures alive, under the delusion that they
are advancing science which is in reality pseudoscienee;
no longer are their women slaves to the blind» passion of
their men. All is beginning to be free and soon Freedom
will he the watch-word. “Live and let live” shall then be
our motto, for all humanity as it is now for the few.

The Rosicrucian Fraternity does not claim supernatural
force either.Divineor otherwise. They claim that for cen-

turies their order was familiar and conversant with the
psychic force and kindred occult laws of nature; that they
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discovered in nature a force more subtle than electricity;
which, under certain conditions, they can control by power
of mind and will, and with its aid, federation, and assist-
ance can accomplish much that is exalted and good for
mankind», and, through a psychic power far beyond the
capacity of man, can do many things which seem to border
on the miraculous.

‘There is a spiritual power residing in the soul of man
which enables the latter to attract, influence, and change
things. If thepower of the soul mounts to a certain height
she may overpower the elements which hold her in bonds;
for that which is ABOVE attracts and subjects that which
is BELOW, and the latter partakes of the changes of the
former. Therefore, a man who has rendered» himself
capable to receive celestial gifts, by making use of the
aspirations of his soul and employing natural things, may
influence another being who is less spiritually strong, and
force him to obey. a

It is these lawsthat the Rosicrucian has learned and
knows how to use. He never uses such laws for anything
that may harm another, but always for thatother’s good.

Everything belonging to the ABOVE.movesthat which
is next to it Below according to its degree and order, not

merely in the visible, but also in the invisible part of
nature. Thus the Universal Soul moves the individual
souls, the Mind acts upon theanimal,and the animal upon
the vegetable principle. Each part of the world acts upon
every other part, and each one is capable to be moved by
another; and upon each part of the lower world acts the
higher world, according to the attributes and conditions of
the former, just as one part of the animal organism acts
upon the other. It is to understand this law and learn to
know which acts on the other that constitutes the secret of
the Alchemical Arts. The lower can never act on the
Higher unless the Higher is neutral or passive, and it is to
learn to know these forces’ work on each other that consti~
tutc the great secrets of the Secret Arts.
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‘ There is an art, known only to few of these that have
passed through the Inner Door of the Temple, by which the
purified and i’aithful scul of man may be instructed and
illuminated, so as to be raised at once from the darkness of
ignorance to the light of wisdom and knowledge. There is
also an art, by which the knowledge gained by the impure
and unfaithful may be taken away from their mind and
memory and they thus be rendered to their former state of
ignorance.

Only those who are pure-minded and spiritual can possess
true magic powers. Thought is the supreme power in man

when under the rule of Love, and pure spiritual thought is
the miracle-workerwithin him. Ilf the thought of man is
bound to the flesh, deeply amalgamated with it and occu-

pied with animal desires, it loses its power over the divine
elements, and therefore among those who seek to exercise
magic powers there are few who succeed. If we desire to
become spiritually developed We must try to find out how
we can free ourselves of our animal instincts and desires
and become rid of our sensuality and passions, and we

‘must, furthermore, sttemptto rise up to a state of true
«spirituality. Without accomplishing these two propositions
we will never rise up to that state which is necessary to
obtain magic powers, which result from the spiritual eleva-
tion and dignity of man.

Such a process of development and unfolding is not
accomplished at once, but requires time and patience; a

neophyte cannot immediately understand the mysteries
of initiation when he enters the sacred precincts. The soul
must he gradually accustomed to the light until the power
of spiritual thought is unfolded, and the latter being, con-

tinually directed towards the divine light, becomes at last
united with it. If the soul is perfectly purified and sancti-
fied she becomes free in her movements; she sees and recog-
nizes the divine light and she instructs herself, while she
seems to be instructed by another. In that state she re-

quires no other admonition or instruction except her own
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thought, which is the head and guide of the soul. She is
then no more subject to terrestrial conditions of time, but
lives in the eternal, and for her to desire a thing is to
possess it already. '

Wisdom, as a principle, is inconceivable unless it be-
comes manifest in the wise, and only the wise are capable to
recognize it. A man without knowledge knows nothing.
It is not man in his aspect as a being without any principle
who can know any principle whatever; it is always the
principle itself that recognizes itself in other forms. Thus,
if a person wants to know the truth, and the truth must be
alive in hini;if there is no truth in him, he can perceive no

truth, neither within himself nor in external nature. For
ever is the truth crucified between two “thieves” who are

nothing else but Superstition and Scepticism, and if we see

only one of the crucified thieves, we are liable to mistake
him for the truth; but the two forms of the thievesare dis-
torted, or, to express it more correctly, the truth is distorted
in them. Only when we are capable to recognize the
straight form of the Saviour hanging ‘between the two dis-
torted thieves,will we see the difierence and know where to
search for the Redeemer. V

,
,

Says Dr. Hartmann: “The soul of man stands in the
same relation to that spiritualpower that fills the universe,
as the flowers of the field to the light of the terrestrial sun.

A plant deprived of light will sicken and die, and a soul in
which the spirit of holiness does not exist will become de—
graded lower than the animal soul; because animals are not
given to arguing they act according to the laws of nature,
while the possession of an intellect enables man to act un-

naturally,and in opposition to divine law.
But there have been other men, who, by remaining

natural and obedient to divine law, have grown into a state
of spirituality superior to the merely intellectual state, and
in the course of their interior unfoldment, their inner senses

have become opened, so that they could not only intuitively
feel, ‘out also spiritually perceive this light of the spirit.
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Such men are the true Mystics, Rosicrucians, and Adepts,
and with them the historian and antiquarian has NOTH-
ING to do; because they are beyond the reach of investiga-
tion.

A “History of the Rosierueians” can, at best, he a his-
tory of certain persons who “Were supposed to have been
spiritually enlightened.” It would have to remain forever
uncertain Whether a person mentioned in such a “history”
had really been a Rosierneian or not; because that which
constitutes a man, a saint and a sage does not belong to this
earth and cannot be examined by mortal men; it is that
part of man of which the Bible speaks when it is written,
“We live upon the earth,but our soul is in heaven.”

Divine wisdom is not of man ’s making, neither is it in-
vented hy him. There is no other way to obtain it than by
receiving it willinglywithin one ’s own heart. If it enters
there, then will the storm of contending opinions suhside,
and the sea of thought he as clear as a mirror in which we

may see the truth. Then will the truth heoome strong in
ourselves, and we shall know God, not by reading a d<a~erip-
tion of Him in books but in and through His own power;
or, to express it in words of the Bible, we shall attain
knowledge of Him “by worshipping Him in Spirit and in
Truth.” '

Like the allegorical language of the Bible and other re-

ligious books, the Rosierueian writings are utter nonsense

and incomprehensible, if taken in an external sense and
applied from a material point of view. Merely external
reasoning, far from being an aid in their understanding, is
rather an obstacle in the way; but to him who looks at them
with the understanding that comes to and from the spirit,
they are full of divine wisdom.

The Rosierncians say: “A person who knows Divine
truth has attained the highest and desires nothing more;
for there can be nothing higher than the attainment of
truth. In comparison with this treasure, worldly pos-
sessions sink into insignifieanee: for he who possesses the
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highest has no desire for that which is low; he who knows
the reality does not care for illusions.”

The Fame Fmtemiiatis says: “The impossibility to
reveal such secrets to those who are not sufiiciently spiritu-
ally developed to receive them is the cause that many mis-
conceptions and prejudices have existed among the public
in regard to the Rosicrucians. Grotesque and fabulous
stories, whose origin canonly be traced to the ignorance or

malice of those who invented them; have been circulated
and grown in intensity and absurdity as they traveled
through the ranks of the gossippers. Falsehoods cannot be
eradnieatecl without injuring the roots of the truth; and
evil intentions grow in strength whenever they find re-

sistance. It is not always useful to contradict the false
statements made by the ignorant or wilful deceiver; but
what is the testimony of the blind worth when they speak
of what theybelievethey have seen‘? and what value can be
attached to the statements of the deaf when they-describe
what they believe they have heard? What does the un-

trnthful know of the truth, the godless of God, the foolish
of wisdom, and the unbeliever of faith? They may think
that they are right, nevertheless they are wrong; they may
accuse others of harboring illusions, while they live an

illusion themselves. Envy, hate, jealousy, bigotry and
superstition are like colored glasses, which cause him who
looks through them to see nothing in its true aspect, but
everything in colored light.” .

Thus it appears that the “Rosicrucians,” in speaking of
their society, mean something very different from any ter-
restrial and external organization of persons calling them-
selves, for some reason or other, “Rcsicrucians;” but of 3

spiritual union, 2. harmony of divine and conspiritual, but,
nevertheless, individual powers, such as the angels are sup-
posed to be, which are not concerned in any history con-

nected with the tomfoolerics of external life.
It is of that spiritual “association” of which they speak

when they say:
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“Our community has existed ever since the first day of

creation, when God spoke the word, ‘Let there be light,’
and it will continue to exist till the end of time. It is the
society of the children of light, whose bodies are formed of
light, and who live in the light for ever. In our school we

are instructed by Divine wisdom, the heavenly bride, whose
will is free, and who comes to him whom she selects. The
mysteries which We know embrace everything that can

possibly be known in regard to God, Nature, and Man.
Every sage that has ever existed has graduated in our

school, in which he could have learned true wisdom. We
have among our members such as do not inhabit this globe;
our disciples are distributed all over the universe. They
all study one book, and follow only one method of studying
it. Our place of meeting is the temple of the Holy Spirit
pervading all nature, easily to be found by the Elect, but
forever hidden from the eyes of the vulgar. Our secrets
cannot be sold for money; but they are free to everyone who
is capable to receive them. Our secrecy is not caused by an

unwillingness to give; but by the incapacity to receive on

the part of those that ask for instructions.”
“There is only one eternal truth: there is only one foun-

tain of love. Love cannot be given, it must be born in the
human heart. Whenever the qnickening takes place, we

attend to the birthof divine love. We are in possession of
a light that illumincs the profoundest depths of the dark-
ness and enables us to know the deepest of mysteries. We
have a fire by which we are nourished and by which won-

ders may he performed in nature.
“Everything in this world is subject to our will, because

our will is one and identical with the law; nevertheless, our

will is free and bound by no law.
“Do you wish to become a member of our society? If

30, enter u:z't}m'n your own heart and hearken to the voice
of the Silence. Seek the Master zvitimz yourself, and listen
to his instructions. Learn to know the Divinity that series
to manifest itself witlvin your soul, Throw away your
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imperfections and become perfect in God.”
Were man to learn the meaning of the foregoing, he

would not need to seek further for Divine knowledge. It
must be remembered, however, that this does not refer to
the man of flesh but to the real man, the “Inner Being.”
Man is both body and soul or spirit, and the Rosierneians
speak of the Spiritual man, the Inner Being. The body of
man is not above disease and death, and cannot avoid pain
and sufiering; it requires to be sheltered against the ele-
ments and needs food to sustain it; but the man of Spirit
is free and requires neither. It has been said that man can

develop to so great an extent that he will not become sick
and will not need to sulfer the pain that ordinary mortals
do. This is not within reason, but the contrary is true.
The further advance 8. man makes and the greater the de-
velopment, the more liable he becomes to diseases and pain.
The reason for this is very simple, the higher development
of the Spirit, the weaker the body becomes and the more

liable to disease. Unless both body and spirit are developed
at the same time. This is the true way to develop, but so

very, very few do it, and nearly always when we see a man

fully developed mentally and spiritually we find that he is
possessed cf but a weak body. No Rosicrueian has ever
lived that made the claim that mortal man, or the mortal

T part of man need not die; the claim is made that life can

be prolonged, even to hundreds of years; but the son of
Adam must die.

Says Dr. Hartmann: “The spirit of man is not of the
world; it belongs to eternity. There never was a time when
the spirit of man was not‘; even since the beginning of
creation; neither is its presence limited to this planet
Earth. He who succeeds in merging his consciousness with
that of the divine spirit that overshadows his personality,
and which is his own real self, will know his past forms of
existence and see the future! but the animal principles in
man cannot partake of that state; they die and enter again
into the CHAOS, the storehouse of the production of
forms.”
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Rosicrucian Symbols.
THE ROSE.

In the fifthbook of the “Historic de la. Magic,” Elplias
Levi has the following to say on the Rosierucian symbo1—
the Rose:

.

“The Rose, which from time immemorial has been the
symbol of beauty and life, of love and pleasure, expressed
in a mystical manor all the protestations of the Renaissance.
It was the flesh revolting against the oppression of the
spirit, it was Nature declaring herself to be, like grace, the
daughter of God; it was love refusing to he stifled by the
celihate, it was life desiring to be no longer barren, it was

humanity aspiring to a natural religion, full of love and
reason, founded on the revelation of the harmonies of ex-

istence of which the Rose was for Initiates the living and
blooming symbol. The Rose, in fact, is a pantacle; its form
is circular, the leaves of the vorolla are heart—shaped, and
are supported harmoniously by one another; its colour pre-
sents the most delicate shades of primitive hues; its calyx
is purple and gold. The conquest of the Rose was the
problem offered by Initiation and science, while religion
toiled to prepare and establish the universal, exclusive, and
definitive triumph of the Cross.”

“The union of the Rose and the Cross; such was the prob-
lem proposed by supreme initiation, and, in effect, occult
philosophy,being the universal synthesis, should take into
account all the phenomena of Being.”

Such in fact is the truth, and such is the Mystery of the
Rose to-day. I have no doubt but that Levi could have told
what the Mystery of the Rose is, ‘out to no Neophyte is ever
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told the secret. All must work it out themselves as their
Hierophants have done before them, and even were the
Neophyte told, it would do him no good as he must needs
develop firstand the Mystery will work out its own problem.

Dr. Franz Hartmann, in his book “In the Pronaos of the
Temple of Wisdom” is still plainer when speaking of the
Rosicrucian Brotherhood, he says: “They all had to hear
the Cross of suffering before they could become crowned
with victory; they all had to crucify their selfishness and
persona} will, and die in regard to all that attracts the soul
to the sphere of earthly desire and illusions before they
could have the spiritual faculties of the souls unfolded like
the ROSE whose leaves are unfolded by the rays of the
rising sun.”

In these few lines are contained the whole Grand mystery
of the Rose, but none but those Illuminated by the Inner
Light will be able to understand and it is Well that such is
the fact. Ail those that really desire to know, not for selfish
purposes, but because they desire Wisdom and Illumination
for the good of humanity,will, sooner or later, find the way
that leads to the understanding of this Divine symbol.
“Knock and it shall he opened unto you, seek and. ye shall
find,” is the Divine command and will continue to be until
the end of Time.

Dr. Waite, in his book on “The Real History of the Rosi-
erucians,” seems to think that the words Rosy Cross were

derived from the Latin words Ros, dew, and Crux, Cross.
But Dr. Waite should not be taken as an authorityon any
subject Spiritual. As a historian he is well enough, being
honest in quoting the writings ofothers, but in his deduc-
tions he is wholly material, believingonly in that which he
can see, feel, and that which he knows to be a fact. Not
being an Initiate, he does not believe that such an Order or

Fraternity exists and abuses such great men as Lord
Lytton, Hsrgrave Jennings, Randolph and others and
seems to think that England never had such a Fraternity
and that there is none in existence there at the present time,
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a conclusion wholly erroneous. On the other hand, such
authors as Hartmann, Levi, Randolph, Jennings, Beard,

‘may be believed; although they use symbols in writing
which can only be understood by the Initiate, but never by
the materialist. ‘

There is but little to he found concerning the Rose in all
the books written by Rosicrucians; Dr. Hartmann and E.
Levi are about the only ones. The reason is simple enough,
they are unable to give an explanation of it without dis-
closing its mystery and it is therefore used as a symbol
without much being said about it.

THE onossfi
In his work “The Hidden Way Across the Threshold,”

Dr. Street says: “It is the Tree of Life, the mystery of the
dual nature, male and female; the symbol of humanity per~
fected; and of the apotheosis of suffering. It is traced by
our Lord the Sun, on the plane of the heavens; it is repre-
sented by the magnetic and diamagnetie forces of the earth;
it is seen in the ice-crystal and in the snow-flake; the human
form itself is modeled upon its pattern; and all nature
bears, throughout her manifold spheres, the impress of this
sign, at once the prophecy and the instrument of her re~

demption.”
Fourfold in meaning, having four points and making

four angles, dividing the circle into four equal parts, the
cross portrays the perfect union, balance, equality, and at-
one-nient, on all four planes and in all four worlds, phe-
nomenal, intelleetual, physical, and celestial, and of the
man and woman, the Spirit and the Bride. It is supremely,
transcendently, and excellently the symbol of the Divine.
Marriage is consummated only when the regenerate man

enters the kingdom of the celestial which is within. Then
the Without and the Within, and theytwain are as One in
Christ. Being thus the key to all the world, from the outer

to the inner; the cross presents, as it were, four wards of
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significations, and according to these the mystery of the
crucifixionhears relation:

First, to the Natural and actual sense, and typifies the
crucifixion of the Man of God by the world;

_

Secondly, the Intellectual and Philosophical senses, and
typifies the crucifixion in man of the lower nature;

_

Thirdly, to the Personal and Socrificial sense, and
symbolizes the Passion andfOblationof the Redeemer ;‘ ~

Fonrthly, to the Celestial and Creative sense, end repre-4
sents the oblation of God to the universe.

_

The crucified, regenerate man having made at-one-ment
throughout his own dual and fourfold nature, this cruci-
fixion is the death of the animal body; the rending of the
veil of the flesh; the uniting of the human Will with the
Divine Will; the concord and attnnement with the Absolute
Love, or,.as. it is sometimes called, the Reconciliation,which
is only anothernamefor Atonement.

It isthe consummation of the prayer, Thy Will be done
on. earth as it is in heaven. It is the Divine Life, the vital
immortal principle, having neither beginning nor ending.
Thisalso is the secret of transmutation—the changing of
water into wine, of Matter into Spirit, man becoming at-
tuned in concord with God.

This blood of Christ and of the covenant; this wine
within the holy Chalice of which all must drink; that living
fountain, he who drinks of which shall never thirst, is the
perfect, pure and incorruptible Spirit, cleansing and
making white the vesture of the Soul as no earthly purge
can whiten; the gift of God through Christ, the heritage
of the elect. Tolive the Divine Life isto he partaker in the
blood of Christ and to drink of Christ ’s cup. It is to know
the love of Christ, “which passeth understanding,” that
Love which is the Life of God, and the Light of the Angels,
and whose characteristic symbol is the blood-red ray of the
solar prism. By this mystical blood, LOVE, we are ripened
into Spirit and saved by being born again through this
blood, which is no other than the secret of all the Christs,
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‘whereby man is transmuteél from the material to the
spiritual plane; the mystery of the Hidden Way; the union
of the dual with the triune; the secret of the temple within
and inward purification by means of Love. For this
“blood” spoken ofthroughout all the sacred Writings as

the essential principle of the “Life,” is the spiritual life,——
Life in its highest, most intense, most exalted, and most
excellent sense,—not the mere physical life, understood» by
the materialists, nor life from a. human standpoint or

theory only, but the positive, absolute, and substantial
Being Essence, the inward Diety in man, and it is by means

of the Divine Love only, which ineansgthe Blood of Christ,
that we are born again and can come to the Father and
inherit the kingdom of heaven, for when it is said that the
blood of Christ oleansethfrom all sin, it is signified that sin
is impossible to him who is perfect in love. »‘ '

The twofold aspect of the cross is Wisdom and Love.
Though one in essence, they are twain in application, since
Love cannot give without receiving, nor receive without
giving. We have therefore in this double mystery both
obligation and uplifting of the Christ in man and the
Passion and Sacrifice for others, of the man in whom the
Christ is manifest, for even as Christ IS ONE in us, so are

we one with Christ, because as Christ loves and gives Him«
self ferns, we also who are in Christ give ourselves for
others.

.

The Crux Ansata or handle cross, also called the cross of
Osiris, was the most sacred symbol of Egyptian antiquity,
meaning the pathway to eternal life. “United by Love, to
Love is to Know.” ’

The sacred cross was carried in the right hand, both by
the Priest and the Candidate, and was an indispensable
emblem of all the religious ceremonies of ancient Egypt.
This is the symbol which, when transferred to Christian
hands, becomes the model of the Papal Keys of the King-
dom of Heaven. ’

The character of perfection is moreover symbolized in the
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cross, in that, being formed; of two transverse beams, it
portrays the at-one-ment between the Divine and human
wills and the loop or handle is symbolic of the Gloria of the
overshadowing of a. clove, emblem of the Holy Spirit, as is
the sacred Spirit to all saints and to man regenerate, over-

shadowing him at his baptism of Initiation, as mentioned in
the Gospels.

A. E. Waite says: “The Cross is 3. hierogram of, if
possible, still higher antiquity than the floral emblem. It
is at any rate more universal and contains 3 loftier and
more arcane signification. Its earliest form is the Crux
Ansata, which, according to some authorities,signifies hid-
den wisdom, and thelife of the world to come; according
to others, it is the lingam; as the hieroglyphicsign of Venus
it is an ancient allegorical figure, and represents the mental
copper in alchemical typology. The crux Ansata and the
Ten are met with on most Egyptian monuments. In the
latter form it was an emblem of the creative and generative
energy, and according to Payne Knight, was, even in pre-
Christian ‘times, a “sign of salvation.”

It is not necessary to go back thus far for its meaning as

every Mystic and Oceultist Worthy of the name knows that
the Cross represents both Generation and Regenerations.
At once the beginning and end.

In Cruse Salas.

THE WINGED GLOBE.

The Winged, Globe is possibly the most beautiful and
most Divine symbol of the Rosicrucians and has many
meanings. Some of these, the Exoteric, may be explained,
but the “Inner,” the esoteric meaning, cannot be explained
to the profane world. Even though we would ilesire to give
the full meaning to the world, it could not be done, as that
must be felt, but can never be told. We may be made

happy through many occurrences, or we may be hurt and
feel pain. We know that we have these sensations, but we
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cannot explain what they are. It is thus with this Divine
Symbol, we can develop to such an extent that we know
what it means and feel it, but this feeling can no more be
told to others, than we can tell them how we feel when we

truly Love.
,

l The Winged Globe is pre~eminently a Rosicrueian
symbol, although the Illuminatimay lay some claim to it,
and it may be said to be of Egyptian origin. Dr. Street, in
his work, “The Hidden Way Across the Threshold,” says
of this symbol: “The Winged Globe represents the Soul
passing back to its source, after its Pilgrimage, evolving
rotations, unfolding into a Perfect Soul, after the trial in
the Hall of Two Truths; the globe being a symbol of either
the Supreme Soul or a portion of it, and the wings added
represent its flight to the upper spheres, having finished its
course a ripened Soul on its returning journey to its or-

iginal source in the bosom of Absolute Love.
i There are many meanings concealed in this symbol, and
it is best that many of them remain concealed until man

can be better trusted with the power that is withinhim and
at his command through the Astral world and the celestial
forces through the twelve signs of thezodiae, much more

the elemental Spirits of these cireuli, which correspond to
Air, Water, Earth, and Fire; beginning at the outer and
uppermost and going inward and downward. ~ For the mag»
netio emanattions of the Astrals are under the dominion of
the Fire; they are not Souls, nor Divine Personalities, but
are simply emanations or phantoms of being, and have no

real being.
-

The highest and uppermost of these eireuli or wheels, is
that of the elemental Spirits or-l “winged ereatures;” the
second is that of ‘the Souls, and the seed of Souls; the third
is that of the Shades or manes of the past of the planet and
its life; and the fourth and lowest is that of the magnetic
Spirits commonly called Astrals. This Astral sphere, belt,
or oureulus is variously known and called the peri—soul, the
magnetic, the odic fluid or body, the second body, the hook
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or record of thought, the reflector of the Will.

But one of the most important meanings of this symbol
is the light of the d=ual'or Bi-sexial forces of man in relation
to the different signs of the Zodiac, the true light and
knowledge of which gives man a mighty power either for
good or evil.”

7

It was left for Dr. Paschal Beverly Randolph to give us

an explanation of this symbol that will show us the true
meaning in such a light that we can easily understand it,
and in his book, “The Soul-World,” he says: “Whoever
looks for a man must go below and above skin, flesh,
muscles, and bones, to find him. Well, let the searcher
enter the domain of the senses,——-a country that lies a long
distancelbeyond the nervo-osseous land. Ah, here is the
man, somewhere in this region of sense. Let ’s see; one, two,
three, five, or a dozen,—no matter about counting them,——
yet nowhere in all this region have we found or can find the
man. We are certainly nearer to him than we were a while
ago; yet, not finding him, we conclude to go a little farther
in the search. ‘He dwells in the faculties.’ Not so; try
again. ‘In the passions.’ Fnrtherstill;not yet home. ‘In
God-like reason, and the quality-parlors of ‘virtue, aspira-
tion, expression,~——each one step nearer the goal.’ Go a

little deeper, and in the centre of the brain you will find a

WINGED GLOBE OF CELESTIAL FIRE, IN WHICH
DWELLS THE MAN. This part of God crowded into less
than three square inches of surface. Here is the seat of the
soul; here is the Grand Depot, at which all the Nerves, and
Thought, and Knowing, Thinking, and Feeling trains, and
telegraphic lines converge and meet. This Winged Globe
is a House of Many Mansions, eternal in itself; and the
principal parlor, in the grandest palace of them all, is de-
voted to the Peerless Poxver—Intm'ticm. Born in man, it
often lies perdu, or latent, till the final passage, and never

bursts into full activityat once, save in very rare instances;
as in the case of those wonderful genii, Newton, LaPlace,
and men of that order; and even in these it is only partially
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active. It requires peculiar conditions for its expansion,
just as the reasoning and other faculties require time and
exercise. The soul is really a divine monad, a particle, so

to speak, of the Divine brain‘; a celestial corruscation from
the Eternal heart; and, for that reason, an eternal ex-

istence, immortality being its very essence, and expansion
constituting its majestic nature; and the Soul, this monad,
was once an integer of God himself,——was sent forth by His
fiat,—hecame incarnated and an individual, separate and
distinct from, yet having strong affinities for, all things
material, stronger for all things spiritual, and for its
brethren, and an attraction toward its ultimate Source
stronger than all else besides. Here, then, I lay barekthe
very cornerstone of the splendid Temple of Progress,
whose foundations are laid in Time‘, but whose turrets
catch the gleams from the Eternal Sun of suns, whose
Warming rays diffuse themselves over every starry island
in the tremendous Ocean of Being.

Intuition is but an awakening of the Inmcst soul to an

active personal consciousness of what it knew by virtue of
its Divine Genesis.

Sufiering appears to be one means toward this awaken-
ing, and the consequent intensification of the individuality;
and the passions of man, labor, and evil, are also agents to
this end.”

Suffering and sorrow are two good things for the Soul,
provided, we see the good in them and take them as true
and great beings should; but if we took upon sorrow as a

curse and curse it yet besides, it will have the opposite effect:
on us, and instead of developing the soul, it will shrivel it
instead. It is only by suffering, concentration, and medita-
tion that we may learn the esoteric mearing of “The
Winged Globe.”

The “Winged Globe” has other centres than the head,
for these, see “The First American Manifesto” of the Rosi~
crucians.
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There seems to he a general belief, even among some

Masons, that the 18th Degree of Masonry, known as the
Prince of the Rose Croix de Heroclem is identical with the
Rosicrneian Fraternity. However, nothingcould be farther
from the truth.

The first work or pamphlet written on the Rosierueians
was in either 1614 or 1615, and was what is known as the
now famous Fame Fraternitatés by Christian Rosencreutz.

The Degree in Masonry known as Prince of the Rose
Croix was not known until somewhere between the years of
1756 and 1768. It is not known positively in what year as
the old records—some of them-——have been either lost or de~
stroyed.

This 18th Degree of Masonry is the most ancient, in-
teresting, and most generally practiced of the philosophical
degrees of high Masonry. Of the origin of this degree of
Masonry, more will be said later on. '

Up to somewhere in the fourteenth century, Masonry‘
was not what it became later, for prior to that time, it was

known as Mystic Masonry and had two aims. One reason

for its existence was to have a truly secret organization,
which would admit men as members who desired the price-
less boon of liberty and to avoid the persecution of the
Church of Rome which held sway at that time. In this, its
desire was the same as thatof the other Secret Orders of the
time. The other aim was, to teach the secrets of Nature.
The Order had nothing to do with Operative Masonry, it

‘ was purely Speculative, contrary to what some authorities
may say. A change gradually took place as the persecution
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of the church ceased and the Order became divided in itself.
One was still known as Masonry and the word “Mystic”
was gradually lost, while the other branch, composed of A

those who were interested in the Mystic Science went under
various names.

After the excitement gaused by the appearance of the
Fame Fraterzwitatis, the Masonic Orders again admitted all
true Initiates of the Rosicrucian Order as the Hermetic
Order had then become known.

During the latter part of the Seventeenth Century,
Masonry became somewhat degenerated, and those who
were not true Initiates or members of the Rosierucian Fra-
ternity‘ were allowed to enter the Masonic Lodges, claim-
ing that they were such. These things became known and
opened the doors to a great many strolling adventurers,
ehariatans, pretenders, Jesuits and others who were not
slow to see their advantages, and to gain admission to the
lodges under the guise of Being Rosierucians. As there
were no longer any true Rosicrucians in the Masonic
Lodges to test them, this could lie easily accomplished by
these pretenders and the only thing for the Lodges to do,
was to close the doors to all those who had not been regu-
larly initiated into the Mason»ie‘Body. This was done and
the Masonic Lodges have been closed to all but its Initiates
until up to the Nineteenth Century when some Masons
again traveled the Path and were admitted into the Rosi-
crueian Fraternity and some of the Doors are open to the
Rosicrueians. The Masonic Order will again become what
it was before the Fourteenth Century and when the whole
Masonic Bodyiwas Mystic Masonry and Operative‘Masonry
had nothing to do with it.

In the foretime, the Masons had not lost the meaning of
the Lost Word and were still in possession of the Stone that

‘ the Builders rejected. ‘

* See “In the Proaoas of the Temple,” by Franz Hart-
mann.
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Once more, many of them are seeking for this Lost Word

and many of them know that this Word is Rosea Crusis or

Spirituality. Many have applied for admission to the
Temple of the august Fraternity and are now travelling
the Path that leads to true Initiation and Masonry may
again become what it was centuries ago. It is true that this
regeneration of so vast an Order will go slowly,but evolu-
tion takes its own good time, but ever does its work per-
fectly. All Rosicruoians may be Masons, in fact, are

Masons, but not all Masons can become Rosicruoians.
When the Masonic Orders, as a whole, have again found

the Lost Word, then will Churehisvm-—rzot Christianity-
pass away. Just as fast as Masonry advances in the right
Path,just that fast will ohurchism fa1l.~ Reader, do you see

the signs of Masonic Regeneration? If not, then “there are

none so blind as those who will not see.”
The 18th degree of Masonry was not founded by Andrea

as some suppose, but was by some of his followers who had
gained admission into the Masonic Order because they knew
that Masonry would hecome purely Ceremonial and desired
to save some of the symbols as taught in Mystic Masonry.»

It is absolutely not a Jesuitical institution as many of the
Masons themselves suppose; the Rose on the Cross should
at once dispel such an idea. At the same time, it proves
that none but a Rosioruoian could have worked out this
degree for the jewels are purely Rcsierucian symbols.

The Eagle and Pelican are also Rosieruoian symbols as a

study of the Kaballa will show. The three Pillars, of
“Faith,” “Hope” and “Charity” are purely Christian
and the Jesuitioal Order never was and never will be Chris-
tian. The Skull and Cross-bones are Rosicruoian symbols
and the Degree is therefore purely Rcsiorueian, although
the degree, as we now have it, has been changed a great deal
and only the symbols of the original Rose Croix degree
remain.

There seems to he a general belief among a certain class
of Mystics that the Rosy Cross and Martinist Order are in
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some way connected. This is another erroneous belief.
The Rosicrucian Fraternity, so far as I can learn, is not

connected with any other Order, and does not have any
Ceremonial degrees, nor is it necessary——so far as I know—~—
that a man needs to be a Mason in order to be allowed to
enter the Path leading to Initiation into the Rosiortioian
Fraternity. In fact, we know that this is so for the reason

that women are allowed to enter as well as men and on

equal terms in all respects. '

On the other hand, the true Martinist Order nositively
does not admit any one who is not a Mason and therefore
it is easy to see that no womanean become a member.

Having a warm feeling in my heart for my Masonic
Brothers, I wish to dispel another delusion that the people,
as a whole, and a part of the Masons, believe to be a truth.
Namely, the belief that one Morgan, 3. Mason, exposed the
secrets of Masonry. This is one of the greatest delusions
that a people ever were led to believe. The truth of the
matter is, that a degenerate Catholic became a Mason and
later gave the secrets of the Order to Rome and through
the Catholic body these secrets were exposed, or rather,
what were supposed to he the secrets of Masonry.

There is another Occult Order, so-called, that claims to
Initiate its members and give them the Rose Cross degree.
This is another delusion, for the Rosy Cross has no Cere-
monial Degrees and therefore no Orderlcan confer such a

degree. “Learn to know all things, but remain thyself un-

known,” and again: “Learn to know all things and hold
fast to that which is true,” is good teaching, but avoid all
Occult Orders that would make you a Rosiernoian by taking
you through a Ceremonial initiation for such a thing is an

impossibility.
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FIRST ROSICRUCIAN MANIFESTO.
The first Rosicruoian Manifesto ever issued, as such, ap-

peared in the year 1614:, entitled “Fama Fraternitatis,”
and was accredited to one Christian Rosencreutz. In the
same year, another pamphlet “Universal and General
Reformation of the Whole Wide World,” appeared, and
closely following this came the “Confessio.”

A Mystery Solved.
There is not a single work before the public to-day, that

gives the truth concerning this first Manifesto. Some
authors seem to think that there was really such a person
as Christie?» Rosencre-utz, and that he wrote the “Fame.”
and the pamphlets following it; while others again, are

almost positive thatone Johann Valentin Andreas wrote it;
but who are unable to account for the name of Christian
Rosencreutz. However, it is mere speculation on both sides
as they have no proof as to who was really the author. The
fact is, neither side knows the truth concerning the author-
ship of these Manifestoes.

The question then still remains; “Who wrote ‘Fama
Fraternitatis,’ and the ‘Confessio?’ ” From private records
now in my possession, I am enabled to solve this mystery.

Somewhere before 1606, Johann Valentin Andreas, then
a scholar of Mysticism, left Germany for the Orient, and
spent a number of years there. While there, he was In-
itiated and; became a brother of an Order then known as

Paracelswians, more properly the Hermeties. Between the
years 1610 and 1612, he returnede to his native land. Ger-
many, at that time, was overrun: with monks, nuns, and re-

ligious fanatics of all kinds; and also a great many im-
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pastors and pretended Alchemists, Astrologers, and others;
and there was a universal mania among the people to pry
into the secrets of Nature and to enrich themselves by
alchemical processes. The Cross was used as a symbol by
the established church. of that time as it isto-dayglbut its
meaning had been totally lost. The so-called Alchemists
and other impostors, also used the Cross as a symbol to im-
pose upon the people; and besides the Cross, the Rose, was

one of their symbols; although it is safe to say that they did
not know the meaning of either,

_

Andreas wrote several satirical pamphlets upon the cor-

ruption and hypocrisy of the period, but these did not have
the desired effect, nor make much impression on the people.
As he had received the true Initiation while in the Orient,
and therefore knowing the Mystic meaning of the rose and
the Cross, he saw at a glance how these sublime and power-
ful symbols were abused. The Cross, as said; before, was the
symbol used by the Church, as it was also by the pseudo-
orders of Germany; the Rose also was used by these orders;
but their meaning had been lost and the real Alchemy or

Transmutationof metalswas understood to mean the trans-
mutation of.gross material metals into fine gold; and as

may be expected, was used to impose on the people of that
age. . . .

As an Initiate, and at variance with the established
Church, and these pseudo-orders and impostors, he sought
for a way to save these symbols from the curse that was

sure to fall upon them, after a more sane age had set in;
and it is a fact, that even to this day, all orders of this
nature are looked upon with mistrust by the German nation
as a whole. There wasia way open to do this, but in order
to _do so, it was necessary for him to expose these pseudo-
orders and give the real meaning of Alchemy, Initiation,
and these symbols; this he could. not do as he had taken the
oath of “Silence” cvenibefore he became a neophyte. He,
however, perceived another way to accomplish his end, and
this was by giving to the world a radical treatise that would
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throw ridicule onthe so-called Alchemists, and others of
that ilk, and at the same time, give great and “Inner”
secrets to the world in a veiled language and in such a way
that it would draw the people away from these impostors
and excite their curiosity. This he could not do under his
own name as it was necessary to reveal some secrets thatthe
had learned; and at that time the true Order was very
strict; he therefore sought for a nom~de~plume; and as the
Rose and the Cross were the most powerful and universally
known symbols of that or any other time, even as they are

at the present day; furthermore, as both of them are

symbols of esoteric Christianity, he took the name~—the
“ Christian Rose and Cross,” and in order to make an indi-
vidual name out of it, he changed it to Christian Rosen-
oreutz, and under that name as a nom~de-plume, he wrote
the now famous “Fame. Fraternitatis.”

i

Andrea did not thinkthat his own Fraternitywould take
up his name, nor could he know the reformation it would
cause to set in. However, theFraternity of which he was a

Brother, saw fit and adopted the name of Fraternity Rosae
Crucis, as it was so fittinglyapplied to their chief symbols,
and continued their work in the Silence as before, thence-
forth to be known as the Fra. Rosae Crucis, or Rosicrucians.

On the other hand, this Manifesto caused many other
pseudo-orders to spring up under that name, but who had
no real Initiation and with no other intention but to impose
upon the people. As these orders had no true initiation,
and therefore no life, they soon died out and the true Order
or Fraternity of the Rosy Cross continued its work in
silence as it had done while under its old name.

As the basis of the “Fama Fraternitatis,” Andrea took
the “Inner” teachings of the Fraternity to which he be-
longed but veiled them so completely that none but those
who knew would understand them, and as the brothers of
the “Fame” he took his own brothers, the same as the
playwright takes real life for the basis of his plays.

Following the “Fame” appeared the “Universal Refor-
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mation. ’? The meaning of thispamphlet, which was written
for the purpose of throwing ridicule upon a certain class of
people who wanted to improve the. world at once and to
Show the absurdity and impossibility of such an under»
taking, was plainenough, and; it seems incredible that its
purpose should have been misunderstood. That there were

any people who took the matter seriously shows the extreme
ignorance and want of judgment of the common people of
those times, and forms an interesting episode for the
student of history and intellectual evolution.

Following the “Universal Reformation” came the
pamphlet “Chymécal Marriage of Christian Rosencreutz,”
printed. in 1616. This again, was written to throw ridicule
upon the vain and self-conceited dogmatists, scientists, and
“gold-makers” of those times, whileat the same time, it
contains high and exalted truths, and; in fact, it gives the
real secret of Alchemy, or the Transmutation of Metals,
disguised in an allegorical form, but easily to be under-
stood by the practical Oeoultist, or Mystic, and by no one

but him.
Andrea did not invent any of the principles or characters

used in any of the three works, but he took them from real
life as found in theFraternityof which he was an Initiate,
and only veiled them in such a manner that even his own

Brothers did not know that it was they whom he repre-
sented.

Having thus cleared the mystery surrounding the
“Fame” and its author,we will give the “Fame” itself.
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PREFACE TO THE “FAME FRATE‘RNlT;ATlS.”
“To THE WISE AND UNDERSTANDING READER.”

Wisdom (sayeth Solomon) is a treasnreunto men that
never faileth,for she is the breath of the power of' God and’
an inherent flowing from the glory of the Almighty; she is
the brightness of the everlasting Light, the unspotted
mirror of the power of God, and the image of His goodness.
She teacheth civility with righteousness and strength, she
knoweth things of old, and eonjectureth aright what is to
come; she knoweth the subtleties of speeches and can ex-

pound dark sentences; she forseeth signs and Wonders, with
the advent of seasons and times. With this treasure was

our first father Adam before his fail fully in-dued; hence
it doth appear that after God had brought before Him all
the creatures of the fields and the fowls under the heavens,
he gave to everyone of them their proper name, according‘
to their Nature. '*

Although now, through the sorrowful fall intosin, this
excellent jewel wisdom hath been lost, and more darkness
and ignorance is come into the world, yet, notwithstanding,
the Lord God hath sometimes hitherto bestowed and made
manifest the same to some of his friends; the wise King
Solomon doth testify to himself that he upon his earnest
prayer and desire obtained such wisdom of God that there-
by he knew how the world was made, understood the opera-
tion of the elements, the beginnings, endings, and middest
of the times, the alterations, the dayes of the turning of
the sunne, the change of seasons, the circuits of years and
the positions of stars, the natures of living creatures and
the furies of wild beasts, the violence of winds, the reason-
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ings of men, the diversities of plants, the virtues of roots,
and all such thingsas are either secret or manifest, them he
knewe.

,
,

l

‘

Now, I do not think there can be found any one who
would not wish and desire with all his heart to be partaker
of this noble treasure, but seinge the same felicity canne

happen to noe except God Himself give wisdome and send
His Holy Spirit from above,,we have set, forth in print this
little treaty, to wit, the fame and. confessiohem of the Land-
able Fraternitybof the Rosy ‘Cross, to he read: by every one,
because in thenris clearly shown and discovered; what con-

cerning it the world hath hereinafter to expect. Although
now these things may seem somewhat strange, and many
might esteerne it to be‘a philosophical show and no true
historic which is published and spoken of the Fraternity of
the Rosy Cross, it shall therefore sufficiently appear by our

Confession that there is more IN RECESSU thanmay be
imagined, and it shall also.«be~ easily understood and ob-
served by everyone (if he "he not altogether void of under-
standinge) that nowadays is room thereby.

Those who are true disciples of wisdome and true fol-L
lowers of the spiritual art will consider better of these
things, and have them in greater estimation, as also judge
far otherwise of them, as hath been done of some prineipall
persona but especially of Adam Haselmeyer, noteréus
publicus to the Archduke Maximilian, whee likewise hath i

made an extract EX SCRIPTUS theologicis theophrasti,
and written a treatise under the title Jesuits, wherein he
willeth that every Christian should be a true Jesuite, that
is, should walke, live, and be as Jesus. He was but ill re-

warded of the Jesuits, because in his answer written upon
the fame he did name those of the Fraternity of the Rosy
Cross, “the [highly illuminated men and undeceiving
Jesuites,” for they, not able to brook this, laid hands on

him and put him into the gallies, for which they likewise
are to expect their reward.

a

Blessed Aurora will now begin to appears, whee (afte
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the passing away of the darke night of Saturne) with her
brightness altogether extinguished the shinninge of the
moon, or the small sparkles of the heavenly wisdome which
yet remaines with men, and is a fore runner of pleasant
Phoebus, whee, with her clear and fiery glisteninge beames,
brings forth thatblessed day, long wished for of many true-
hearted, by which daylight thenshall truely he knowne and
seene, ali heavenly treasures of godly wisdome, as also the
secrets of all hidden and invisible things in the world, ac-

cording to the doctrine of our forefathers and ancient wise
men.

This will be the right Kingly Rubie, most excellent
shining Carbuncle, of the which it is sayd that he doth
shine and, give light in darkness, and is a perfect medicine
of all imperfect metalline bodyes, to change them into the
best goldc and; to cure all diseases of men, easing them of
theyr paynes and miseries.

,

Bethe-refore, gentle, reader‘, admonished, that with me
i

you do earnestly pray to God, that it may please Him to
open the hearts and ears of all ill-hearing people, and to
grant unto them His blessing, that they may be able to
know Him in His omnipoteney, with admiring eontempla~
tion of Nature, to Hishonor and praise, and to the love,
help, comfort, and strengthening of our neighbors, and to
the restoring of health of all the diseased. Amen.
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made manifest unto us many wonderful and never-hereto-
fore seen works and creatures of moreover,
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he is called and how far his knowledlge
tended in Nature.

Al'tholugb the world herewith will be but little
plElRsled, but rather smile and scoff thereat; also the
and covetousness of the learned is so it will not suffer
them to agree ; but were
out of those which in this our age God doth so
bestow on us, collect Librum or, a Perfect Method
of all Arts. But such is that still

and are loth to the old course,
Ar:istoltle, and yea, and that which hath

but a mere show of more than the clear mani-
fested and Truth. if were now
with much would leave erroneous doctrines; but
here is too weakness for such a work. And

Fame Fraternitatis.
“Seeing the only wise and merciful God in these latter

days hathpoured out so richly His mercy and goodness to
mankind, whereby we do attain more and more to the per-
fect knowledge of His Son Jesus Christ and of Nature,
that justly we boast of the happy timevwherein there is not
only discovered unto us the half part of the World, which
was heretofore unknown and hidden, but He hath also
made manifest unto us many Wonderful and never-he-reto-
fore seen works and creatures of Nature,‘ and, moreover,
hath I‘3.iSEd1 men, indued with great wisdom, which might;
partly renew and reduce all arts (in this our spotted and
imperfect age) to perfection, so that finally man might
thereby understand his own nobleness and worth, and why
he is called Mécrocosmus, and how far his knowledge ex-

tended in Nature.
.

'

“Although the rude world herewith will be but little
pleased, but rather smile and scoff thereat; also the pride
and covetousness of the learned is so great, it Will not suffer
them to agree together; but were they united, they might,
out of those thingswhichlin this our age God doth so richly
bestow on us, collect Libmm Noturae, or, a Perfect Method
of all Arts. But such is their opposition that they still
keep, and are loth to leave, the old course, esteeming
Porphyry, Aristotle, and Galen, yea, and that which hath
but amere show of learning, more than the clear mani-
fested: Light and Truth. Those, if they were now living,
with much joy would leave their erroneous doctrines; but
here is too great weakness for such a great work. And
although in Theologie, Physic, and the Mathematic, the
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truth doth oppose it itself, nevertheless, the old Enemy, by
his subilityand craft, doth shew himself in hindering every
good purpose by his instruments and contentious wavering
people.

“To such an intention of a general reformation, the
most godly and highly-illuminated Father, our Brother,
C. R. 0., a German, the chief and original of our Fra—
ternity, hath much and long time laboured, who, by reason

of his poverty (although descended of noble parents), in
the fifthyear of his age was placed in 3, cloyster, where he
had learned inditferently the Greek and} Latin tongues, and
(upon his earnest desire and request‘), being yet in his
growing years, was associated to a Brother, I’. A. L., who
was determined to go to the Holy Land» Although this
Brother dyed in Ciprus, and so never came to Jerusalem,
yet our Brot:herC. R. C. did not return, but shipped him-
self ever, and went toDamaseo, minding from thence to go
to Jerusalem. But by reason of the feebleness of his body
he remained still there, and by his skill in physio he ob-
tained much‘ favour with the Turks, and in the meantime
he became‘ acquainted with the Wise Men of Damear in
Arabia, and beheld what great Wonders they Wrought, and
how Nature was discovered unto them.

“Hereby was that high ,
and noble spirit of Brother

C. R. C. so stirred up that Jerusalem was not so much now

in his mind as Damaseo; also he could not hrid-1e his desires
any longer, but made a bargain with the Arabians that‘
they sh~ould~ carry him for a certain sum of money to
Dameani v

. .
,

“He was but of the age of sixteen years when he came

thither, yet‘of a strong Dutch constitution. There the
Wise Men received him» not as a stranger (as he himself
witnessed), but as one whom they had long expected; they
called: him by his name, and shewed him other secrets out

of his cloyster, whereat he could not but mightily wonder.
“He learned there better the Arabian tongue, so that the

year following he translated the back “M” into good
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Latin, which he afterwards brought with him. This is the
place where he did learn his Physick and his Mathematics,
whereof the world hath much cause to rejoice, if there were

more love and less envy.
“After three years he returned again with good consent,

shipped himself over Smus Arabécus into Egypt, where he
remained not long, but only took‘ better notice there of the
plants and creatures. He sailed over the whole Mediter-
ranean Sea for to come unto‘Fez, where the Arabians had
directed him.

.

“It is a great shame unto us thatwise men, so far remote
the one from the other, should not only he of one opinion,
hating all contentious writings, but also be so willing and
ready, under the seal of secrecy, to impart their secrets to
others. Every year the Arabians and Africans do send
one to another, inquiring one of. another out of their arts,
if happily they had found out some better things, or if ex-

perience had weakened their reasons. Yearly there came

something tolight whereby the Mathematics, Physic, and
Magic (for in those are they of Fez most skilled) were
amended. There is now-a-days no want of learned men, in
Germany, Magazians, Caralists, Physicians, and Philoso-
phers,iwerc there but more love. and kindness among them,
or that the most part of them would not keep their secrets
close only to themselves. '

“At Fez he did get acquainted with those which are

commonly called the Elementary inhabitants, who revealed
unto him many of their secrets, as We Germans likewise
might gather together many things if there were the like
unity and desire of searching‘ out secrets amongst us.’

‘It willbe understood that the author does not mean a

class or set of people when it speaks of Elementary in-
habitants, as he has no referencewhatever to men or women

of the earth with bodies like ours. It is true that the Ele«
mentals have a corporeal body for a time, but this is given
to them by the Master that creates them and ceases to exist
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“Of these of Fez he often did confess, that their Magia

was not altogether pure, and also that their Cagala was

defiled with their Religion; but, notwithstanding,he knew
how to make good use of the same, and found still better
grounds for his faith, altogether agreeable with the her»
mony of the whole world, and wonderfully impressed in all
periods of time. Thence proceedeth that fair Concord, that
as in every several kernel is contained a Whole good tree of
fruit, so likewise is included in the little body of man, the
whole great world, whose religion, policy, health, members,
nature, language, words, and works, are agreeing, sympa»
thizing,and in equal tone and melody with God, Heaven,
and Earth, and that which is disagreeing with them is
error, falsehood, and: of the devil, who alone is the first,
middle, and last cause of strife, blindness, and darkness in
the World. Also, might one examine all and several per-
sons upon the earth, he should find that which is good and
right always agreeing with itself, but all the rest is spotted
with a thousand erroneous ooneeits.

“After two years Brother R. C. departed the city Fez,
and sailedwith many costly things into Spain, hoping well,
as he himself had so well and profitably spent his time in
his travel, that the learned in Europe would highly rejoyce
with him, and) begin to rule and order all their studies ae-

oording to those sure and‘ sound foundations. He therefore
conferred with the learned in Spain, showing unto them the
errors of our arts, how they.might be corrected, and from
whence they should gather the true irzdicia of the times to
come, and wherein they ought to agree with those things
that are past; also how the faults of the Church and the

as soon as the ‘force is called in that created them. The
Master in Mysticism can call forth these beings at will, at
any time, and by their agency, he can gain any knowledge
that he may desire, but it is well to fully understand the
law that governs them before attempting to call them into
being. See “La Petit A1bert.”- -e
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whole PhilosophiaMoralis were to be amendecl. He showed
them new growths, new fruits, and beasts, which did eon-

corcl with old philosophy,and prescribedr them new Axio-
mata, whereby all things might fully be restored. But it
was to them a laughing matter, and being a new thingunto
them, they feared that their great name would be lessened
if they should new again begin to learn, and acknowledge
their many years’ errors, to which they were accustomed,
and: wherewith they had gained them enough. Who so

loveth unquietness, let him be reformed (they said). The
same song was also sung to him by other nations, the which
moved him the more because it happened to him contrary
to his expectation, being then ready bountifully to impart
all his arts and secrets to the learned, if they would have
but undertaken to write the trueand infallible Axiomata,
out of all faculties, sciences, and arts, and whole nature, as

that which he knew would direct them, like a globe or

circle, to the only midldle point ancl Oentrum, and (as it is
usual among the Arabians) it should only serveto the wise
and learned for a rule, that also there might be a society in
Europe which might have golcl, silver, and precious stones,
sufiieient for to bestow them on kings for their necessary
uses and lawful purposes, with which (society) such as be
governors might be brought up for to learn all that which
God hath suffered» man to know, and thereby to be enabled
in all times of need to give their counsel unto those that
seek it, like the Heathen oracles.”"

V

‘If man discovers a new thingthatwill help humanity to
become purer and nobler, he must not go to the learned for
help or to try and get them to‘ accept it, or even investigate
it, for he will surely be disappointed in every instance.
The learned will never accept a discovery or theory that
will go contrary to that which they have held and taught
for years, for the reason that it would force them to lay
aside that which they held as truth and also force them to

begin to learn again, and the fear of public opinion is too
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“Verilywe must confess that the world in those days was

already big with those great commotions, labouring to be
delivered of them, and did bring forth painful, worthy
men, who break with all force through darkness and bar-
barism, and left us who succeeded: to follow them. As-
suredsly they have been the uppermost point in Trigono
igneo, whose flame now should be more and more brighter,
and: shall undoubtedlygive to the world the last light.

“ Such a one likewise hath Theophrestus been in vocation
and calling, although he was none of our Fraternity, yet,
nevertheless hath he diligently read over the hook “M,”
whereby his sharp ingenium was exalted; but this man was

also hindered in his course by the multitude of the learned

great. It is for this reason that all, or nearly all, of the
great. discoveries in Art, Science, and Medicine have been
made by thosepoutside of the so-called legitimate body of
their respective class, and when such discoveries were made,
they were fought against’ with bitterness until they no

longer could be denied, and it was then that the so~ealled
learned accepted them and went so far as to claim that they
had known of these things before. If man makes a dis-
covery that is of benefit to man, he must not go before the
learned, rot yet before the masses, but must be satisfied to
get the few to take up the work with him and through them
reach the people whom it is to benefit. However, let a man

discover that which will destroy life, no matter be it in
sword, gun or medicine, and} he will have the great
majority of the learned and ignorant to raise him above
their heads and shove all the money and honor upon him
that they possibly can. Such is human nature, and such
was the case in the time when the “Fania” was first penned
by Andrea, such will it be until universal Love will be the
rule. The men or woman that tries to, or does, benefit;
humanity, will ever be the laughing stock of the great
majority, and especially of those whom he or she tries to
benefit.
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and wise-seeming men, that he was never able peacefully to
confer with others of the knowledge and understanding he
had of Nature. And therefore in his writings he rather
moeked these busie bodies, and doth not shew them alto-
gether what he was; yet, nevertheless, there is found with
him well grounded the aforenamed Harmonia, which with-
out doubt he had imparted to the learned, if he had not
found them rather worthy of subti} vexatio-n then to be in-
structed in greater arts and sciences. He thus with a free
and careless life lost his time, and left unto the world their
foolish pleasure.‘ L

“But that we do not forget our loving Father, Brother
0. 1%., he after many painful travels, and his fruitless true
instructions, returned again to Germany, the which 4 he
heartily loved, by reason of the alterations which were

shortly to come, and of the strange and dangerous conten-
tions. There, although he could: have bragged with his art,
but specially of the transmutation of metals, yet did he
esteem more Heaven, and men, the eitizensthereof;than all
vain glory and pomp. ‘

“Nevertheless, he huilded a fitting and neat habitation,

‘Here the authorof the “Fame” denies that Paraeelsus
was a brother of the Fraternity,and yet shows that he had
full knowledge of Paracelsus’ teachings. The reason for
this is plain. Although Andrea used the name Christian
Rosencreutz as being the founder, he yet feared,‘ that it
might be possible to he found out he had written the
“Fame.” and to make sure thathe should not be connected
with it, he denies that he is a brotherof the Ordereof Para-
eelsuians or Hermetics, by denying that Paraeelsus is a

brotherof the Fraternity of R. C. The BOOK “M,” which
is mentioned throughout the “Fania” is not a book, and is
used in the same sense as we use it, when we say that after
death the “book” on the other side will he opened wherein
all our deeds, be they good or had, are recorded, and ac-

cording to which our punishment shall be meted out to us.
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in the which he ruminated his voyage and philosophy,and
reduced them together in a true memorial. In this house
he spent a great deal of time in mathematics, and made
many fine instruments, ex omnibus hujus artis prartébus,
whereof there is but little remaining to us, as hereafter you
shall understand.

“After five years came again into his mind the wished
for Reformation; and in regard (of it) he doubted of the
ayd and help of others, although he himself was painful,
lusty, and unwearisom; however he undertook, with some

few adjoyned with him, to attempt the same. Whereof he
desired to that end to have out of his first cloyster (to the
which he bare a great affection-) three of his brethren,
.Brother G. V., Brother I. A., and Brother I. 0., who had
some more knowledge of the arts than at that time many
others had. He did bind those three unto himself, to be
faithful, diligent, and secret, as also to commit carefully to
writing all that which he should direct and instruct them
in, to the end‘ that those which were to come, and through
especial revelation should be received into his Fraternity,
might not be deceived of the least sillable and word».

“After this manner began the Fraternity of the Rosie
Cross—first, by four persons only, and by them was made
the magical language and writing, with a large dictionary,
which we yet chayly use to God’s praise and glory, and do
find great wisdom therein. They made also the first part
of the Book “M,” but in respect to that that labor was too
heavy, and the unspeakable concourse of the sick hindered
them, and: also whilst his new building ( called Scmcti
Spiritus) was now finished, they concluded to draw and
receive yet others more into their Fraternity. To this end
was chosen Brother R. (3., his deceased father’s hrother’s
son; Brother B., a skillful painter; G. G., and D. P., their
secretary, all Germans except I. A., so in all theywere eight
in number, all batchelors and vowed virginity, by whom
was collected a book or volnmn of all that which man can

desire, wish or hope for.
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“Although we do now freely confess that the world is

much amended within an hundred years, yet we are assured
that our Axiomata shall ‘immovahly remain unto the
world’s end, and also the world in her highest and last age
shall not attain to see anything else; for our ROTA takes
her beginning from the day when God spake FIAT and
shall end when he shall speak PEREAT;-yet God"s clock
striketh every minute, where ours scarce striketh perfect
hours. We also steadfastlyhelieve, that if our Brethren
and Fathers had lived: in this our present and clear light,

,

they would more roughly have handled the Pope, Mahomet,
scribes, artists, and sophisters, and showed themselves more

helpful, not simply with sighs and wishings of their end
and consummation.

“When now these eight Brethren had disposed and
ordered all things in such a manner, as there was not now

need» of any great labour, and also that every one was suf-
ficiently instructed and able perfectly to discourse of secret
and manifest philosophy,they would not remain any longer
together, but, as in the beginning they had agreed, they
separated themselves into several countries, because that
not only their Axiomata might in secret be more pro-
foundly examined by the learned, but that they themselves,
if in some country or other they observed anything,or per-
ceived some error, might inform one another of it.

“Their agreement was this:
“First, that none of them should profess any other thing

than to cure the sick, and that gratis.
“Second, None of the posterity should be constrained to

wear one certain kind of habit, but therein to follow the
custom of the country.

“Third, That every year, upon the day (3., they should
meet together at the house Sancti Spiritus, or write the
cause of his absence.

“Fourth, Every Brother should look about for a worthy
person who, after his dccease, might succeed him.
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“Fifth, The word R. 0. should: he their seal, mark, and

character.
.

“Sixth, The Fraternity should remain secret one hun-
dred years.“

“These six articles theybound themselvesone to another
to keep; five of the Brethren departed, only the Brethren
B. and D. remained with the Father,Brother R. 0., a whole
year. When these likewise departed, then remained by him
his cousin and Brother I. 0., so that he hath all the days of
his life with him two of his Brethren. And although that
as yet the Church was not cleansed, nevertheless, We know
that they did: think of her, and) what with longing desire
they looked for. Every year they assembled together with
joy, and made a full resolution of thatwhich they had done.
There must certainly have been great pleasure to hear truly
and without invention related and rehearsed all the won»

ders which God hath poured out here and there throughout
the world. Every one may hold it out for certain, that such
persons as were sent, and joynedé together by God and the
Heavens, and chosen out of the wisestof men as have lived
in many ages, did live together above all others in highest
unity, greatest secrecy, and most kindness one towards
another.

..

“After such a most laudable sort they did spend their
lives, but altogether they were free from all diseases and

"“It is unnecessary to say that the house Scmctvl Spiritus,
is not a house in the literal sense, but is a place, a condition
within a place, and this meeting is still kept up by Initiates
at the present time. That R. C. is not the seal of the Rosi-
erucians at the present day, is certain, nor Was it at the
time of Andrea, after the Fraternity of which he was then
a member had) changed its name to that of the Fraternity
of the Rosy Cross. That the Fraternity should remain
secret for one hundred years had a meaning, but it did not
mean literal years, as the words——one hund~red»—were used
to hide the esoteric meaning.
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pain, yet notwithstanding, they could not live and? pass
their time appointed by God-. The first of this Fraternity
which dyed, and thatin England, was I. 0., as Brother 0.
long before had foretoldhim; he was very expert, and well
learned in Cabala, as his Book called “H” witnesseth. In
England he is much spoken of, and chieflybecause he cured
a young Earl of Norfolk of the leprosie. They had con-

cluded, that, as much as possible could be, theirburial place
should he kept; secret, as at this day it is not known unto
us what is becomeof some of them, yet each one ’s place was

supplied with a fit successor. But this we will confesse
publickly by these presents, to the honor of God, that what
secret soever we have learned out of the book “M,” al-
though hefore our eyes we behold the image and: pattern of
all the world, yet are there not shown unto us our n1is—
fortunes, nor hour of death, the which only is known to
God Himself, who thereby would have us keep in a con-

tinualreadiness. But hereof more in our confession, where
we set down thirty-seven reasons wherefore we now do
make. known our Fraternity, and proffer such high
mysteries freely, without constraint and reward. Also we

do promise more gold than both the Indies bring to the
King of Spain, for Europe is with child, and will bring
forth ‘a strong child, who shall stand in need of a great
god‘father’sgift.

“After the death of I. 0., Brother R. C. rested not, but,
as soon as he could, called the rest together, and then, as

we suppose, his grave was made, although hitherto we (who
were the latest) did» not know when our loving FatherR. C.
died, and had no more but the bare names of the beginners,
and‘ all their successors to us. Yet there came into our

memory a secret, which, through dark and hidden words
and speeches of the hundred years, Brother A., the sue»

oessor of D. (who was of the last; and second row of suc-

cession, and had lived amongst many of us), did impart
unto us of the third row and succession; otherwise we must

confess, that after the death of the said 23., none of us had
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in any manner known anything of Brother C. R., and of
his first fellow-brethren, then that which was extant of
them in our philosophicalBébliotheca, amongst which our

Axiomata was held for the chiefest, ROTA MUNDI for the
most artificial, and PROTHEUS for the most profitable.
Likewise, we do not certainly know if these of the second
row have been of like wisdom as the first, and if they were

admitted to all things.
“It shall be declared hereafter to the gentle reader not

only What we have heard of the burial of Brother R. 0.,
but also it shall be made manifest publickly, by the fore
sight, sufferance, ands commandimentof God, whom we most
faithfullyobey, that if we shall be answered discreetly and
Christian-like, we will not be ashamed; to set forth pub-
lickly in print our names and surnames, our meetings, or

anything else that may be required» at our hands.
“Now, the true and.‘ fundamental relation of the finding

out of the highéilluminatedman of God, Fra. C. R. (3., is
this: Aftervthat A. in Gallvla Narbonensi was deceased,
there succeeded in his place our loving Brother N. N. This
man, after he had repaired» unto us to take the solemn oath
of fidelity and secrecy, informed us BONA FIDE, that A.
had comforted him in telling him, that this Fraternity
should ere long not remain so hidden, but should be to all
the whole German nation helpful, neediful, and eommend—
able, of the which he was not in anywise in his estate
ashamed. The year following, after he had performed his
school right, and was minded} now to travel, being for that
purpose sufficiently provided with Fortunatus’ purse, he
thought (he being a good architect) to alter something of
his building, and» to make it more fit.

“In such renewing, he lightecl upon the Memorial Table,
which was cast cf brasse, and contained all the names of the
Brethren, with some few other things. This he would
transfer into another more fitting vault,» for when or where
Brother R. C. died, or in what country he was buried, was

by our predecessors concealed and unknown to us. In this
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table stuck a great naile somewhat strong, so that when it
was with force drawn out it took with it an indifferent big
stone out of the thin wall or plastering of the hidden door,
and so unlocked or uncovered the door, thereat we did with
joy and longing throw down the rest of the wall and
cleared the door, upon which was written in great letters:

Post CXX Amios Patebo.
with the year of the Lord under it. Therefore we gave God
thanks, and let it rest that same night, be cause first we

wouldoverlook our R0'l‘A———but we refer ourselves again
to the Confession, for what We here publish is done for the
help of those that are worthy, but to the unworthy, God
willing, it will be of small profit. For like as our door was

after so many years wonderfully diiscovered, also there
shall be opened a door to Europe (when the wall is re-

moved‘), which already doth appear, and with great desire
is expected of many.“

"‘The foregoing is again symbolic of the true Initiation,
and does no more refer to-ta grave of the dead as. the pro-
fane understand it, than does Sulphur, when spoken of in
Divine Alchemy mean the sulphur that can be bought in
the store. It is a fact that the Architect in Masonic In-
initiation is one of the chief symbols, and even the profane
know that it has no reference to the building ofa house,
but to that Temple wherein the Soul of man, linked with
the Spirit of God, dwells. The neophyte, when he first
begins, has the house, but this house must be developed and -

changed a great deal. To a certain extent, this work is in
the dark and he will encounter the “Terror of the
Threshold,” that most awful of all beings. If he masters
this, he will suddenly light upon the Memorial Tablet and
he will see the Light. It takes a good Architect to get thus
far and when he begins the work and has mastered: the
Terror, he will find‘ but as thin: wall between him and that
which he seeks. After he has done this, he may well give
thanks to God and rest for the night. It is a. fee} as then
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“In the morning following we openecl the door, and

there appeared to our sight a. vault of seven (seven is the
number of the true’ Initiation) sides and seven corners,

,

every side five foot broad’, and the height of eight foot.
Although the sun never shined in this vault, nevertheless it
was enlightened with another sun, and was situated in the
upper part in the center of the ceiling. In the midst, in
stead of a tomb-stone, was a round altar, covered with a

plate of brass, and thereon this engraven:
A. C. R. C. Hoe uvzéversi compendium unéus mihi

sepulchrum face’.

said in the “Fame.” the unworthy cannot understand this,
even though it were more fully explained, but the worthy
will know andfwill find the Door to, and through, the true
Initiation. The prophesy that the door of Europe would
soon be opened has long since come true, as witness the
works of Hargrave Jennings, and; later, the works of that
great and sublime soul-—Ed'Ward Maitlanél, so nobly helped

_

by Anna Kingsford.
That which now follows concerning the resting place

must not he taken in its literal sense. Christian Rosen-
creutzris not, and never was, a person, or individual, but is
a character, a principle that lives to-dzay as it did when the
“l?‘ama” was penned. The whole story of the unearthing
of the grave to the finish, represents the Initiation of the
neophyte and is symbolic. It is well for the reader to re-

member what is saicl in the earlier part of the “Fame,”
“As in every several kernel is contained a whole tree or

fruit, so likewise is included in the little body of man, the
exhale great world, whose religion, policy, health, members,
nature, language, Words, and works, are agreeing, sympa-
thizing,and in equal tune and melody with God, Heaven,
and Earth.” Remembering this then, it will be seen that
everything spoken of in the following must oi necessity he
a part of man, and in the true Initiation, every part must
he brought out.
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Round: about the first circle or brim stood,

Jesus mike’ ommla.
In the middle were four figures, inclosed in circles, whose
circumscription was

1. Nequaquam Vacuum.
2. Legis Jugum.
3. Libertas Evongelii.
4. Die Gloria Intacta.

This is all clear and bright, as also the seventh side and the
two heptagons. So we kneeled down together, and gave
thanks to the sole wise, sole mighty, and sole eternal God,
who ha-th taught us more than all men’s'wits could have
found out, praise be His Holy name. This vault we parted
in three parts, the upper part or ceiling, the wall or side,
the ground or floor. Of the upper part you shall under-
stand; no more at this time but that it was <iivid1ed~ accord-
ing to the seven sides in the triangle which was in the
bright center, but what therein is contained (you that are

desirous of our Society) shall, God willing,behold the same

with your own eyes. Every side or wall is parted: into ten

squares, every one with their several figures and sentences,
as they are truly shewed and set forth concentmtum here
in our book. The bottom again is parted in the triangle,
but because therein is described the power and rule on the
Inferior Governors, We leave to manifest the same, for fear
of the abuse by the evil and ungodly world. But those
that are provided and stored; with the Heavenly Antidote,
do without fear or hurt, tread on and‘ bruise the head oii
the old and evilserpent, which thisour age is well fitted for.
Every side or wall had a door for a chest, wherein there lay
divers things, especially all our books, which otherwise we

had, besides the Vocalmlario of the Theophrastus Para-
eelsus of Hohenheim, and these which daily unfalsified we

do participate. Herein also we found his itineraréum and
Vita, whence this relation for the most part is taken. In
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another chest were looking-glasses of divers virtues,‘ as
also in other places where little bells, burning lamps, and
chiefly wonderful artificial songs—generally~ all was done
to that end, that if it should happen, after many years, the
Fraternity should come to nothing, theymight by this only
vault be restored again.

“Now, as We had not yet seen the dead body of our

careful and wise Father, We therefore removed the altar
aside; then we lifted up a strong plate of brass, and found
a fair and worthy body, whole and unconsumed,~as the
same is here lively counterfeited; with all the ornaments
and attires. In his hand he held a parchment called 'I‘,‘*
the which next unto the Bible is our greatest treasure,
which ought not be delivered to the censure of the world.
At the end of this hook standeth this following Eéogium:

Grcmum pectori Jesu Insitum.
e

C. R. G. ex nobiliatque splendile Gerrnaniae R. C. familia
oriundus, vir sui seeuli divinis revelationibus, subtilissimis
imaginationibus, indefessis laboribus ad coelestia etque
humane. mysteria; arcanave admissus postquam (quam
Arabieo at Africano itineribus eollejerat) plus quam
regiam, atque imperatoriam Gazam suo seculo mondum
 

‘This proves conclusively that the Magic Mirror was

known and used many hundred years ago, the “Fame”
was written more than three hundred years ago, and these
mirrors were then known in Initiation, or else Andrea.
could not have mentioned them. The only difference heing,
that the Mirror of to-day is prepared in such 3. scientific
Way that it will hold the ether for any lengthof time, and
is 9. perfect glass in every respect. To Dr. Randolph, more

than to any one else, is due the thanks for most of the
scientific searchings on this vast and important subject.
Others have written on this subject, but not one has been,
or is honest enough to give him creziit, except perhaps
Freeman B. Dowd.

”"T is the Hebrew Tau. See the Cabala for its meaning.
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Pater Prater

sua,vis:sim,us, fid€lissimus, amicus int,egerin:ms, a
suis ad 120 annos his absconditus est.
Underneath had subscribed
1. 1. A. l!'ra. C. H. electiolle Fraternitatis
2. Fra. G. V. 1\1. P.
3. Fra. F. R. ,Junior haeres S. Sniril;1LS.
4. l!"ra. F. B. M. P. Pictor et Architectus.
5. Fra. G. G. M. P. I. Cabalista.

Secundi "."J •••.•.
1. Fra. P. A. Fra. I.
2. F'ra. A. Fra. P. D.
3. Fra. R. Successor Patris R.

suarum
heredes
magno illi
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eonvenientem, posteritati eruendam eustodivisset et jam
suarum Artium, ut et nominis, fides ae eonjunctissimos
heredes instituisset, mundum minutum omnibus motibus
magno illi responélentem fabricasset hoeque tamiem pre-
teritarum, praesentium, et futurarumm, rerumb compendio
extraeto, centenario major, non niorbo ‘(quem ipse nunquam
eorpore expertus erat, nunquam alios infestare sinebat)
ullo peilente sed Spiritis Dei evooante, illuminatumanimam
(inter Fratrum amplexus et ultima oseula) fidelissimo
Creatori Deo reddidisset, Pater delictissimus, Frater
suavissimus, praeeeptor fidelissimus, amicus integerimus, a

suis ad 120 annos his ahseonditus est.
Underneath they had subscribed themselves,
1. Fm. I. A. Fm. C. H. electione Fratemitatis caput.
2. Fm. G. V. M. P. C.

V 3. Fm. F. R. (3., Jum'or haeres S. Spérétus.
4. Fm. F. B. M. P. A., Pieter et Archétectus.
5. Fm. G. G. M. P. I. Cabalisto.

Seczmdi Circuli.
* 1. Fm. P. A. Successor, Fm. I. 0., Mathematicus.

2. Fm. A. Successor, Fm. P.-D. ’

3. Fm. R. Successor Patris C. R. C., cum Christa lemm-
phzmtés.

At the end was written:
Ea; Deo mzscimzzr, in Jesu morimur, per Spirétum Sanc-

tum reviviscimus.
“At that time was already dead, Brother. I. O. and

Brother D., but their burial place, Where is it to be found?
We doubt not but our Fm. Senior hath the same, and. some

especial thing layd in earth, and perhaps likewise hidden.
We also hope that this our example will stir up others more

diligently to enquire after their names (which we have
therefore published), and to Search for the place of their
burial; the most part of them, by reason of their practice
and physiek, are yet known and praised among very old
folks; so might perhaps our CAZA be enlarged, or, at least,
be better cleared.
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“Concerning Minutum Mzmdum, we found it kept in

another little altar, truly more finer than can be imagined
by any understanding man, but we will leave him under-
scribed until we shall be truly answered upon this our

true-hearted FAMA. So we have covered it again with the
plates, and set the altar thereon, shut the door and made it
sure with all our seals. Moreover, by instruction, and com-

mand of our Rota, there are come to sight some books,
among which is contained M {which were made instead of

,

household care by the praiseworth M. P.). Finally, we

departed the one fromthe other, and left the natural heirs
in possession of our jewels. And so we do expect the
answer and judgment of the learned and unlearned.

“Howbeit we know after a time there will now be 8.

general reformation, both of divine and’ humane things,
according to our desire and the expectation of others; for it
is fitting, that before the rising of the Sun there should
appear and break forth Aurora, or some clearness, or divine
light in the sky. And so, in the meantime, some few, which
shall give their names, may join together, thereby to in-
crease the numberand respect of our Fraternity,and make
3 happy and wished-for beginning of our PHILOSOPHI-
CAL CANONS, prescribed to us by our Brother R. (3., and
be partakers with us of our treasures (which never can fail
or be wasted) in all humility and love, to be eased of this
world ’s labours, and not walk m blindly in the knowledge
of the wonderful works of God.

“But that also every Christian may know of what Re-
ligion and belief we are, we confess to have the knowledge
of Jesus Christ (as the same now in these last days, and
chiefly in Germany, most clear and pure us professed, and
is nowadays cleansed and void of all swerving people,
heretieks, and false prophets), in certain and noted coun-

tries maintained, defended, and propagated. Also we use

two Sacraments, as they are instituted with all Formes and
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Ceremonies of the first and renewed Church.”"‘

“In Politic we acknowledge the Roman Empire and
Quartam Monarchiam for our Christian lead, albeit we

know what alterations he at hand, and would fain impart
the same with all our hearts to other godly learned men,-
notwithstanding our handwritingwhieh is in our hands,
no man (except God alone) can make it common, nor any
unworthy person is able to bereave us of it. But We shall
help with secret aid this so good a cause, as God shall per-
mit or hinder us.

i For our God, is not blind-, as the
Heathen’s Fortune, but is the Church’s ornament and the
honour of the Temple. Our Philosophy also is not a new

invention, but as Adam after his fall hath received it, and
as Moses and Solomon used it, also it ought not much to be
doubted of, or contradicted by other opinions, or meanings;
but seeing the truth is peaceable, brief, and always like
herself in all things, and especially accorded by with Jesus
in omné parts and all members, and as He is the true image
of the Father, so is she His image, so it shall not be said,
This is true according to Philosophy,but true according to
Theologie; and wherein Plato, Aristotle, Pythagoras, and
others did hit the mark, and wherein Enoch, Abraham,
Moses, Solomon, did excel, but especially wherewith that
wonderful book, the Bible agreeth. All that same eon-
curreth together, and maketh a sphere or globe whose total

‘While the first part of the “Fame.” might have been
easily misunderstood by those seeking the true knowledge,
it seems impossible that this part could have been misunder-
stood. Luther had started his great work with success,
and as we, of to~day, acknowledge, he practiced and taught
ESOTERIC Christianity, he knew of the mysteries of the
Hermeties——latter Rosicrucians, and thathe was an Initiate
cannot be doubted when we examine the seal that he used.
The “Inner” faith of Andrea is very plainly that of the
Rose and the Cross, the Esoteric Christianity which had
been so miserably abused.
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parts are equidistant from the center, as hereof more at
large and more plain shall be spoken of in Christianity
Conference (in den Boecke des Levens).

A

“But now concerning, and chiefly in this our age, the
ungodly and accursed goldv-making, which hath gotten so

much the upper hand, whereby under colour of it, many
renegates and roguish people do use great villainies, and
eozen and abuse the credit which is given them; yea, nowa-

days men of discretion do hold the transmutation of metals
to be the highest point and Fastigéum in philosophy. This
is all their intent and desire, and that God would he most
esteemed by them and honoured which could make great
store of gold, the which with unpremediate prayers they
hope to obtain of the knowing God and searcher of all
hearts; but we by these presents publiekly testifie, that the
true philosophersare far of another minde, esteeming little
the making of gold, which is but a Paragon, for besides that
they have a thousand better things. We say with our

loving BrotherC. R. 0., Phy. arium mhi quantum cmrum,
for unto him the whole nature is dected»; he doth not re-

joice that he can make gold, and that, as saith Christ, the
devils are obedient unto him, but is glad that he seeth the
Heavens open, the angels of God ascending and descending,
and his name written in the book of life.

“Also we do testifie, under the name of Ohymia, many
books and pictures are set forthin Contumeliam glomioe
Dei, as we will name them in their due season, and will give
to the purehearted a catalogue or register of them. We
pray all learned men to take heed of these kinde of books,
for the Enemy never resteth, but soweth his weeds till a.

stronger one doth root them out.
“So, according to the will and meaning of Fm. R. R. 0.,

We his brethren request: again all the learned in Europe
who shall read (sent forth in five languages) this our

FAMA and Confessio, that it would please them with good
deliberation to ponder this our offer, and to examine most
nearly and sharply their arts, and behold the present time
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all and to declare their com-

municato consilio or And at
this time we make no mention either our names or meet-

nevertheless everyone's shall
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world."

Sub unbra alarum tUIZMI''m.. J ehova.
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with all diligence, and to declare their minde, either com-

municate cmnsélio or sing-ulatlm by print. And although at
this time we make no mention either of our names or meet-
ings, yet nevertheless every one’s opinion shall assuredly
some to our hands, whose gives but his name, to speak with
some of us, either by word of mouth, or else, if there be
some left, tn uniting. And this we say for a truth, that
whosoever shall earnestly, and from the heart, bear effec-
tion unto us, it shall benefit to him in goods, body, and soul ;
but he that is false-hearted, or only greedy of riches, the
same first of all shall not be able in any manner or wise to
hurt us, but bring himself to utter mine and ciestruction.
Also our building, although one hundred thousand people
had tery near seen amlbeheld the same, shell for ever re-

main untouched, mtdestroyed, and hidden to the wicked
world.”

Sub unbra ala-rum tuarum, Jehova.
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PREFACE TO THE CONFESSIO.
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"Fratres R. C."
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Masonic Order has ever been Anti-Catholic and

It is not

The Confession.
The first literature on the Rosicrueian Fraternity to ap-

pear was the Fama Fraternétatals, which, as has already
been stated, appeared in 1614 or 1615, it is not exactly
known. In'the same year, the CONFESSIO appeared, as
also some other works of not as great importance.

The following is the Preface to the Confessio and notes
are added throughout the entire Confessio so that it will be

t easilyunderstood by the average reader.

PREFACE TO THE CONFESSIO.

“Here, gentle reader, you shall find incorporated in our

Confession thirty-seven reasons of our purpose and inten-
tion, the which according to thy pleasure thou mayst seek
out and compare together, considering Within thyself if
they be sufficient to allure thee. Verily, it requires no

small pains to induce any one to believe what doth net yet
appear, but when it shall be revealed in the full blaze of
day, I suppose we should be ashamed of such questicnings.
And as we do new securely call the Pope Anti-christ, which
was formerly a capital cifcnce in every place, so we know
certainly that what we here keep secret we shall in the
future thunder forth with uplifted voice, the which, reader,
with us desire with all thy heart that it may happen most
speedily.

“Fratres R. C.”

It will be noted that the author calls the Pope Anti-
christ. It is an easy matter to understand why this is. The
Masonic Order has ever been Anti-Catholic and against
the Pope. It is not positively known Whether Andrea—-
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EUROPE.
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(Christian Rosenereutz) was a Mason or not, but it is
a positive fact that the old Hermetics, later the Para-
celsuians were at one time known as, and a part of, mystic
Masonry, and therefore still had some sympathy in general
with Masonry at the time of Andrea’s Writing the Con-
fession and the Fame. Both these Orders stood for free-
dom ancl liberty and therecertainly was a closeeonnecting
link. Masonry was the Exoteric, while Paracelsnianism
was the Esoteric part of one great whole. It is therefore
easy to see, that while the Pope was against Freedom of
speech, the Masons and Hermetics being for freedom and
liberty,were only consistent in calling the Pope Antichrist.

CONFESSIO FRATERNITATIS R. O. AD ERUDITOS
EUROPE.

CHAPTER I.

“Whosoev'er you have heard, 0 mortals, concerning our

Fraternity bythe trumpet sound of the Fame R. (3., do not
eitherbelieve it hastily,or wilfullysuspect it. It is Jehovah
who, seeing how the world is falling to decay, and near to
its end, doth hasten it again to its beginning, inverting the
course of Nature, and so what heretofore hath been sought
with great pains and daily labor He doth lay open now to
those thinkingof no such thing, offering it to the willing
and thrusting it on the reluctant, that it may become to the
good thatwhich will smooth the troubles of human life and
break the violence of unexpected blows of Fortune, but to
the ungodly that which will augment their sins and their
punishments. ,

“Although we believe ourselves to have sufficiently un-
folded to you in the Fame. the nature of our Order, wherein
we follow the will of our most excellent father, nor can by
any be suspected of heresy, nor of any attempt against the
commonwealth, we hereby do condemn the East and» the
West (meaning the Pope and Mahomet) for their blas-
phemies against our Lord Jesus Christ, and offer to the
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chief head of the Roman Empire our prayers, secrets, and
great treasures of Gold. Yet we have thought good for the
sake of the learned to add somewhat more to this, and make
a better explanation, if there be anything too deep, hidden,
and set down over dark, in the Fame, or for certain reasons
altogether omitted, whereby we hope the learned will he
more addicted to us, and easier to approve our counsel.”"“

.CHAP‘I‘ER II.

“Concerning the amendment ‘of philosophy,we have de-
— clared that the same is altogether weak and faulty; nay,

whilst many have alleged that she is sound and strong, to

us it is certain that she fetches her last breath.
“But as commonly even in the same place Where there

hreakest forth a new disease, Nature discovereth a remedy
against the same, so amidst so many intirmities of philoso-
phy there do appear the right means, and unto our Father-
land snflieiently offered, whereby she may become sound
again, and new or renovated may appear to a renovated
world‘.

“No other philosophy we have than that which is the
head of all faculties, sciences, and arts, the which con-

taineth much of Theology and Medicine, but little of Juris-
prudence; Which searcheth heaven and earth with exquisite
analysis, or, to speak brieflythereof, which doth sufiiciently
manifest the Microcosmns man, whereof if some of the more

orderly in the number of the learned shall respond to our

fraternal invitation, they shall find among us far other and
greater wonders than those they theretofore did believe,
 

‘The Resicrucians have ever believed in the Christ;
they believe in the teachings of the Christ and acknowledge
Him a Master, or the Elder Brother as they are pleased to
call Him. His teachings, in their pure form, are held
sacred by every true Rcsierucian, and have ever been held
as such since the time of the Christ.
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marvel at, and profess.“

onnrrna III.

“Wherefore, to declare briefly our meaning hereof, it
becomes us to labor carefully that the surprise of our chai-
lenge may be taken from you, to show plainly that such
secrets are not lightly esteemed by us, and not to spread
an opinion abroad among the vulgar that the story concern-

ing them as a foolish thing. For itis not absurd to suppose
many are overwhelmed with the conflict of thought which
is occasioned by our unhoped gracionsness, unto Whom (as
yet) are unknown the wonders of the sixth age, or who, by
reason of the course of the world, esteem the things to come

like unto the present, and, hindered by theobstaoles of
their age, live no otherwise in the world than as men blind,
Who, in the light of noon, discern nothingonly by feeling.”

‘The Rosicrncians have ever, and do today, believe in
the doctrine of the Microcosmus, which considers man as

containing all the potentialities of the whoie universe, or

Macrocosmus.
The Microcosmus and the Macrocosmus are one, one the

smail and the other the large world. They are one con-

stellation, one influence, one breath, one harmony, one time,
one metal, one fruit. As the Higher, so the Lower, as the
Lower so the Higher. Dr. Waite, an exoteric historian,
who dares to write on Esoteric matters which he does not
understand-, accuses the Rosiorncians of the earlier times
of steaiing, as it were, the doctrine of Paracelsus.

By doing so, he shows his ignorance of‘ these things.
Paracelsus, as all great scholars admit, was a Hermetic, as
has been stated many times before, the Hermetic Order be-
came the Order of Paraceisusians after the death of Para-
celsns, and after the Fania Fraternitatis appeared they
took the name of Rosicrucians. It will therefore be per-
fectly plain to even the most ignorant, that the teachings of
Paracelsus the “dreamer and seer of Hohenheim,” are the

teachings of the Rosicrucians are the teachings of Para-
CG SLIS.
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CHAPTER IV.

“Now concerning the firstpart, we holcl that the med-ita-
tion of our Christian father on all subjects which from the
creation of the world have been invented, brought forth,
and propagated by human ingenuity, though God’slrevela-
tion, or through the service of Angels or spirits, or through
the sagaeity of understanding, or through the experience
of long observation, are so great, that if all books should
perish, and by God’s almighty sutferanee all writings and
all learning should he lost, yet posterity will be able thereby
to lay a new foundation or sciences, and: to erect a new

citadel of truth; the which perhaps would not -be so hard
to do as if one should begin to pull down anti destroy the
old, ruinous building, then enlarge the fore-court, after-
war(ls bring light into the private chambers, and then
change the doors, staples, and other things aeeording to our

intention.
“Therefore, it must not be expected that newcomers

shall attain at once all our weighty secrets. They must
proceed step by step from the smaller to the greater, and
must not be retarded by difl'ioultt'os.”*

“W’herefore should we not freely acquiesce in the only
truth than seek through so many windings and labyrinths,
if only it had pleased God to lighten unto us the sixth
Candelalsrnm‘? Were it not suffieient for us to fear neither
hunger, poverty, disease, nor age? Were it not an excel-
lent thing to live always so as if you had lived from the
beginning of the world, and should still live to the end
thereof? So to live in one place that neither the people
which (Dwell beyond the Ganges could hide anything, nor
 

’’‘‘It is plain to see that the true initiation is here hinted
at, as it plainly tells us that the newcomer must proceed
step hy step and must not allow himself to be retarded in
his onward progress. That is, he must not let doubt, fear,
fiI}{l:{ilSC(}11I‘3gC}11CI}'lShave anything to do with his progress.
(See initiation.)
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those which live in Peru might be able to keep secret their
councils from thee? So to read in one only book (the
Astral) as to discern, understand, and remember whatso-
ever in all other books (which heretofore have been, are

now, and hereafter shall come out) hath been, is and shall
be learned out of them, so to sing or play that instead: of
stony rocks you could draw Pearls, instead; of wild beasts’
spirits, and-‘ instead of Pluto you could soften the mighty
princes of the world? 0 mortals, diverse is the counsel of
God: and your convenience, who hath decreed at this time
to increase and» enlarge the number of our Fraternity, the
which we with such joy have undertaken, as we have here-
tofore obtained this great treasure without our merits, yea,
Without any hope or expectation; the same we purpose with
such fidelity to put in practice, that neither compassion or

pity for our own children {which some of us in the Fra-
ternity have) shall move us, since we know that these un-

hoped-for good thingscannot be inherited, nor be conferred
promiscuonsly. ’ ”"

CHAPTER V.

“If there be anybody now which on the other side will
complain of our discretion, that we otter our treasures so

freely and indiscriminately,and do not rather regard more

the godly wise, or princely persons than the common

people, with him we are in no wise angry (for the accusa-

tion is not without moment), but withall we affirm that we
 

‘The Rosicrucians have never taught, nor do they at this
day, the doctrine of celibacy. ‘This doctrine is upheld by
the Order of the Illumanati,but is a direct violation of the
laws of God and Nature which say “Be thou fruitful and
replenish the earth.” This a1so—-the last few lines—teaches
as is taught to-day, that these secret things cannot be in-
herited, and therefore a ceremonial Initiation is necessarily
false, but that man must first prove his worth before he can

receive these things. This doctrine is fully set forth in the
chapter on Initiation.
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have by no means made common property of our arena,
albeit they resound in five languages within the ears of the
vulgar, both because, as we well know, they will not move

gross wits, and because the worth of those who shall be
accepted! into our Fraternity will not be measured by their
curiosity, but by the rule and pattern of our revelations.
A thousand times the unworthy may clamour, a thousand
times may present themselves, yet God hath commanded
our ears that they should hear none of them, and} hath so

compassed us about with His clouds that unto us, His ser-

vants, uo Violence can he done; wherefore now no longer
are we heheld by human eyes, unless they have received
strength borrowed from the eagle.

“For the rest, it hath been necessary that the Fama
shoulél be set forth in every one ’s mother tongue, lest those
should not be defrauded: of the knowledge thereof, whom
(although theybe unlearned)"“ Gorl hath not excluded from
 

‘The Rosy Cross does not care how unletteredi a man or

woman may be, if they have the right material in their
makeup and if their desire is of the right kind, not for
self, but for the good of the universal whole, then they may
enter on the Path to true Initiation anti if they prove
worthy, they will be admitted on the same conditions that
those of their brethren who may be learned: in the knowl-
edge of books and Universities. ”l‘is not the learning that
makes men great, but the lofty soul that ‘they possess. A
man may have passed» through all the universities in the
world, and may possess all the degrees that can be granted,
if he has aismall, hungry, bigoted, intolerant soul, he will
amount to nothing, and he can no more enter the Temple
of Rcsae Crueis than can the degenerate or lust-eaten
weakling. Souls are wanted, not book learning. Of course,
we must admit, that the man who has a lofty soul and a

university learning combined can do more good than the
one who has only a lofty soul and no learning, but before
God they stand as equals.
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CHAPTER VI.

"We would here relate and declare what all the time
fro III the year 1378 (when our Christian father was
till now hath what alterations he hath seen in

fall will no doubt come true within the
will overthrow but

nrlJDlleCV of his trodden under foot and torn to
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is not so meant. A man may suffer a thousand deaths and
not have any inflicted on his person. It is
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wrltulgs in their literal sense.

'Vere all hooks to be written so that all could understand
there would he no secrets to unravel. These

mnst he read" between the lines" to be "Get
unto you."
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the happiness of this Fraternity which is divided into de-
grees; as those who dwell in Dlamear, who have a far dif-
ferent politick order from the other Arabians; for there do
govern only undlerstandring men, who, by the king’s per-
mission, make particular laws, according unto which ex-

ample the government shall also be instituted in Europe,
when that shall come to pass which must precede, when our

Trumpet shall resound‘ with full voice and; with no prevari—
eations ofimeaning, when, namely, those things of which a

few new whisper and darken with eniginas, shall openly fill
the earth, even as after many seeret ehafings of pious
people against the Pope’s tyranny, and: after timid reproof,
he with great violence and by a great onset was cast down
from his seatandl abundantly trodtien under foot, whose
final fall‘ is reserved for an age when he shall be torn in
pieces with nails, and: a final groan shall end: his ass’s bray-
ing, the which, as we know, is already manifest to many
learned men in Germany, as their tokens and secret eon-

gratulations bear witness. ’ ’

CHAPTER VI.

“We would? here relate and: declare what all the time
from the year 13?8 (when our Christian father was born)
till now hath happened, what alterations he hath seen in

”~"'1‘he I’ope’s fall will no doubt come true within the
coming time, as a people will overthrow ehurehism, but
the prophecy of his being trodden under foot and torn to
pieves is allegorical and should not be taken literally, as it
is not so meant. A man may suffer a thousand deaths and
yet not have any punishment inflicted on his person. It is
here where these soealled historians make their great mis-
take, by taking allegorical writings in their literal sense.

Were all books to be written so that all coulcl understand
them, there wouldu he no secrets to unravel. These things
must he read “between the lines” to he understood-. “Get
.Wis<loin and all things shall be added unto you.”

 



the world these one hundred and six years of his what
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the world these one hundred and} six years of his life, what
he left after his happy death to be attempted by our

Fathers and by us, but brevity, which we do observe, will
not permit at this present to make rehearsal of it; it is
enough for those which do not despise our declaration to
have touched upon it, thereby to prepare the way for their
more close union and association with us. Truly,"to whom
it is permitted to behold‘, read, and thenceferward teach
himself those great characters which the Lord God‘ hath
inscribed upon the World’s mechanism, and which He re-

peats through the mutations of Empires, such an one is
already ours, though as yet unknown to himself; and as we

know he will not neglect our invitation, so, in like manner,
we adjnre all deceit, for we promise that no man ’s up‘
rightness and hopes shall deceive him who shall make him-
self known to us under the seal of secrecy and desire our

familiarity. But to the false and to impcstors, and to those
who seek other things than Wisdom, we witness by these
presents publicly, we cannot be betrayed unto them to our

hurt, nor be known to them without the will of God, but
they shall certainly be partakers of that terrible eommina-
ticn spoken of in our Fama, and their impious designs shall
fall back upon their own heads, while our treasures shall
remain untouched, till the Lion shall rise and exact them
as his right, receive and employ them for the establishment
cf his kingdxom.”

CHAPTER VII.

“One thingshould here, 0 mortals, he estabiished by us,
that God hath decreed to the world before her end, which
presently thereupon shall ensue, an influx of truth, light,
and grandeur, such as he commanded should accompany
Adam from Paradise andiswee-ten the misery of man:

Wherefore there shall cease all falsehood-, darkness, and
bcncllage, which little by little, with the great gl0he’s resolu-
tion, hath crept into the arts, Works, governments of men,
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"As we now confess that many
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it is the law of a tyr'annical
what was
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darkening the greater part of them.‘

“Thence hath proceeded.’ that innumerable diversity of
persuasions, falsities, and heresis, which makes choice dith-
cult to the wisest men, seeing on the one part they were

hindered by the reputation of philosophers and on the
other by the facts of experience, which if (as we trust) it
can be once removed, and instead thereof a single and self‘-
same rule be instituted, then there will indeed remain
thanks unto them which have taken pains therein, but the
sum of the so great work shall be attributed to the blessed-
ness of our age.

“As we now confess that many high intelligences by
their writings will be a great furtheranceonto this Refor~
mation which is to come, so do we by no means arrogate to
ourselves this glory, as if such a work were only imposed
on us, but we testify with our Saviour Christ, that sooner

shall the stones rise up and offer their service, than there
shall be any want of executors of God’s counsel.”

CHAPTER VIII.

“Grad, indeed, hath already sent messengers which should
testify His will, to wit, some new stars which have appeared
in Serpeatamlus and Cygnus, the which powerful signs of a

great Council shew forth how for all things which human
ingenuity discovers, God calls upon. His hidden knowl-
edge, as likewise the Book of Nature, though it stands open

‘In Germany, by order of the Emperor William, the
pamphlet “Thou shalt Not Kill,” by Tolstoi, has been
seized and destroyed, because it taught men to be human
and not kill his fellow-man.

In America, men, women and children of all ages and
states of health, are seized and held, while a foul poison is
injected into their veins; if death results, no redress can

be had, it is the law of a tyrannical government. Surely
the authorknew what he was talking about.
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CHAPTER X.

'But this also must no means be while
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do hinder cur purpose, we do exhort to the as-
SlC!UC'US, and continual of the Sacred for
he that taketh all his therein shall know that he
hath for himself an excellent way to come
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truly for all eyes, can be read or understood by only a. very
few.

“As in the human head there are two organs of hearing,
two of sight, and two of smell, but only one of speech, and
it were but vain to expect speech from the ears, or learning
from the eyes, so there have been ages which have seen,
others which have heard, others again that have smelt and
tasted. Now, there remains that in a short and swiftly ap-
proaching time honour should be likewise given to the
tongue, that what formerly saw, heard, and! smelt shall
finally speak, after the World shall have slept away the in-
toxication of her poisoned and stupefying chalice, and with
an open heart, bare head, and naked feet shall merrilyand
joyfully go forth to meet the sun rising in the morning.”

CHAPTER IX.

“These characters and letters, as God hath here and
there incorporated them in the Sacred: Scriptures, so hath
Heimprinted: them most manifestly on the wonderful work
of creation, on the heavens, the earth, and on all beasts, so

that as the mathematician predicts eclipses, so we prog-
nosticate the obseurations of the church, and how long they
shall last‘? From these letters we have borrowed our

magieal writings, and thence have made for ourselves a new

language (Hidden), in which the nature of things is ex-

pressed, so that it is no wonder that we are not so eloquent
in other tongues, least of all in this Latin, which we know
to he by no means an agreement with that of Adam and

_

Enoch, but to have been contaminated by the confusion of.
Babel. ’ ’

CHAPTER X.

“But this also most by no means be omitted, that, while
there are yet some eagle ’s feathers in our way, the which
do hinder our purpose, we do exhort to the sole, only, as-

’ sidueus, and continual study of the Sacred Scriptures, for
he that taketh all his pleasures therein shall know that he
hath prepared“ for himself an exeellentway to come into
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Olir for this is the whole sum of our . dlat
as there is not a character in that miracle of the
world which has not a claim on the memory, so tho!':c are
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of the end of all their the eom-

of the universal from whom we
not that it should be in their but that
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all ages of the world.*
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King:sford and Dr. Edward two
of the sublimest souls and Humanitarians of the nineteenth

The works of the Rev. on the
true of the Bible are also recomme>nded.
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our Fraternity, for this is the whole sum of our Laws,’ that
as there is not a character in that great miracle of the
world which has not a claim on the memory, so those are

nearest and likest unto us who do make the Bible the rule
of their life, the end of all their studies, and the com-

pendium of the universal World, from Whom we require
not that it should be continually ii; their mouth, but that
they should appropriately apply its true interpretation to
all ages of the world.‘

“For it is not our custom so to dehase the divine oracle,
that while there are innumerable expounders of the same,
some adhere to the opinions of theirparty, some make sport
of Scripture as if it were a tablet of wax to be indjtferently
made use of by . theologians, philosophers, doctors, and
mathematicians. Be it ours rather to bear witness, that
from the Jzeginning of the world there hath not been given
to man a more excellent, admirable, and wholesome hock
than the Holy Bible; Blessed is he who possesses it, more

blessed is he who reads it, most blessed of all is he who
 

"‘The Bible is the greatest text book of the Mystic and
Occult that we have. It contains the secrets of all true

Alchemy and Mysticism; it contains the secret of TI'aI1SII’i11-
tation of the baser metals into «pure and shining gold, and
shows the way to find the hidden meaning of the Rose and
the Cross. The Bible must not he taken in itsliteral sense,
and this was known already at the time the Fama and the
Confession were written. The Andrea, Mystically known
as Christian Rosencreutz, knew this is Very plain or he
could not have written: “but that they should appropriately
apply its true interpretation to all ages of the world.”
Those who wish to read the Bible and understand it in its
true light, should get the works by these writers and re-

f0rrners,—Anna Kingsfordi and Dr. Edward Maitland, two
of the suhlimest souls and Ilumanitariansof the nineteenth
century. The works of the Rev. George Chainey on the
true Interpretation of the Bible are also recommended.
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CHAPTER XI.

" whatsoever hath been said in the
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contained in the Bihle and then to follow he
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truly understands it, while he is most like to God who both
understands and» obeys it.”"‘

CIIAPTER XI.

“Now, whatsoever hath been said in the Fania, through
lxatred of impostors, against the transmutation of metals
andl the supreme medicine of the world; we desire to be so

understood, that this so great a gift of God we do in no

manner set at naught, but as it bringeth not always with it
the knowledrge of Nature, while this knowledge hringeth
forth both that and an infinite number of other natural
miracles, it is right that we be rather earnest to attain to
the knowledge of philosophy, nor tempt excellent wits to
the tincture of metals sooner than to the observation of
Nature. He must needs be insatiable to whom neither
poverty, disease, nor danger can any longer reach, who, as

one raised: above all men, hath rule over that which doth
anguish, afflict, and pain others, yet will give himself again
to idle things, will build, make wars, and domineer, because
he hath of gold sufficient, and of silver an inexhaustible
fountain. God judlgeth far otherwise, who exalteth the
lowly, and casteth the proud into obscurity; to the silent
he sendeth his angels to hold» speech with them, but the
ltahhlers he dlriveth into the wilderness, which is the judg-
ment due to the Roman lmpostor who now poureth his
blasphemies with open mouth against Christ, nor yet in the
full light, by which Germany hath detected his caves and
subterranean passages, will abstain from lying, that there»
by he may fulfill the measure of his sin, and he found
worthy of the axe. Therefore, one day it will come to pass,

*This is possibly the greatest and best Chapter in the
whole confession, and within it are contained the teachings
of not only the Rosicrucian Fraternity,but of all the Ages.
Wererman to fully understand the Sacred and Secret teach-
ings contained in the Bihic and then to follow them, he
would» noylonger be man, but a very God‘ in truth.
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that the mouth of this viper shall be stopped, am} his triple
crown shall be brought to naught, of which things more

fully when we shall have met together.”

CHAPTER XII.

“For conclusion of our Confession we must earnestly
admonish you, that you cast away, if not all, yet most of
the worthless books of pseudo Chymists, to whom it is a

jest to apply the Most Holy Trinity to vain things, or to
deceive men with monstrous symbols and enigmas, or to
profit by the curiosity of the eredulons; our age doth pro-
duce many such, one of the greatest being 3. stageplayer, a

man with sufiieient ingenuity for imposition; such doth the
enemy of human welfare mingle among the good seed‘,
thereby to make the truth more difiicult to be believed,
which in herself is simple and; naked, while falsehood is
proud, haughty, and coloured with a lustre of seeming
godly and humane wisdom. Ye that are wise eschew such
books, and have recourse to us, who seek not your moneys,
but offer unto you most willinglyour great treasures. We
hunt not after your goods with invented lying tinctures,
but desire to make you partakers of our Goods. We do not
reject parables, hut invite you to the clear ands simple ex-

planation of all secrets; we seek not to he received of you,
but call you unto our more than kingly houses and palaces,
by no motion of our own, but (lest you he ignorant of it)
as foreedi thereto by the Spirit of God, commanded by the
testament of our most excellent Father, and impelled by
the occasion of this present time.”

CHAPTER XIII.

“What think you, therefore, 0 Mortals, seeing that we

sincerely confess Christ, execrate the Pope, addict ourselves
to the true philosophy, lead a worthy life, and: daily call,
intreat, and invite many more into our Fraternity, unto
whom the same Light of God likewise appeareth? Con-
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sider you not that, having pondered the gifts which are in
you, having measured your understanding in the Word of
God, and having weighed the imperfection and incon-
sistencies of all the arts, you may at length in the future
deliberate with us upon their remedy, co-operate in the
work of God, and be serviceable to the constitution of your
time? On which work these profits will follow, that all
those gods which Nature hath dispersed in every part of
the earth shall atone time and altogether be given to you,
temqaam in centre solis et lmiae. Then shall you be able
to expel from the world all those things which darken
human knowledge and hinder action, such as the vain epi-
cycles and eccentric circles.” ‘

CHAPTER XIV.
:

“You, however, for whom it is,enough to be serviceable
out of curiosity to any ordinance, or who are dazzled by the
glistening of gold, or who, though now upright, might be
led» away by such unexpected great riches into an eifemin-
ate, idle, luxurious, and pompous life, do not disturb our

sacred silence by your clamour, but think, that although
there be a medicine which might fully cure all dis-
eases, yet those whom God Wishes to try or to chastise shall
not be abetted by such opportunity, so that if we were able
to enrich and instruct the whole world, and liberate it from
innumerable hardships, yet shall we never be manifested
unto any man unless God should favour it, yea, it shall he
so far from him who thinks to he a partaker of our riches
against the will of God that he shall sooner lose his life in
seeking us, than attain happiness by finding us.

“Fraternitas R. 0.”

As may be imagined, these Manifestos produced a sensa-

tion throughont Germany and many editions were issued.
On theone side, cries of heresy and atheismresouncled from
every corner and the denunciations were very hitter
against the one who wrote them. The Catholicswould have

 



IHl'vtllinl::J' for the author. On the other it at-
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head of the but knew that as the address
of such a was known to no one, the author of the
Manifestos not even the letters would be sent
to one of the and there be open
for In this were not and as sus-

could not be directed to anyone, Andrea and his
brethren went and examined these letters and obtained the
names and addresses of all those that desired to have
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such This is what Andrea desired as no Order has
ever amounted to in such time when its secrets.
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As has these those
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ones had their every desire no real harm was done.
It is on that these letters are now in
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given anything for the author. On the other hand, it at-
tracted thousands of those who were interested in Mysti-
cism, Alchemy, Hermeticism, a purer and nobler religion,
etc. Naturally Andrea, and those others who were inter-
ested in the reformation did not come out as being at the
head of the movement, but they knew that as the address
of such a Fraternity was known to no one, the authorof the
Manifestos not even being known, the letters would he sent
to one of the public departments and ,would there be open
for inspection. In this they were not mistaken, and as sus-

picion could not he directed to any one, Andrea and his
brethren went and examined these letters and obtained’ the
names and addresses of all those that they desired to have
associated with themselves. Under ordinary circumstances
these letters would not have been open for public inspec-
tion, but it must he remembered that at that time the
Catholics were in power land they were only too glad and
willing to hold up to public ridicule any one who did not

agree with them in ail matters and more especially in mat~
ters of religion. AfterAndrea had obtained the names and
addresses, the interested parties received their answer and
under oath of secrecy, were admitted~ to the place of meet-
ing. There are a number of historical writers who seem to
think that the whole matter was nothing but a farce, the
reason for such opinion is easily understood by any one.

The fact that the letters were never claimed caused the
people who were not informed, to think that there was no

such thing. This is what Andrea desired as no Order has
ever amounted to anything in such time when its secrets.
became public property.

As has already been stated, these letters, written by those
who were really interested, were never claimed by the Fra-
ternity, and the impression was created, that the authorof
the manifestoes had really played a joke on the Mystics,
Alchemists and others at their expense, but as the worthy
ones had their every desire fulfilled,no real harm was done.

It is said, on good authority,that these letters are now in
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a at in but are of no value
to anyone, as curiosities. There an-
other value to them one
he able to learn who the first members of the

Godand

were.
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a library at Gottingen in Germany, but they are of no value
to any one, except as curiosities. There is, however, an-

other value to them, namely, by examining them one might
be able to learn who the first members of the Fraternity
were.

Another Manuscript that I co~nsider of historical value
is the Copy of Admission of Dr. Bacstrom in the Society of
the Rose Cross. This was first published in “The Real( 1?)
History of the Rosicrueians,” by A. E. Waite.

The Copy of Admission is as follows, to which are added
such notes which are known to be absolutely correct and
authoritative.

Iopy of the Admission of Dr. Bacstrom into the Society
of the Rosa Croix, by Le Comte de Chazel at the Island of
Mauritius, with the Seal of the Society.

Isle of Mauritius, District of Pamperavuso,
12th Sept, 1794.

“In the name of xxxxx xxxx the True and only God
lllaniihsted in Trinity.

“I,Sigismund Basctrom, do hereby promise, in the most
sincere and solemn manner, faithfully to observe the fol-
lowing articles, during the whole course of my natural life,
to the best of my knowledge and‘ ability;which articles I
hereby confirm by oath and by my proper signature here-
unto annexed.

“One of the worthy members of the august, most ancient,
and most learned, Society, the Investigators of Divine,
Spiritual, and Natural Truth (which society more than two
centuries and a half ago, e'.e., in 1490) did separate thom—
selves from the Free-;\Iasons, but were again united in one

Spirit among themselves under the domination of I*’ratres
Ifnsac Urzccis, Brethren of the Rosy Cross, i.r:., the Brethren
who believe in the Grand Atonement made by Jesus Christ
on the Rosy Cross, stained and marked with His blood, for
the redemption of Spiritual Natures, having thought me

worthy to he admitted into their august society, in quality
of a Member Apprentice and. Brother, and to partake of
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their sublime knowledge, I do hereby engage in the most
solemn manner.'‘’

1. “That I will always, to the utmost of my power, con-

duct myself as becomes a worthy member, with sobriety
and piety, and to endeavour to prove myself grateful to the
Society for so distinguished a favor as I now receive, dur-
ing the whole course of my natural life.

2. “That derision, insult, and persecution of this august
society may he guarded against, I will never openly publish
that I am a member, nor reveal the name or person of such
 

“It should be noticed that while this manuscript was

written in India, it proves that what I have said it. the
chapter on Masonry and the Rosy Cross is true, namely,
that up to somewhere in 1400 there was but one Order, then
known as Mystic Masonry, but thatgradually a change took
place and that the Mystical branch left Masonry, thcneca
forth to be known as the Hermetics, later on as the Order
or Paracelsus or Paraeelsusians, and after the time of
Andrea or Clzristian Rosevwreutz as the Fraternity of the
Rosy Cross. After the parting, that branch which had
been known as Mystic Masonry, became known as Free
Masons. Later on, as has already been said, the two
branches were again united on a Spiritual basis, because
the Rosicrucians not only held the secrets of the Ceremonial
Initiation of Free Masonry, but also held the secrets of the
higher Initiation. Up to somewhere in 1665 all true Rosi-
crucians were admitted into the Masonic Lodge Rooms, but
on account of Impostors gaining admittance, the rooms

were then closed» against them until about the year 174:’;
when some true Rosierucians again gained admittance into
the Mason Lodges and through their superior knowledge,
soon became “Keepers of the Doors” and through them,
the True Rosicrucian could again he admitted into the
Mason Lodges, no matter how high the degree, and /urztho-at
first passing through‘ the different Initiations. Since that
time up to the present, we find. Masonic Lodges, such as

have true Rosicrucians as keepers of the Doors, open to all
true Rosicruoians.
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members as I know at present or may know hereafter.‘

3. “I solemnly promise that I will never during my
whole life publicly reveal the secret knowledge I receive at
present, or may receive at a future period from the Society,
or from one of its members, nor even privately, but will
keep our Secrets sacred.

4. “I do hereby promise that I will instruct for the bene-
fit of good men, before I depart this life, one person, or

two persons at most, in our secret knowledge, and initiate
and receive such person (or persons) as a member or ap-
prentice into our Society, in the same manner as I have
been initiated and received; but such person only as I be-
lieve to he truly worthy and of an upright, wellaneaning
mind, blameless conduct, sober life, and desirous of knowl-
edge. And as there is no distinction of sexes in the
Spiritual Worid, neither among the ‘Blessed Angels, nor

among the rational immortal Spirits of the human race; A

and as we have had a Semiramis, -Queen of Egypt; a

"‘The Apprentice here promises Silence and it will he of
interest to all to know the twelfth rule of the “Secret Signs
of the Rosicrueians,” namely, “The Rosicrucian knows
how to be silent.”

“Those who are false do not love the truth. Those who
are foolish do not love wisdom. The true Rosicrucian pre-
fers to enjoy the company of those who can appreciate
truth to that of those who would trample it with their feet.
He will keep that which he knows locked up within his
heart, for in silence is power. As a minister of state does
not go ahout telling to everybody the secrets of the king,
so the Rosicrucian does not parade before the public the
revelations made to him by the king wiilmi, who is nobler
and wiser than all the earthly kings and- princes; for they
only rule by the authorityand power derived from Him.
His secrecy ceases only when the king commands him to

speak, for it is then not he who speaks, but the truth that
is speaking through him.”
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Myriam, the prophetess; a Peronella, the wife of Flammel;
and, lastly, a Leona Constantia, Abbess of Clermont, who
was actually received as a practical member and master
into our Society in the year 1736; which women are be-
lieved to have been possessors of the Great Work, conse-

quently Sorores Roseae (inlets, and members of our So-
ciety by possession, as the possession of this our Art is the
key to the most hidden knowledge; and, moreover, as re4

demption was manifested to mankind by means of a woman

(the Blessed Virgin), and as Salvation, which is of in-
finitely more value than our whole Art, is granted to the
female sex as well as the male, our Society does not exclude
a worthy woman from being initiated, God himself not
having excluded women from partaking of every felicity
in the next life. We will not hesitate to receive a woman

into our Society as a member apprentice (and even as a

practical member, or master, if she does possess our work
practically,and has herself accomplished it), provided she
is found like Peronella, Flammel’s wife, to he sober, pious,
discreet, prudent, and desirous of knowledge.“

’’‘‘The foregoing again proves what has been said before,
i.e., that while the Rosicrucians were again received in the
Masonic Orders, the two Orders never became as one except
in a. Spiritual sense, or in the sense that they Associated
with eaeli other and that the Rosieruoians were allowed to
enter the Masonic Lodges. That the Rosy Cross never

went back to the Masons as a body is proven by the fact
that the Rosy Cross admited women into its ranks, which
is sometliing that Masonry never did, nor does it to»da_v.
Some years later, the Rosicrueian Fraternity also stopped
this practice, this was caused by reason of a member be-

coming Grand Master of the Order whose wife was known
to him not to be qualified to enter the Fraternity even as :1

neophyte or apprentice and in order to cause the least
trouble, a decree was issued, prohibitingall women from

becoming members. This decree continued until the latter
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5. “I do hereby declare that I intend, with the permission

of God, to commence our great work with mine own hands
as soon as circumstances, health, opportunity, and time will
permit; first, that I may do good therewith as a faithful
steward; second, that I may merit the continued confidence
which the Society has placed in me in quality of 8. member
apprentice.’”"
 

part of the nineteenth century, when the Fraternity again
started to take or accept women as neophytes and now some

of its best Brothers, as they are known, are women.

‘It will he noticed that the work, or in other words, the
duties of a Rosicrucian is here spoken of, with the promise
that it will he done. As to “ The Duties of a Rosicrucian,”
I will quote from the writings of the great German Rosi-
crueian, Dr. Franz Hartmann, whose Work “In the Pronaos
of the Temple of Wisdom,” is possibly one of the best to he
had.

The Duties of a Rosicrucian.
“Those who are dead in the flesh will read the following

with the EXTERNAL understanding; those who liveein the
spirit will see its internal meaning, and act accordingly.

The duties of a true Rosicrucian are:

1. To alleviate St!-fl‘67”£.?lg and to cure the sick without ac-

cepting any rcmmzemtion.
The medicine which they give is more valuable than

gold-; it is of an invisible kind, and can he had for nothing
everywhere.

2. To adapt the style of their clotlving to the costumes of
the country wherein they reside for the time being.

The clothing of the spirit is the form which he inhabits,
and must be adapted to the conditions of the planets where-
on he resides.

3. To meet mice a year in a certain place.
Those who do not meet at that place, when their ter-

restrial career is over will have their names taken out of
the book of life.
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6. “I do further most solemnly promise that (should I
accomplish the Great Work) I will not abuse the great
power entrusted to me by appearing great and exalted, or

seeking to appear in public character in the world by hunt-
ing after vain titles of nobilityand vain glory, which are

all fleeting and vain, but will endeavor to live a sober and
orderly life, as becomes every Christian, though not pos-
sessed of so great a temporal blessing; I will devote a con-

siderable part of my abundance and superfluity (multi-
. pliable infinitely to work of private charity), to aged and

deeply-afflicted people, to poor children, and, above all, to
such as love God ancl act uprightly, and’ I will avoid en-

couraging laziness and the profession of public beggars.”"‘
 

4. Each member has to select a proper person to be his
successor.

Each man is himself the Creator of that being whose
personality he adopts in the next step on the ladder of
evolution.

5. The letters R. C’. are the emblems of the order.
Those who have truly entered the order will bear the

marks upon their body, which cannot be mistaken by him
who is capable of recognizing them.

(It may not be amiss to state that these letters were also
used by Rosierucians in the past centuries, after their
name when writing to a brother. This has been changed
and no Rosierueian will now use the letters R. C. in writing
or in any other way, as these letters have been replaced by
others.)

6. The emstcnce of the Brotherhood is to be kept secret

for one iamzdred years, beginning from the time when it
was first establisizezl.

Nor will the “hundred years” be over until man has
awakened to the consciousness of his own divine nature.

*‘The apprentice here promises to he kind (1) to the old
and. poor children; (2) he promises not to boast; (3) he

promises not to be vain; (4) he promises not to be dis-
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7. “I will communicate every new and useful discovery

relating to our work to the nearest member of our Society,
and hide nothing from him, seeing he cannot, as a worthy
member, possibly abuse it, or prejudice me thereby; on the
other hand, I will hide these‘ secret discoveries from the
world.

orderly. These are four of the Secret Signs of the true
Rcsicrucians, and are as follows:

1. The Iilosioruoirm is Kind
He never appears gloomy Cr melancholy,or with a scowl

or sneer upon his face. He acts kindly and politely to-
wards everybody, and is always ready to render assistance
to others. Although he is different from the majority of
other people, still he tries to accommodate himself to their
ways, habits and manners, as much as his dignity will per-
mit. He is, therefore, an agreeable companion, and knows
how to converse with the rich as well as with the poor, and
to move among all classes of society so as to command their
respect; for he has conquered the hear of vulgarity. To
this might be added that the Rosicrncian never slays,
neither in war nor for food. He believes in a pure and
humane diet, that will keep down the passions and the
hody and blood pure, and not believing in war he does not

go.
2. The Rosicrucian’ does not Boast.
He knows that man is nothing but an instrument in the

hands of God, and that he can accomplish nothing useful
by his own will; the latter being nothing but the will of
God perverted in Man. To God he gives all the praise,
and to that which is mortal he gives all the blame. He is
in no inordinate haste to accomplish a thing, but he waits
until he receives his orders from the Master who resides
above and within. He is careful what he speaks about, and
uses no unhallowed language.

3. The Rosicrucian is not Vain.
He proves thereby thatithere is something real in him,
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8. “I do, moreover, solemnly promise (should I become a

Master and Possessor) that I will not, on the one hand,
assist, aid, or support with gold or with silver any govern—
ment, King, or Sovereign, whatever, except by paying
taxes, nor, on the other hand, any populace, or particular
set of men, to enable them to revolt against the govern«
ment; I will leave public affairs and arrangements to the

and that he is not like a blown-up hag filled with air. Ap-
plause or blame leaves him unaifected, nor does he feel
aggrieved if he is contradicted or encounters contempt.
He lives u:itIm'n himself, and enjoys the beautiesofhis own

inner world, but he never desires to show off his possessions,
nor to pride himself on any spiritual gifts which he may
have attained. The greater his gifts, the greater will be his
modesty, and the more will he be willing to be obedient to
the law. To this may he added the Sixth Rule of the Rosi-
crueians, which says: “Beware of qaacks and pretenders-
He who claims to be in possession of knowledge knows
nothing; only he through whom the Word of wisdom speaks
is wise.” (The word “quack”as used here does not mean

those who are usually dubbed quacks by the so-called
“regular” medical profession of the present day, for the
contrary is nearly always true.) Beware of quacks and
pretenders.

4. The Rosicrucion is not Disorderly.
He always strives to do his duty, and to act according to

the order established by the law. He cares nothing for
externalitics, nor for ceremonies. The law is written within
leis heart, and therefore all his thoughts and acts are ruled
by it. His respectability is not centered in his external ap-
pearance, hut in his real being, which may be compared to
a root from which all his actions spring. The interior
beautyof his soul is refiected upon his exterior, and stamps
all his acts with its seal; the light existing in his heart may
he perceived in his eye by an expert ; it is the mirror of the
Divine image within.
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government of God, who will bring about the events fore-s
told in the revelation of St. John, which are fast. accom-

plishing; I will not interfere with afiairs of ‘government.
9. “I will neither build churches, chapels, or hospitals

and such public charities, as there is already a sufficient
number of such public buildings and institutions, if they
were only properly applied and regulated. Twillnot give
any salary to a priest or churchmen as such, to make him
more proud and insolent than he is already. If I relieve it
distressed worthy clergyman, I will consider him in the
light of a private distressed individual only. I will give
no charity‘ with the view of making my name known to the
worlds, but will give my alms privately and secretly.”*

*This part may seem against the true light of Christi-
anity, but it is not. The very persons that give to Charity
and hospitals, are the ones that make these institutions
necessary by robbing the people of what really belongs to
them, and in this way, when misfortune befalls them, force
them on Charity. It is an easy matter for a monied king
to give a hundred’ thousand to charity when he can rob
those that work for him out of ten times the amount. It is
an easy matter for a Rockefeller to give a million dollars to
an institution that makes bigots and aristocrats out of fools
and then put up the price of oil next day and make the
man who is already being bled out of all he has, to pay the
price. It is these things and these men who make it neces-

sary to have such institutions and it is their duty to give
the money» to maintain them. Count Leo Tolstoi was right
when he said: “No man should Work for a man like Roche»
teller. He should prefer starvation. He should consiclezrit
a Religious duty to refuse to work for a trust.

“He should die rather than assist in supporting men like
Rockefeller. If a Military uniform were put on him and
he were ordered to die, he would do it proudly. For what?
For patriotism, that evil thing which has done so much
harm in the world and which we should condemn and re-
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10. “I hereby promise that I will never he ungrateful to

the worthy friend and brother who initiated and received
me, but will respect and oblige him as far as lies in my
power, in the same manner as he has been obliged to
promise to his friend who received him.
 

strict rather than defend and spread. The trouble is that
men are not ready to die for the right thing.

“What is needed in America is a great religious move-

ment. Truth will make your people free. When they
abandon pleasure as an object of life they will not need so

much money.”
i

Glorious Tolstoi, poor but sublime man that he now is,
without a home and Without a country, simply because he
dared to he a man and dared to do as God commanded him
to do.

If each man received the price of his labor, each would
have plenty and no public or charitable institutions would
be needed, but until man will learn what is right and what
belongs to him, these things will continue. By far the
greater majority of mankind desires to be the slave, he does
not care for the truth, falsehoods are more to his liking.

Men will see scoundrels in office and at the head of public
institutions, theywill condemn them, and turn right around
and, through the influence of their votes, put the same men

in the same positions again. They care neither for truth
or justice. The Voters of America could put any man or set
of men in office that they might desire and there are plenty
of honest ones to he had, but they do not care to do it; an

honest man who loves truth and justice and cares nothing
for appearance or influence is like a head of spoiled cabbage
in the market place, he is not wanted.

The Rosécmcicm loves justice.
He, however,’never sets himself up as a judge over the

faults of others, nor does he wish to appear to be wise by
censoring the mistakes of others. He does not enjoy gossip,
and cares no more about the foolishness committed bx
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11. “Should I travel either by sea or hy land, and meet

with any person who may call himself a Brother of the
Rosy Cross, I will examine him whether he can give me a.

proper explanation of the Universal Fire of Nature, and of
our magnet for attracting and magnifying the same under
the form of a salt, whether he is well acquainted with our

\work, and whether he knows the universal dissolvent and
its use. If I find him able to give satisfactory answers, I
will acknowledge him as a member and brother of our

Society. Should I find him superior in knowledge and ex-

perience to myself, I will honour and respect him as a

master above me.

others, than he would about the buzzing of a fly or the
capers of a monkey. He finds no pleasure in listening to

.

political or personal quarrels, disputations, or mutual rc-

criminations. He cares nothingpfor the ounningness of a

fox, the dissimnlation of a crocodile, or the rapaoity of a

wolf, and is not amused by the stirring up of mud. His
nobilityof character lifts him up into a'sphere far beyond
all such trifies ands absurdities, and being above the sensual
plane, wherein ordinary mortals find their happiness and
enjoyment, he lives with those who do not think evil of
each other, who do not rejoice about the injustice done to
their brother, or make merry about his ignorance, and
enjoy his misfortunes. He enjoys the company of those
who love the truth,'an<l who are surrounded by the peace
and harmony of the spirit.

The Rosicrucian loves the truth.
A There is no devil worse than falsehood and ealumny.

Ignorance is a nonentity, but falsehood is the substance of
evil. The calumniator rejoices whenever he has found
something upon which to base his lies and to make them

grow like mountains. Opposed to it is the truth, it being a

ray of light from the eternal fountain of GOOD, which has
the power to transform man into a divine being. The
ROSICRUCIAN seeks, therefore, no other light but the
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12. “If it should please God to permit me to accomplish

our Great Work, with my own hands, I will give praise and
thanks to God in humble prayer, and devote my time to the
doing and promoting all the good things that lies in my
power, and to the pursuit of true and useful knowledge.

13. “I do hereby solemnly promise that I will not en-

courage wickedness and debauchery, thereby offending God
by administering the medicine for the human body, or the
Aurum Potabile, to a patient, or patients, infected with the
venereal disease.’’’

light of truth, and this does he not enjoy alone, but in
eompany.(of all who are good and filled with its dlivine
majesty, ‘whether they live on this earth or in the spiritual
state; and he enjoys it above all with those who are perse-
cuted, oppressed, and innocent, but who will be saved by
the truth.

The Rosiorueicm does not tkivzk evil of others.
Those who thinkevil of others see merely the evil which

.
exists wiitleiin themselves reflecfed and mirrored in others.
Whenever you see a manor woman cover the face when
they see a work of Art, nude or semi-nude, you will not
need to fear judging them, for in the innermost recess of
their hearts will be found a very dirty corner. The Rosi-
erueian is always willing to reeognize in everything that
which is good. Tolerance is a virtue by which the Rosi~
orucian is eminently distinguished from others; and by
which he may be known. If 9. thing appears to he ambigu-
ous, he suspends his judgment about it until he has investi-
gated its nature-; but as long as his judgment is not perfect,
he is more inclined to form a good opinion than an evil one

about everything.
‘This does not mean to say that a physician would not

dare to treat patients for these diseases in the regular way,
that is by administering medicines or drugs. But that no.

one who has authorityto act as Master, and take neophytes,
dare take in any one as apprentice while he or she may have
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14. “I do promise that I will never give the Fermented

Metallic Medicine for the transmutation to any person
living, no, not a single grain, unless the person is an in-
itiated and received memberand Brother of the Rosy Cross.

“To keep faithfully the above articles as I now receive
them from a worthy member of our Society, as he received
them himself, I willingly agree, and sign this with my
name, and affix my seal to the same. So help me God.
Amen.

“S. Bacstrorn, L. S.”
“I have initiated and received Mr. Sigismund Bacstrom,

Doctor of Physic, as a practical member and brother above
an apprentice in consequence of his Solid learning, which
I certify by my name and seal. Mauritius, 12 Sept, 1794.

“D11 Chazel, F. C.”
We have used thismanuscript, because it is of some value

to prove what I had already written on these subjects, and
more so, because we could interweave the true Rosicrneian
teachings into the Mss. It will be interesting to note, how-
ever, that in no place does it say Rosicrucian Fraternity,
but always the Rosicrucian Society. There is a difference
between the two. A Rosicrucian Society may simply be an

outer door of the Temple of the Rosy Cross, as this seems

to have been, because Dr. Bacstrom was still an Apprentice.
Following this We have the Rosiorncian Fraternity which is
still nothing more than the Door to the Sublime and
Supreme Temple of Eulis. The vulgar, bigoted and
 

a venereal disease, or even such as have hail such diseases
and who are not entirely free from the influence of them.
Purity of thought and being is one of the first things that
the neophyte must accomplish. There is no difference be-
tween having the germ poison ef venereal diseases and
that of Vaccinationin the blood, they: are both of a Syphi-
litic nature and man must get rid of their baneful influence
on the body, mind, and soul, before he can really accom-

plish anything in the Higher Occult.
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ignorant will not seexany difierence, but to the true scholar
of the Higher Occult and Divine Mysticism there is a vast
difference.

England has had a secret branchof the true Rosicrucian
Fraternity for several centuries, but this Fraternity never
issued any manifestoes, but worked in secret. It was never

in want of members or brothers, as there were plenty of
them at all times.

Somewhere between the years of 1840 and 1850 a Rosi-
crucian Society was founded. Dr. Waite seerns to think
that when this Society was founded, the true Rosicrucians
had no existence, but he believes that there was a pseudo
order there. This is a mistake.

A

The Rosicrucian Society
of England was never identical with the Rosicrueian Fra-
ternity, and there is as great a difference between the two
as between day and night. The Rosierucian Society
founded in the forties was a Masonic Order and} should» be
known as the Masonic Rose Cross. This Society had cere-

monial Initiations, Colleges, ete., and each one, in order to
be able to become a member, had to be a Master Mason.
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THE ROSICRUCIANS IN AMERICA.
It is impossible to say when the first Rosicrncian came

to the New World, but in 1871, the first “Manifesto or

Declaration of Principles” was issued in America. Dr.
Paschal Beverly Randolph was then leading the New
Thought movement and led it nobly. Morey there are, who,
learning the secrets and mysteries of life from him, went
their way (Mid taught others the truth, but few of these
gave credit to whom creccit belongs. In all ages, this has
been one of the curses of all great movements, men learn
from Masters of thought, but are very seldom willing to
give credit to those that they should, and univll that time
comes, thought will not be given to the world in its entire
purity.

The Manifesto.
We freely admit our Oriental character and modes of

thought, and challenge the showing of any grand human
idea that zisid not originate in the Eastern lands.

We claim to know the GRAND SECRET, and to be able
to teach mankind many things concerning the body, soul,
will, prolongation of existence, and concentration of mental
energy, never dreamed of by the thinkers of colder lati-
tudes, and the assertion that any of our books contain mat-
ter opposite to the pure Christie faith, we utterly and flatly
deny. True, these books contain startling and extraordi-
nary statements and beliefs; yet we boldly challenge any
human being to point to one doctrine at all‘sn‘oversive of
correct human morals, in whole or in part; or any cioctrine
which has the slightest tendency to draw the soul one inch
away from God. 011 the contrary, hosts have been saved
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from despair, suicide, and irremediahle min by perusing
these works. It is urged against us that we “Believe in,
and» PracticeMagic ;

” we admit the fact5 we certainly do,-—
the pure white, bright, etfulgent, radiantly glorious Magic
of the human WélZ,——throngh and by which alone, human
passions are made to correct themselves, and by which
alone, otherwise defenseless Woman is fully armed against
the coarse brutalisms of thousands of misnamed “men and
husbands” and this a purely Christie power too, an in-
tegrant of the early Christie faith;-deadhere, and buried
nearly everywhere else, beneathmountains of gabble-(lust,
deserts of error. It is further charged that we have “cer-
tain quite extraordinary esoteric, or secret doctrines.” We
admit the fact, and the animus is apparent from that other
feet, namely, “That these secret doctrines are only divulged
to the pure, virtuous, an& worthy.” Our assailants failed
in all their schemes to penetrate these mysteries, and the
inference is plain, nor can even the disaifected fail to see

“the reason Why”, Now, however, we herewith present
some of these “secret doctrines,” withholdingonly such as

concern the domestics, celestic, magnetic, and volential in-
terests and life and power of mankind, which we only re-

veal to Initiates of the Higher Degrees; and be it known
that there is nothing in even these secrets to soil the fabrics
of the fairest and purest «female mind on the whole vast;
earth, much less that of any man who ever lived.

le publish these things now, for the first time in our

LONG history, or since the world began,—a brief and par-
tial compenti of what we believe and know, concerning
methods whereby the human being can penetrate the do-
mains of the Shadow, and glimpse the inefteble eltulgence
of the gorgeous light, and learn immeasurably more of the
Dynamic or Mechanical, the Chemical, Sensory, Emotional,
Electric, Aethic, Ethereal, Physical, Magnetic, and Intel-
lectual Universes, or realms and groflcs of Being, than is
possible to man not possessing our data, and, therefore,
ignorant of the laws or via. We claim to stand in the door
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of the down, within the cryptic portal; of the luminous
Worlds, and that the lamp that lights us is Love supreme.

Unlike others, we do not recognize God as the Light, for
this can be seen and known, but as the UNFATHOMABLE
SHADOVV, the unreachable CENTRE, the impenetrable
MYSTERY, the unimaginable MAJES’l‘E,—UTTE-RLY
past discovery,——and who, as we approach, ever recedes,‘ al-
luring us thus through illimitable ages andv epochs, up the
steep mountains of acIz«ievemet1et,—-«theWhole end of Man’s
being,-———in which opinion we, of course, dsiffer from all phi-
losophies in Christendom.

We hold that no power ever comes to man through the
intellect. We say that the adage “Knowledge is Power” is
false; but that Goiodness alone is Power, and: that that per-
tains to the heart only, hence that Power comes only to the
Soul through Love (not lust, mincl you), but love, the un-

derlying, Prirnal Fire-life, subtenediing‘ the basis of beiiag/,~—
the formative flowing floor of the Wor1ds,—the true sensing
of which is the beginning of the road to personal power.
Loveliethat the foiindntion, and is the synonym of life and
strength and elingingness. Thus it happens that a Loving
couple grow youthful in soul, because, in their union, they
strike this dsivine spark, replenish themselves with the es-

sence of life, grow stronger and less brutal, anti drraw down
to them the divine fire from the aerial spaces. (This new is
by accident.)

Couples not loving, exhaust each other, anti wear their
souls to shreds, so that after death they enter the ethereal
realms in a state of Immortal seranniness, requiring a long
lapse to reach celestial piumptitude. We claim methods
of averting‘ all this, and" how?

Hold-ing, as We do, that Diety dtwells within the Shadow,
beyond the everlasting Flame,-—the amazing glories of
which minds have eonfoundredr with the very G0d,—We de-
clare all things, especially the human soul, to he a form of
Fire: that man is NOT the only intelligence in nature, hut
that there are, and the aerialspaces abound with, multiform
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intelligences, having their conscious origin in Aeth, as man

has his in matter; and: that there are GRADES of these,
towering away in infinite series of hierarchies, human, and
ultra-human, to an unimaginableEterne. We hold! that the
soul is a polar world of white fire within the human body ;
that its NEGATIVE only resides within the brain as a

general dwelling; that in drecmiless sleep it goes to the solar
plexus to impart stores of life-fire to the body; in dreams it
visits (by sight and~ rapport) other scenery, and that all
dreams have a determinate meaning and; purpose.

We holrl that the other pole of the soul is situated within
,

the genital system; (Scientific researches have proven this
conclusively) that in true marriage the entire Soul offici-
ates at the celebration; that both positive and negatives
of each parent assist at the incarnation of the new souls
that genuine marriage calls into the World; that where no

mutual love inspires the parents, only one of the two forces
of their souls oificiate, and the consequence is that the
world~ is full of half-men, halfiwomtn, and weaklingsz and
thus it is seen why illegitimate children are generally the
smartcst,—it is because Love was the inspiration. Apply
the principles laid: down by us, and it is seen how where-
from it happens that inferior-BRAINED,but strong-Lom'ng
women become mothers of mento—moral millionaires; while
brainy mothers give us children born to intellectual pen-
ury; inferior-l3ra:»ined», but large, love-naturetl men usually
become fathers to their mental superiors; while we all know
that genius generally, nay, notoriously, produces mental
weaklings. We are quite aware of the extraordinary nov-

elty of our beliefs, but we intend to revolutionize the world
with them. Nevertheless anti notwithstanding.’

‘ ‘When children are born right, then will we see men and
women with not a particle of meanness in their souls, and
ciiiiltl Dr. Randolph but see the rapid strides made in this
direction within the last few years, he would know that his
teachings, so boldly put forth, hacl grown anal blossomed
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Now, the superior pole of the soul is in direct magnetic

and ethereal contact with the Soul of Being; the founda-
tion-fire of the universe; with all that vast domain under-
lying increase, growth, emotion, beauty,heat, energy; the
SOLE and base of being; the subtentiing Love, or Fire»
floor of Existence. Hence through Love man seizes directly
on all that is, and is in actual contact and rapport with all
and singular every being that FEELS and» Loves within
the confines of Godf’s habitable universe. But any amount

forth into grand and noble flowers. Pre-natal influence
counts for far more in the lives of coming men and women,
than all other things besides. Men and women are either
born honest or criminals, and in every case, the mother or

father, or both, are positively responsible for what their
children become. It is as impossible for a child: born of a

woman (God) save the Name), who contemplated murder of
thatchild-, to be honest as it is possible to change the seasons

of the year by other than Natural Laws. The woman that
tries abortion without success, brings forth a criminal, if
not a murderer, as sure as that it is light where the Sun
shines. No Law can help it, she decrees it andi it is so.‘ It
must not he understood that woman alone is the fault of
this, nay, more often it is the fault of him who calls him-
self the husband ancl father, yet, no beast in the field will
ever commit the crimes that these same men-so~calle(l com-

mit every day, nay, every minute, in every so-called: civi-
lized nation. Men and‘ women can bring forth whatever
kind of offsprings they desire. lilentaliy,physically, intel-
lectually and: peychically. It is within their power, all they
neecl to do is to will and act and it shall be so. When the
men at the head; of our Courts of Justice once learn these
mighty truths, then will the real criminals be punished and
not those who are the victims of circumstances over which
they have not the slightest control. Men are born either
honest or criminals, and in ninety-nine eases out of every
hundred, it is the fault of one or both of the parents.
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of brain or learning he may have afliliates him’ to a very
few at most, because:all God-’s creatures love and: feel, while
comparatively few can think and know. Love forever
against the Worltii. The positive element or part of the
soul, in the male, is in, near, and about, the prostatic gland,
with three radii extending to the connected viscera, whence
it happens that emasculation injures the very soul itself.

In the female, the major force of the soul resides in the
uterus, with three radxii extending to the right and‘ left
ovaria and» the connecting viscera, whence it happens that
illness or injuries THERE have the most baneful and» de-
bilitatingeffect upon all other departments of her nature.
“A fine specimen of a. man” is never spoken of any mere

bundle of brains and learning, but always of one with fine
physical presence and,magnetic fullnessjndicatinglove, Well
cultured. So also of woman. Thus the world: unconsciously
acknowledgesthat much of the truth enunciated now by us.

Declaring thattrue manhood is more or less en rapport with
one or more of the upper hierarchies of Intelligent Poten~
tialities, earth-horn and! not earth-born, we believe there are

means whereby a person may become associatecl With, and
receive instructions from them. More than that: we ‘be-
lieve in talismans; that it is possible to construct and wear

them, and that they emit a peculiar light, discernible across

the gulfs of Space by these intelligent powers, just as we

discern a diamond» across a playhouse; thatsuch are signals
to the beholdlers, and: that they will, ancl do, cross the
chasmal steeps to save, succor, and assist the wearers, just
as a good brother here flies to the relief of him who shall
give the grand hai1ing—signs of distress. This is provable.
This Asiatic mystery of the will, properly cultivated, is the
highest aid to mam, for it isa divine Energos, white, pure,
magic; the miracle-workingpotentiality which cometh only
to the free and; wholly unshackled human soul: while to

woman it is the only salvation from marital vampirism; the
shield» and» ‘ouckler of her power, and the groundwork upon
which must be builclecl the real rule of her influence in the
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world and at home. We say, that the field of its action is
over the natural elements of Physical Being (1). Over the
Aetherics of Space (2). Over succession of duration of
events,—Time (3). But that ‘these Powers: and Energies
are not to be had for the mere asking. They are obtainable
only through a. triumphant abnegation of mental liitlcness,
small selftitude, and reasonless egotilsme; and; by victorious
performance of the tasks willed:by IT; the very basis of the
law of psychical evolution,--tasksofnnind» essential to the
rapid: growth, beneaththe outer, and above the seen, of all
who seek to become knowing (1), Magnetic (2),Powerful
(3). For a regal, thus-trainedWILL, in man or woman is
the ONLY road: to Vigor (1), Perpetuity of Specific Energy
(2), Increment of youth-life’in all, at any lapse of terres-
trial time (3), Attainment of Specific Energy (4), beyond
the lot of ordinary human beings—“Accid-ents” aside. In
a word, we claim that IT is the only means of mastery over

the sublimer Secrets and Forces of the Natural Ethereal,
and: Celestial universes, and of the first as more concerning
embodied man, because it leads directly to the key where-
with can be unlocked’ the Seven Gotes,—Money (1), Love
(2),Clairvoyance (3), Special Mental Power (4), General
Power (5), Magnetic Presence (6), and Ubique, or far
sight (7). Of these, the writer of this manifesto chose the
second, third, and fourth, with what results, the wide world
well knows.

Many are called, but few are chosen, to abide with us in
absolute, full fellowship, for three reasons: First, haste, im-
patience. Second, grabbleism. Because Silence is Strength,
and the silent lip and steady head alone are worthy. Third,
because we do not believe in the, to us, absurd dogma of
human equality; it is the demonstrable negation of all hu--
man reason and experience; is a hypocritical, cruel, and de-
lusive falsehood; puts people out of their element, and into
wrong positions; it never was, Will, nor can be, true; for
“aristocracy”of some kind always rules, is always a unit
in interests, while “d=em0cracy” always is RULED, and is
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eternally at war with itself, and clashing about its own in-
terests, which interests it perpetually; injures and destroys;
But it is true that some souls are nobler, better, higher,
finer, richer, riper, round.er,—thesesevem,———than some other
souls, and are Worth immeasurably more, whether weighed
or plumbed in (}od1’s scales or Man ’s.- For some souls are

young", green, acid, acrid, imperfect, and; non-poised,-,—these
sews:-,-ancl~ such stancl for aeons of ages gaping, on the
highways, at regal souls rushing across the deeps toward
achievement; here, there, now, then, up the streets of the
Worlds, and down the corridors of heaven,—splendsid “aris-
tocratic” souls, who will circumnavigate eternity while
the others are wondering,-—“VVhatnext?” and “Did: you
eVer"?”—new souls, just created, requiring a thousand‘ or

two of ages to get their eternal sea-legs on, before being
able to steadily walk the decks of the eviternal ship of cen-

turies and power, or compete with those who, living now,
yet have passed their ordcals long before this civilization
had taken root in the mouldy soil of scores that had pre-
ceded it,——men who make and) govern circumstances instead
of allowing circumstances to govern them;-—men of abso-
lute indiividuality of character, born kings of will, and ma-

jestic of purpose. '

The reason why will be readily seen by recurring to the
basic propositions of the divine Sciences, which declare
that God, the SOUL of the universe, is positive heat, celes-
tial fire; that the aura of Diety (Godmd) is LOVE, the
prime element of all power, the external fire-sphere, the in-

forming‘ and formative pulse of matter. The Indluction is
crystalline; for it follows that whose hath most love,-
whether its €.I?p?‘€.S'8’i0'?t be coarse or fine, cultured: or rude,-
hath, therefore, most of God» in him or her; the element of
time being competent to the perfecting of all refining in-
fluences over the ocean, if not upon the hither side. Con-
versely put, the statement stands thus: whose most re-

sembles Godt therefore hath most of love, gooclness, and: the
elements of power. God’ is not a Eribertine. Now, these la-
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tent energies we claim that we alone have the true knowl-
edge of; that we understancla the laws of love, will, and
ethereal force, and the principles and modes of their evolu-
tion, and chrystallization in the homes, the result aimed at
being the elimination of the gross, and: their ordlerly eon-
aolidation into personal power. We hold! that Love is ever,
was, and eternally will be, absolutely pure. Paste is not
diamond, though they resexnlalc somewhat, nor is Love ever

anythingbut its own transcendent self; yet normal passion
is divine, because through it alone God gives true mach. to
the great man-wanting world. There can be no such thing
as unholy latte; nor good badness, nor had goodness.

True P‘AS‘SIONE’is but one, and a minor mode, of Lovc’s ‘

expression; its offices are triplicate, and when people under-
stand thatone grandsecret, farewell to social, domestic, and
all other ills; and it is thisgrancl» secret We have, for long
years, been teaching, somewhat, not fully, in the Rosicru-
cian books, on both shores of the oceans that girdle the
world~. We know that brains and intellects differ, but
hearts and affection are ever the same; that through these
last, man can attain unto Godness, and woman reign queen
and equal, where she now serves as drudge, toy, and legal
and illegal,———SOME.’l‘HING‘WORSE; that woman, as such,
has most of love crystallized: Within her; and for that rea-

son is entitled to stand the peer of the best man breathing
(}od’s free air; not by reason of her beauty, accomplish-
ments, wealth, or any other accident, but because she hath
the wor.nb;—-the perfected laboratory wherein she fash-
ioneth, and alone completes, what it took God, Nature, and
Man, singly and combined», to only begin; and that, too, so

badly, that the wonder is that swarming hordes of mur-

derers do not throng the world’s highways where civilized
man now walks. But so infinitely great an artiste is she,
that from the worst of seed: she has raised many a splendid
human tree; redneemett the race from savagery; fostered
and cuitured art, science, religion, and all that renders
earth habitable, and that, too, under all sorts of repres-
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sions and bank co-ndaitions; assuredly entitling her now to a

chance of trying what SHE can do, under favorable cir-
cumstances, who (lids so well under the bade; and we hold
this to be the strongest argument for the real “Rights of
Wom'an” ever made since the world began; anch we ad-
vance it only as one of the external reasons we entertain,
holding in reserve others as much stronger and more vogcvnt
than these, as a chain cable is superior to a child’s slender
whipcorrl.

We, the Brotherhood of R-osierueians, or by whatever
name the world chooses to call us, further hold: that there
are Aethereal (spacial) centres of Love, Power, Force, En-
ergy, Goodness, and for, ands of, every kind, grade, species,
and‘ order of knowledge known to man, and whereof he
knows not anything; and that it is not only POSSIBLE to
reach those centres, and obtain those knowledges, but that
it is achievableby a. vast number who now drone and) doze
away life, diie half ripe, and Wake up, when too late, to find
out what fools they have been, necessitating what it is not
our‘ present purpose to reveal. In the present instance it
only remains for the purpose of this Declaration of Frin-
ciples, to draw a brief comparison between our system and
the very best that can possibly, truthfully be said of the
very best of all other systems now extant anywhere. They
are divided into two parts, one of which proceeds to totally
ignore the bodry, rnortifies the flesh, and renders life truly a

semi-graveyard» operation from birth to baptism, from that
to death. The other allows the utmost limit to lust and; li-
cense to the elect, ancl ronndlly berates all others outside.
VIDE Mormonism, Perfectionisrn, and: lslamism, and con-

trast them with their opposites in belief, as the Shakers.
But current systems, as a general thing,bend. all their ener-

gies toward; the salvation of Men’s souls, and, in spending
their time in trying to get souls into heaven, lose sight of
the bodies, which, practicallymay go to the other place, of
so little account are they. They believe in crucifying the
flesh altogether, and generally effect THAT VERY THING
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for the soul. They wholly loose sight of a fundamental
principle of human nature, which is to take delight in do-
ing the very thing it is sternly forbidden to.

The people of a town might not, if let alone, leave its
boundaries once in ten years; but you just make a law
that they SHALL NOT leave it, and that town will be
empty in less than a single dlay. Human nature is strongly
perverse, and this suggests the query that were churches
and: marriages based upon consent and attraction, instead
of what theyare baseci on, there wonldin’t be a hell on earth
or anywhere else, in less than one hundired brief y=ears,—«
brief to God, and: to immortal man.

Churches an& marriages exist as repressions,—our sys-
tem in expansion. They drive people to heaven cross-lots,
over steep-«dlown gulfs of hell, We teach them to avoid all
such. They drive mankinds by everlasting gabble on the
horrors of deformity; we draw them by appeals to the good,
the true, anti: the beautiful. They concern themselves about
mourning; we about joy; they about making the best of a.

bad: bargain, bearing life’s crosses, abidsing patiently» till
the end, and’ all that; while we teach people how to neutra-
lize hells by» wholesale,-—an(l the Worst of them, too, mar-

ried ones,—ands all through the White Magic of Love, Will,
andé Aetheriea. What teachers besidles ourselves can give
men and women all the information on the following list of
practical points“? or Where are they who even pretend to
know how to instruct the people? The fact is, they know
nothing of what‘, they call Magnetics, and: which we call
Actherics; of what they call Will, which we call Volontiae;
of what they call by a thousand names,we by the one right
title, LOVE. There are certain aims, qualities, forces,
ends, energies, powers, and: abilities longeo» for, vainly, by
untold» millions of people, men and» women, in English-
speakig lands, which we know the road to, and are able to
so direct: the Wayfarer in the Paths, that, though he or she
be a mere weakling, they cannot err therein. Of course we

do not propose herein to state even a quarter part of our
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doctrines, nor of the powers derivable, for that were to
transcend: our present intention; besides which, many of
them have already been given to the world: through the
works already published: by P. B. Randolph. Still it is
deemed adlvisable to name a few, omitting such as are of a

strictly domestic, social, magnetic, and ultra-recondvite char-
acter. In the course of human life, millions sigh for the
Power of irresistibly affecting an applusion; to draw or

bring others to them, for good ends, others when afar off,
actually or sympathetically. Frustrating had; plans of
others, when such will prove a benefit. The precisely op-
posite,——to assist others, by exertion of the Aethic force of
the Soul. Moral and; other changes, effected by will-in-
fiuence, through health changes. Increasing the dynamic
life-force through the three principles. Prolonging specific
energy through the single breath-force. Tirau_-clairisIn,——-
ability to think clearly to a. point, and» know it. Relating
to money dealings, losses, gains, and to forecast them. The
grand secret of domestic happiness,—the law of marital dds-
cordi discovered, and its effectual antidotes, and enormously
powerful ones besid:es,—-among which is one not discovered
by us, but of 2'~nca.lculable value to every weddred~ couple
whose health or finances may not Warrant too frequent fam-
ily additions, and thus we strike a blow direct against the
monster crime of the age,—murder, red-handed, atrocious
mnrdier,-—the awful crime of abortion. This is “The
Golden Secret.”

What a vast throng of husbands and marricdi women

notoriously find; home a. hell for want of recigorocattmi, mu-

tuality, sympathy and doInesticity,——longing for death, or

anything else, to mitigate or change the current horror.
Now, none of these know, as We do, that: (1) power comes to
the man through Wom»an, who in turn imparts it to man;
that (2) man can wholly modify woman’s character, and
KINDHUE the ice to a gentle flame; and (3) that it lies in

every unhappy woman ’s power to make or mar the best
man living; that she is very often responsible for her own.
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misery, and= has the power to resist the depleting effectslof

»

Vampirism, diseese thus engendleredf, andi to wholly tragisy
form the nature of almost any man, no matter how brutal,
inconsiderate, or careless. In this respect we Victoriously
plant the white banner over the ramparts of the social
world. ~

In conclusion: One “Baron” Fischer avers that we were

“the laughing~stoek of Europe two hundretliiyears ago;”
which is NOT true, but WOU.l(1* be no disgrace if it were

so; for the World’s best friends have ever been the laugh-
ing-stock of fools, which accounts for the “Baron ’s” smiles.
The “Ceimvbridige gentleman” is said: to have denounced
us lately because we “Are Urimists,” and attain to clair-
voyance by means of magic mirrors, and‘ that we have put
forth a book on it,—“'Seership,”-——teaehing others how to
dl{) the same; yet that very mam figures in that very book,
as a successful mirror-seer, and: boasts that through it he
reachexl a positive sight of soul utterly transcending his
loftiest previous eoncep—tions,—a clairvoyanee scarcely s—ee~

ond: to any ever possessed: by embodied human beings; and
so infinitelysuperior to any protlueible by mere mesmerism,
that there is no comparison whatever, nor any of its
tlangers.

We admit, and triumphantly,too, that we do use magic.
mirrors; and, furthermore, that we believe in the ELIXIR
OF LIFE; and: that the human stay on earth ean be pro-
longed a great deal beyond} the storied three-score years and
ten.

Finally; having thus been forced: to lift the veil, we are

content to abide the issue, and leave the event with God,
well knowing that victory is ours. Rosierucians NEVER
fail. For ‘

t

L

“These are the great old Masters,
These the men sublime,

Whose DISTINCT fo~otste'p~s echo down
The corridors of the time.”
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In this Manifesto, reference is made to the “Elixir of

Life” aiid it is a well known fact that one of the cardinal
points of the Rosicrucian belief is that bodily life can be
prolonged! through whole ages in two different ways: first,
by means ofithe Elixir of Life; of which I may not speak
here, as it is one of the secret doctrines of the Inner Temple
‘and; is never divulged: to the profane, and: the second; is, by
the means of the mere WILL alone. This is now known
as the Metaphysical Sciences and: foremost of the teachers
of Metaphysics, stand: such men as Dr. Paul Tyner, Dr. J.
R. Phelps, Count St. Vincent, and: others. In the first case

beautyand youth accompany age; but in the second‘, age he-
comes apparent after a certain limit is reached. This later
secret and! the"processes was revealed! by a degenerate Rosi-
‘crucian in 1605; and all students of medicine are aware that
great capital was made of it in later times by a French
physician named: Asgill. This writer undertook to publicly
demonstrate and) teach the art of life-prolonging, laying it
down positiveiy, that man is literally immortal, or rather
that any given man alivecould, if he choose, utterly laugh
at and defy dleath; that he need? not, if so disposed, ever die,
if he used: suflicient prudence, and: forcibly and: constantly
exerted his WILL in that direction. That Asgiil succeeded
to a remarkableextent is well known, but thus far no one

has been found: who had “sufficient prudence,” amt who
“forcibly and constantly exerted his will in that Etirection”
and lived forever. Methinks that the flesh of Adorn, after
all, must return to Adam, sooner or later,‘ although I
KNOW that man can live thrice as long as he generally
lives in this, our age of fanatic rushing after. the doliar.
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SECOND ROSICRUCIAN MANIAFESTO.
In the year 1887, the Work “Ravalette,” by Dr. P. B.

Randolph, was published, and! in this we find the second
Rosicrucian Manifesto. This is supposed: to be the exoteric
Practice of the Temple, but I Woulm warn the reader that
many of the things must not be taken literally as they are

meant esoterically.
The Rosicruciems.

,

Who and what they are. TRY.
I. The Rosicrucians are a body of gooti men, and: true,

Working under a Grand Lodge Charter, deriving its power
and authority from the Imperial Dome of the Third Sn-
preme Temple of the Order, and: the last (claiming justly
to be the oldest association of men on earth, dating from the
sinking of the New Atlantis Isle, nearly ten thousand years
anterior to the dsays of Plato), and as a Grands Lodge, hav-
ing jurisdniction over the entire continent of North America,
and the Islands of the Sea. The Grand Lo&ge, and: Temple,
grant charters and dsispensations to found. or organize sub—
sidiary lodges and temples, anywhere within the limits of its
jurisdiction.

11. All Rosicrucians are practical men, who believe in
Progress, Law and: Order, and: in Self-Improvement. They
believe firmly that God! helps those that help themselves;
and they consequently adlopt the motto of the Order, the
word. TRY, and; they believe that this little Word of three
letters may become a magnificent bridge over which a man

"may travel from Bad’ to Better, and from Better to Best—-
from ignorance to knowledge, from poverty to wealth, and
from weakness to power. ‘
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.111. We constitute a large society in the worlti, and our

ranks bid: fair to largely swell in this land of PracticalMen.
There are hundreds of men of large culture, deep intuitions
and; liberal minds, who actually languish because they do
not know each other—there being no organized body, save

our own,.which invites such men to join its ranks and find‘
the fellowship.which such men of such minéis need». In our

Lodges such men find! all theyseek, and more; in our weekly
reunions the rarest and! best intellects are brought in con

tact, the best thoughts are elicited, and‘ the truest human
pleasure experienoecl; for as much as nothing impure, ig~
noble, mean or unmanly is for an instant tolerated under
any circumstances whatever; while, on the contrary, every
inducement is held out to encourage all that is noble, good,
true, beautiful, charitable and; manly»—-andi that, too, in a

way totally unknown and unpracticeds in any other order,
or association of men.

.
. . . .«

IV. Every known Rosicrucian is known, and is the sworn
brother of every other Rosiorncian the wide worlélé over,
and: as such is boundi to render all possible aid. and comfort
(except when such aici would sanction crime or wrongdoing,
or interfere with the demands of public justice, social order,
decency, sound‘ morals or National prosperity and unity).
In all things else, every Rosicrucian is bound to help an-

other, so long as he can (310 it with a clear conscience, and
not violate his honor, (lerogate from his personal diignity,
or sully his own manhoodt. In all things worthy, one as-

sists theother; in sickness, sorrow, life, death, and the trou-
bles and trials of the world: and society. Each man is eli-
gible to one, two, or three degrees; and? after once becoming
a, true Rosiorucian, it is next to impossible that he can ever

afterward come to want, either for protection in all that is
just, counsel in diiiiculty, food, raiment, shelter, and all true
human sympathy; all of which is freely rencleredi as long
as the man remains a worthy D‘W'ElLLE‘R IN THE TEM-
PLE.

Thus the Temple ensures its acolytes against want, miti,
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gates their sorrow, enhances theirusefulness to themselves
and! the Wovrlcli, braces and sharpens their intellccts, fires
their emulation, encourages all manly efforts, assnages their
grief, cultivates theirhope, strengthens their self-reliance,
self-respect, self-effort; it frowns on all wrongdoing, seeks
to elevate man in his own esteem, teaches due and royal re-

spect to woman, the laws, society and the world; it pro-
motes stability of character, makes its votarics strive for
MANHOOD in the full, true sense, adopts “TRY”and
“Excelsior” as living, practical mottoes; and thus, both di-
rectly and indirectly, dlocs the Temple of Rosicrncia seek
to increase the sum total of human happiness in the world,
within and without its walls.

V. Every man pays an initiation fee, and at monthly tax
of one dollar. In return for which, the member has the ad-
vantage of all information the Lodge may ‘be able to pro-
cure in the shape of lectures, debates, books, scientific
papers, models, experiments in all the physical sciences, cs-

says on philosophy,ctc.; in addition to which he is allowed
a sum, varying from four to fourteen dollars a week when
sick, providlede he needs such aid; he is visited, comforted,
nursed, dootorcd‘, and}, should he die, the Temple huries him
was a man and a Rosicrucian should be buried. If he dies
an officer‘ (and: every man is eligible), his widow and: chil-
(liren are properly cared for by the Order.‘
 

‘It is this part of this Manifesto that has been taken lit-
erally by those who have founded‘ so-called: Occult Orders.
There is usually an Initiation fee and a monthly fee for
printcd« or typewritten matter. 'l‘hcse foiinders of such
Orders, are either ignorant of the life of Rosicrucia, or they
impose on the ignorance of the people, who, not knowing
where to find the Door of the true Rosiorucia, take these
Pseudo-Orders for the genuine Fraternity. There is no

ocrommziaxl Initiation in the true Rosy Cross, there are no

Initiation fees, nor are there monthly fees. Postage for the
instructions may be required, but when the Neophyte has
developed far enough and is found fit, Rosiorucacs’ Sacred
and Grand Bslys-tcries are imparted free, without price.
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VI. This Order is a school of the highest anti best know]?

eélge the earth affords. It is unlike any and: all others, for,
in addition to being a Mutual Protection Society, it reaches
out in far higher and nobler aims—only a few, Very few, of
which are alluded: to in this hand-book, which is merely
printed to save much explanatory talk on the part of Rosi-
crueians who are being continually importuned for the in-
formation respecting the said Order?

One of its main objects is to be a School of Men; to make
more men more useful by rendering them stronger, more
knowing, therefore wiser—therefore happier. As Rosi-
crucians we recognize the immense value of Sympathy,En-
couragement, Emulation and< Persistency——

NIL mortalihus, ardum est;
There is no difficulty to him who truly wills.
 

There beinginomonthlyor any other fees, it will be seen

that there can be no sick benefits, nor any funeral benefits.
Rosicrucae is not material, it is spiritual, it is not an Order,
but a Fraternity. There being no ceremonial lnitiations,
it will be seen at once that there can be no oficers as that
term is usually used, although it stands to reason that there
must be a Grand: Master ands teachers of the Sublime Sys-
tem. Let us hope that the foregoing will be a warning to
those that might otherwise be imposed on by frauds who
take some of the Rosicrucian writings literally for want of
better knowledge, which are necessarilymasked, as no Rosi-
crncian will “cast pearl before swine.”

‘This, if read: between the lines, will at once show that it
is to say, that it is an answer to idle curiosity seekers and:
that it is NOT an answer to the questions concerning the
Fraternity of those who are really in earnest to enter as

neophytes. There are many grand truths in this Manifesto,
but they are veiled, am} the rest may be taken as a satire on

the self-claimed knowledge of self-styled; Occulists and; My-
stics, and those representing themselves as founders of 00-
cult Orders and Initiators.
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Whatever of good or great man has ever done, may still

be accomplished; by you or I, my brother, if we only think
so, and: set about in right good earnest, and no mistake.
TRYi; We proclaim the OMNIPOTENCE OF WILL; and
We declare practically,and by our own achievementsdemon-
strate the will of man to be a supreme and all-conquering
force when once fairly brought into play, but this power is
only negatively strong when exertedr for merely selfish or

personal endasiwhen or whatever it is called into action for
good encls, nothingcan withstaml its force. Goodness is
Power; wherefovrewve take the best of care to cultivate the
normal will, and thus render it a mighty and powerful en-

gine for Positive Good-. You cannot deceive a tme Rosiv
crucian, for he soon learns how to read you through and
through, as if you were a man of glass; and he attains this
power by becoming a Rosicrucian only, nor can it be had
through any other means whatever. The Temple teaches
its aeolytes how to rebuild! this regal faculty of the human
soul—the will; how to strengthen, purify, expand, and in-
tensify it; and one of the first results observable after a

man has become a true Rosicrucian, is that his vanity
grows smaller by degrees, and beautifullyless; for the first
thing he fully realizes is that all he knows would probably
make quite a large book, but that all he does not know would
make a book considerably larger, and‘ he therefore sets him-
self to learn. Where there is a will there is a Way; and
after getting rid of self-conceit, the man finds himself in-
creasing in mental stature by imperceptible gratlaticns, and
finds himself a learned‘ man by a process which he cannot

fairly comprehend, and one which is neither appreciated
or known outside of the temple.

As a consequence of traveling on this royal road to knowl-
edge, the Rosicrucian soon learns to despise the Weakness of
wickedness, not by reason of any long-faced cant being
pourecl into his ear, but becausehe findls out practicallythat
manhoodi and virtue are safe investments, While baclness or

meanness won“: pay. It is the universal testimony of all
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who have become true Rosicrneians, that within its sym-I
holie walls there is a deeply mysterious influence for good
pervading its atmosphere, under which every man of the
Order becomes rapidly but normally individualized and
intensified in character, manhood, and influence.

VII. The doors of our Lodges are never closed against the
honest, honorabie or aspiring man; nor can any earthly
potentate, no wielder of an empire’s sceptre, no wearer of a

kinglycrown, gain admission by reason of his eminence; for
though he be a king, he may not be a MAN, 3. title far above
all others on the earth—a title nobler than any other ever
earned by mortals. We Rosicrncians are proud of our emi-
nence»-—and justly. so-—for we are a BRIOTHERHOOD OF
MEN; and recognize MANHOOD as the true kingship;
hence we honor that man highest who knows the most, and
puts his knowledge to the highest and noblest uses, not
only toward his brothers, but in any field in the world’s
great garden, for are not we all brethren? Does not the one

great God rule over and love us‘? Even so. No man can

enter our doors by reason of his wealth, for riches, unless
put to manly uses, are detrimental; bad‘, positively in-
jurious. No man can enter our doors by reason of his fame,
politics, or religion. The Order has nothing to do with a

man ’s politics or religion, and it matters not what a Man’s
creed is, so long as he is A MAN. The Baptist is welcome,
but not AS a Baptist; and so with men of all other faiths.
No religion, no faith, no politics can be diSCL1SS'€Cle from our

A platform, nor will their introduction be tolerated‘ one mo-

ment. Wo accept men of all ereeds», except such as outrage
decency, manhood, sound morals, and public order, such
as free Lovers, Mormons, and birds of that feather; nor

can any such person enter our ranks, no matter who he
may be, or how high in fame or social place. No man is
barred out of our Temple by reason of his poverty, for phy-
sical beggars are often kings in mind. All we ask or seek
for in a man is krmor, honesty, and ambition to imow more

and be better.
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Usually the Lodlges of Rosicrueie. meet once a week to
hear lectures, exchange courtesies, thoughts, news; to listen
to invited guests, debate questions in art, science, and! phi-
losophy; to mutually inform ancl strengthen each other; to
investigate any and all subjects of a proper nature, and to
cultivate that manly spirit and ehivalric hearing which so

well entitles their possessor to be called A MAN. These
are a few of the good: things of Rosicrucia. We seek no

man—men seek us. Our facilitiesfor obtaining knowledge
and information on all subjects are, as may well be con-

ceived, unsurpassed, unequalled. Financially we are sat-
isfied‘. A Temple of Rorsicrucia, never yet felt the pressure
of an exhausted. exeliequer, and probably never will. But
this last is the least eommemlable thing about the Institu-
tion ; yet it uses money for good purposes, and: therefore has
its chest supplied. Ail other essential information respect-
ing the Order can be obtained “BY '1‘RYIN~G.”
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SECOND REAL ROSICBUCIAN MANIFESTO
The second‘ real Manifesto to be i:s_ned' in America, ap-

peared in 1897, complete in one issue of “The Temple,”
while that magazine was edited? and‘ published by Dr. Paul
Tyner. It was signed 1€osier'zeciaie, “By order of Her who is
Nameless.” This is possibly one of the strongest and clear-
est Manifestoes thathas ever been issued by the Grand Fra—
ternity and appeared many years after Freeman 13. Dowd,
had written that masterly introductioii to Dr. P. B. Ran~
dolph’s book, “The Disemibodied Dead,” in which he (Ran-
dolph) is named as the Grand Master of the Imperial Order
of the Rosy Cress.

The Rosy Cross.

The origin of the Rosy Cross is known only to the old-east
initiates of the order. Its symbols are as ancient as the
Egyptian Mysteries and~ its principles underlie all religions,
ancient and modem. In modern times the name of Chris-
tian Rose-nkrutz, Robert Fludd and Francis Bacon have
figured prominently in its literature; but historically, there
are few exoterie landmarksof the Order.

Rosicrueiae is spiritual. not material; a Fraternity rather
than an Order. Its members are gathered from the East
and the West, from among the lofty and the lowly, the
learned and the unlearned.; wherever there are free souls,
and, sympathetic and aspiring natures. It embraces all

ages, races and* elimes, and reaches from the visible far into
invisible realms of being. Silence, secrecy and nnpretend-
ing good works are its characteristics, and one member may
pass: his life next door to another and neither be aware of
the bond between them unless some stress of need draw the
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curtain aside. The law of Silence is particularly empha-
sized, obedience to the injunction to “enter into the closet
and shut the door” being imperative on all who would have
access to the sources of power.

Each age calls for restatements of truth,specially adapted
to its understanding and use, and the present age is no ex-

ception. i That which was hidden from the ignorant and
vicious under symbols and» figures in the past is emerging
from its outgrown shell so thathe who runs may read. The
Veil of Isis has become a misty cloud, destined to disappear
in the broader light of the coming century, and while the
Rosy Cross has its lodges, passwords and signs, these ex-

ternal forms are regarded with indifference by the genuine
Rosicrucian, who is aware that he can become a complete
epitome of the Order only through development of its prin-
ciples within himself. ‘

While the Rosy Cross has no creeds or dogmas to which
the initiate must subscribe, there are certain principles ‘

which all true Rosicrucians accept. Among them is belief
in the impartial Fatherhood of God and‘ the Universal
Brotherhood of Man, thus recognizing the Unity of Spirit
in all manifestations of Life.

Reincarnation is generally accepted; as a truth, and salva-
tion is the freedom of the soul from successive embodiments
in earthly forms, wherein pain and pleasure alternate;
where the glow of genius is dimmed by the darkenedunder-
standingpof age, and: the flame of pmion is quenched by the
chill of disease and death.

Humanity desires happiness; but none ever fully attains
it, because it is sought in individual conditions and posses-
sions, while it can be gained only through the uplifting of
all souls everywhere. Life is homogeneous, and perfect rest
will come to the individual soul only when the soul of the
race is at rest. Therefore, whatever makes for the kingdom
of heaven among men is the way to happiness for the indi-
vidual. Men and women are born free and equal, but each
one comes immediately into conditions destructive of free-
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doin and eqna1ity,—eonditionswhich man himself has cre-
ated in the evolutionary processes of thought and life. He
binds himself with creeds, forms and codes of action which
dividie man from man, create the iron bondage of caste, and
limit freedom of thought by fear.

The recognition of universal brotherhood, and of the
truth that all are entitled to equal rights and. privileges in
the house of the Common Father and Mother is an import-
ant step in the path the soul must travel toward the per-
fected life.

The cult of the Rosy Cross embraces the culture of the
whole man, and» thiscarried on through vibrations set up in
the emotional or soul nature by the Will. These vibrations
exalt and» expand the energies of the soul, and! thisculture is
the WORK OF SALVATION, which is not freedom from
consequences, but deliverance from evil desires and tendon-
cies. That which is recorded, cannot be erased, but a new

record may be made which will cast the old into the limbo
of forgotten ‘things.

The past belongs to God», with all its failures and sins;
but the future is man ’s to mould» and fashion as he will, for
himself and for the race.

Vibrations may he indefinitely transferred by oral, or

mental suggestion, and the instructed soul consciously
arouses, excites and directs the thoughtless and ignorant-
through vibrations. Ignorance unguards the soul, furnish-
ing conditionsof receptivity to good or evil suggestions,
which uplifts or daegradse. Mind responds to mind, soul to

soul, spirit to spirit, through vibrations in the other.
The invisible world of spirit is drawing near to the earth-

plane and the souls of men respond wherever they are sensi-
tive to ether-ie vibrations. The Rosy‘ ‘Cross has long sensed
this incoming spiritual title and confidently expects the
breaking away of the clouds of ignorance which have long
obscured the light of the inner heavens. The pyramids, the
buried cities, the tombs and mountain retreats of the old
world? are giving up their long hoarded: secrets to the push
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and enterprise of the age;.but their wealth of knowledge
and» wisdlom, though grand andl wonderful, sink into insig-
nificance when compared: with the treasures of the kingdom
concealed! in the soul of man ready to be revealed for use.
This is the Kingdom- of Heaven which is taken by force, the
force of persistent desire anti effort.

Tlioughts are not things,——they are greater than things.
Thongrht is the energy. the inherent force of thiiigs, and
comes from the Primal Intelligence which is‘ above £11111‘ be-
yond: all things. The mind‘ is an instrument manipulated
by (1l1St't“I1, but not altogether unknown forces. Its energies
Lin not belong‘ to us; they are lent for use, and the only
merit which we can claim because of superior adaptability
of the instruments is in the quality of their use.

The power to project this force or energy of the soul is
inherent in human nature, and one department of the Rosy
Cr(:s.s cnitnre is devoted to instruction and training in its
use. To vibrate the etheric atoms of the body is to set. in
motion the ether of space; to exercise the Will in breathing
is to connect with the space of Will, charging the body with
electricity, power and» life; but the fervent desire to attain
to any condition sets in vibration the finer essences of spirit
that connect with the love-soul of the universe, the Infinite
Love. Every aspiring soul reaches some plane in spirit
that corresponds to itself, and which it can absorb and; use.

There are Seven Spaces or Spirit correspoenzlingz to the
Seven Great l’ovvers.-~four Munfltane and three Spiritual,
or psychic. 'l‘hose corresponding: to the Bltintlene Powers
are, Z\{ineral. Vegetable, Animal, Ilnman; the Spiritual
Spaces are, Faith, Will and Love. All the spaces are filled
with Societies, Orders, Associations, Brotherhoodis, which
correspond to every condition possible to man. Connection
with the beings inhabiting these spaces may he attained by
systematic training and effort. This is not mediiimship,
so called, but the entering into and possession of the knowl-
ecige anti power of the spaces contacted. Man, body and
soul, is the Temple of the Infinite Spirit, and in him are
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etheric atoms belonging to all spiritual states and spaces;
some active, some latent. Those which are active connect
the indlividual with the spaces with which he has the closest
affinity, and the influx from it is largely unconscious. To
illustrate:Beethoven was by nature aililiated.with the Musi-
cal Societies and, being a fine instrument attuned to the
inspirations of that space, he llolds the worlol entranced
by» superhuman melodxies. Socrates contacted» the Philo-
sophical space, Napoleon, the Strategic;* but the full soul
of the Prophet of Galilee came forth from and breathed
the inspiration of the most interior space, the space of Love.

To aspire is to become, in time and. in eternity; for aspira-
tion connects the soul with the spaces of spirit vibrating
with immortal energies. Man makes and‘ unmakes himself.
“He fails, sickens, and: titles through feel:-lcness of Will.”
Physical life is only 3. series of vibrations whose intensity
may be greatly increased by persistent use of spiritual
forces.

A

Degrees of soul—force depenol on the rapidity of the vi-
brations of the flame uniting the three powers which consti-
tute the human ego. This trinity of Intelligence, Will and
Love is a manifestation of the Divine Trinity in Unity,
making of man a microcosmic God. The Soul is a glowing
spark in an Infinite Flame.

The vibrations of these triune forces develop heat, which
is generally diffused throughout the body as a gentle

‘ Warmth. This heat may be powerfully increased: and tlrawn
to a center in the breast, Where it burns with a pure and
oonsciousflame. This is the baptism with fire and the Holy
Ghost (Geést, Spirit) and is typified‘ by the fire kept burn-
ing on. the altars of the ancient temples. It is also the
transmuting force of the Rosicrucians, which certain of the
old alchemists misundlerstoodv andi materialized to mean the
transmutation of the baser metals into gold.

K

 

“FSee “The Philosophy of Fire” and “Beautiful Philoso-
phy of Initiation.”
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This flame in: the breast is an evitlence of the Christ-

union, the seal of immortality, and: is possible only to the
pure in heart. To the impure and: unholy, the increase of
spirit vibrations fills the soul with unquenchable thirst and
an insatiable hunger, which destroys soul and body by a

slow combustion of unrest, impure desires, disease and
death. This flame is the point of contact with the source of
all power and knowledge, andl sometimes it finds a voice.
With Moses it objectified in the form of a burning bush,
and the “Stillsmall voice” of spirit became audfible to the
external ear.

Referring to this flame the great Persian sage, Zoroaster
says, “When you SEE the fire, listen to the VOICE of the
fire.”

This inner fire burned with conscious power when the
disciples walkedl with the risen Jesus on the way to Em-
maus. “Did; not our hearts burn within us, while he spake
to us on the Way?”

It has well-nigh ceased» to burn on the altars of human
hearts, but the Rosy Cross has preserved a spark of it and
now calls to the wise virgins, whose lamps are trimmed‘ and
burning, to unveil the light for the illumination of the
world.

Love is the only antidlote for Evil; force will suppress,
but will not prevent it. The peaceful, gentle, forgiving vi-
brations of love open the invisible spaces from which de-
scends purifying and regenerative power. Through the
vibrations of love, war will cease, crime and} its vindictive
punishment will pass away, and practical help will super-
sede sermons, prayers and: the legal restraints with which
society now ignorantly strives to protect itself. Crime
should: be prevented- rather than punished, criminal tenden-
cies detectedi, undermined and destroyed, and: the transmis-
sion of criminal instincts rendered impossible. All this
may be done through spiritual vibrations, and! this is one

of the fields of work which specially engages the attention
and elforts of the Rosy Cross.
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The concentration of effort andl the union of many minds
in one vibration creates societies, sects, goverments, on the
plane of its action; in the same way spirit, by projection,
creates and destroys. Spirit individualized! in a human-
body is no less spirit than when djsrohcd. There are con-

elaves in the spaces of spirit in which the souls of men and:
women who are still of the mundane world: take part,
equally with those who have cast off the body. Convoca-
tions are held: when the interests of earth-life are repre-
sented; by. those in earth-bodies who, in soul projection, are

in the spiritual spaces, and! the questions touching human
interests most nearly» are considered. Such a convention,
giving exclusive attention» to the application of the great
principles of sex, has long been in session. It has removed;
the ban of silence from woman, and caused her equality
with man to be recognize& in many ways; but the projection
of this truth into the external world» has been dlifiicult, ow-

ing to the prejudices and! superstitions of men.

ROSICRUCIAE invites woman’s co-operation and» has
made her eligible to its councils andl helpful influences on

the same terms as her brothers; it now boldly proclaims the
feminine principle as embodied in woman to be the Saviour
of the Race. Being the most spiritual, she is the vibratory
center between God and man. Through her elevation in the
thought, will and love of man, the influxof crime, lust, and
disease from the lowest hells will be checkeci, and‘ the incar-
nation of lofty and pure souls will be facilitated}. This can

only be accomplished by the co-operation of the visible
world of souls with the invisible.

Sex is of the body, soul, and spirit, and- is as eternal as is
the Creative Power, for by, and through its principles all
things exist. Its activities are always creative, for genera-
tion on one plane creates another plane similar but a little
higher. Vibrations of the body are the result of vibrations
of the spirit, which they involve, and. all vibrations are cre-

ative in accord‘ with their plane of activity. Sound vibra-
tions reach the ear, thought vibrations the mind»; but the
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powerful and far-reaching vibrations of emotion move the
soul, and the motion is infinitely sustained.

Love is the creative center and: the vibrations that har-
monize the conditions, interior or exterior, of each indi-
vidual are generated at that center. It is the love of one,
not of many; for all sincere and: genuine Rosicrucians are

monogamists.
Love in the physical has its correspondence in the shir-

itual natnre,—it is one, for Love isSpirit, and: all its vibra-
tions are creative. What we name matter is an effect pro-
dlnced by spirit transforming itself through vibratory mo-

tion. ‘:

Nature makes no mistakes; she is the Word of Gods to
which nothing can be acildied or taken away from, by man,
except to his own hurt. The separations of the masculine
and feminine in thought, emotion, or physical life, is de-
structive, not constructive. In their perfect blending on all
planes, lies the secret of power, and the Lost Word} is unity
—-0929.

The natural use of the organs of the body, as of the fac-
ulties of the mind and powers of the soul, is an imperative
dmty to all who wouldi perfect the human nature. The or-

derly exercise of mintt and will is reqnirecli to preserve the
harmonious balance of being, so that life on all planes shall
march together in orderly sequence.

To be self-poised and perfect in rhythmic Inotion, like the
worlds swingring in space, is the prerogative of every hu-
man being; but only those who have found the center, and
liglitecl the flame on that altar, approach that condition. It
is not attained; by ignoring the selfhood- or in. (‘disuse of the
functions of body or mind.

The ROSE CROSS ‘makes no noise; it loves the Infinite
Silence, and works through vibrations of Thought, Will,
and Love. It is ready to point out the path and} to clasp
hands with any who desire to work for the ~ad~vent of the
new civilization. To this end‘, the fraternity desires souls
rather than money; earn‘est,"activc, sincere stud-ents and
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workers. Not all who knock can enter. Before one can

become a member of the visible Fraternity, he or she is al-
ready enrolled among the Invisibles.

“Not everyone who saith Lord‘. Lord, can enter into the
kingdom,” saith the Christ, and: one before Him affirrnetl
“Many are the wand-bearers, but few are the true Bac-
chanals.”

Those who can recall the conditions of life fifty years ago
will appreciate the gigantic strides man has made along the
lines of progress. The twilight of the stage~coach has
broadened into the noon-day of steam and: electricity; the
inspiration of books has largely given place to scientific cer-

tainties, to ascertainetl truths and facts of things, thus wid-
ening andi deepening the scope of free thought.

Dr. Franklin nshereti in a new age, the age of electricity,
when he called! forth a message from the shadow of God
which pronounced the death sentence on the limitations of
matter, annihilating‘ time and space by putting “a gircile
around the earth in forty minutes,” as prophesiedby Shake-
speare’s tricky sprite. As the age of crude force merged
into the electrical age, bringing with it everything worth
preserving, so the wires and! dynamoes and. circuits, which
now witness to the external activities of man’s restless in-
telligence, will give place to the simpler methods of the
mental age, when the possibilitiesof miml will become mani-
fest. The present laborious processes of education will be-
come obsolete, and telepathy will take the place of the old,
cum-‘orous methodsof instruction in the imparting of knowl-
edge.

Baguerrc pictured! the outside of things fifty years ago;
modern photography reprcdiices the inside, and: it is only a

question of a little more time anti a few more experiments
when mental states will he photographedi and» l\lan’s nature
will be mapped out, as physical gevography maps the surface
of the planet. The swamps and lagoons in human nature
which send up the malaria that gzenerates crime. disease,
death, will he locate-‘Cl, as will the lifegiving seas and breezy,
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moral mountain tops. Mimi will be generated, rather than»
adipose tissue, and: God will be enthroned in the heart of
the world, rather than in some far-off anachronisticCity of
Gold.

Speed; characterizesthe electrical age; let us move quickly
to help God save the world; He demands only the sacri-
fices of meanness, of enmity to our brother man ; and this is
the only bar to infinite progress.

No one can borrow the light of the Spirit. Each virginal
lamp must shine by its own light, and each man stancls or

falls alone. “God! helps those who help themselves.” His
tables are laden with flowers and? fruits which are not

forced on anyone; the command is, “HELP YOURXSELF.”
Recognizing the value of organization for certain work

which is before us, the Western Cult of the Rosy Cross has
established a bureau of instructions, where these who de-
sire to learn and: work with the Fraternity may apply.
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Tiuno ROSICRUCIAN MANIFESTO.
From a little booklet “The Rosicrucians,” by Freeman

B. Dowd, of whom Dr. P. B. Randolph spoke as being one

of the Peerless Trio, I take the following as it will explain
much that has seemed veiled before.

“The Rosicrucians may more giroperly he termed a fra-
ternity than an order; though many attempts have been
made in modern times to materialize it as an order, some of
which are a success, though of necessity veiled in Profound
secrecy. The Rosicrucians are numerous——of all nationali-
ties and all climes; but they are scattered. They meet
occasionally—not drawn together by “press notices”--or
the ringing of bells, but by the moving and drawing of the
spirit———as “of one accord.”

They are known in history among the other appellations
‘ as the Essenes, the Illuminati, etc., but since Christian

1i'osencreutz’s time, as the Rosencrucians. It was evidently
once the universal religion—long ere written history began;
for evidences of “Fire-Worship”" are scattered over all the
earth in the form of Rosvierucian symbols.

The curious reader is referred to Hargrave Jennings’
great work, entitled “The Rosicrueians,” published in
England. There was a time when all learned men believed
in magic {another term for magnetism), and those who
studied the occult forces of nature, and practiced the
powers derived therefrom, were styled priests, and later,
magicians; but after the destruction of the Magi of Persia,
and during the rise of Caitholocism, magic became associ-
 

*See “Philosophy of Fire.”
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ated with the idea of diabolism, and was styled “Blaclé
Art,” and all who practiced it were shunned and some-

times hunted to death.
Wherever God is found among men you will find a spirit

of investigation into the mysteries of being, and a corre-

sponding love of freedom; hence, the true man is free to

take intellectual i‘iights—~aye, even to God’s throne, and

there question Him face to face. There is nothing too

sacred or secret for him to question for the truth.
Recognizing the possibility of the great, good God, and

the impossibilityof the Devil, they laughed in secret (for
they dared not even smile publicly), at priests, bishops,
cardinals and popes, and treasured the ancient lore in

cipher, worshipping the undying, ma.que'nckable Fire, while
they dwelt in caves, or fled before the terrors of the In-
quisition. This revived the ancient Pagan secret societies
and mysteries.

To learn to know something more than ordinary is
dangerous when such knowledge is unpopular, or at least,
when the masses are ruled by ignorance and superstition.
It was at the cost of life to be known as a memberof such
secret orders—hence arose the proverbial secrecy of the_
brethren of the Rosy Cross. Time was when no man would
admit that he belonged to that mystic fraternity; further-
more, they shrouded themselves in a cloud of mysteries-~
not, perhaps, with a View of mystifying others so much as

from the idea that all power is a. mystery, and that “God ’s
ways are mysterious and past finding out,” and they wished
to he Godlike. Furthermore, Rosicrueians have learned
from past experience, that popularity is a dangerous thing;
upon this rock all religious systems have foundered. The
Magi of Egypt, Arabia, Persia, and Assyria, in ancient
times were the ruling elass—they were the priesthood and
ruled the crowned heads, and had charge of the education
of such as were eligible thereto. They recognized that the
equality of man was based in his elevation; andthat un-

developed man rnust of necessity he ruled. To such as are
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not capable of self-government, intellectual education is an

evil. They knew as we know to-day that the only true
education is of the heart. To attain this end they estab-
lished religious systems, and the common people were

taught as children are taught——with stories or fables; while
the priests kept for their own use ideas altogether different.
‘Their ideas expressed as allegories entered into-—and he-
eame the foundation of quite all—the religious systems of
the civilized world. From the ancients came all the
symbolism of the world. It is woven into art, customs,
literature and science, as well as religious systems. Our
Bible is full of Rosicrncian lore——not, however, known
under that name at that, or any other time. For Rosi-
cruciae has little respect for names. Wliile at all times
leading the world, it assumes names to suit circumstances,
and of itself is hidden and not known. Why’? Because it
is a spiritual organization (if it can be called such) and
works wholly in spirit. Its methods are not the wor1d?s
methods. We worship fire ; but this fire is not material fire.
Says one of the Bible Prophets: “Our God is a con-

suming fire.” All thrones and crowns grew out of popu-
larity. And now the masses have turned upon them, and
their days are numbered. ‘Where are the ancient Magi?
Gone with the grandeur of the countries wherein they
flourished; the very circumstances they created over-

whelmed them and they have sunk to rise no more. The
fate of all nations and religions is the same———still the Rosy
Cross principles remain and keep along with the people;
unseen, but not unfelt.

Another reason for secrecy is this. The most potent
forces of nature are silent and secret. They manifest them-
selves openly at times, but are mainly hidden. Behold the
earthquake and the cyclone; thinkyou there is no power in
silence’?

Rosierusiae is intensely and transcendently spiritual—
hence, it has nothing in common with materialism, except
intellectually,and even then the conclusions of materialism
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are all reversed. It has no affinity with this mammon-

worshipping age-—henee, it has no golden basis or “in-
surance plan” to lure men into a semblance of brotherly
love and fellowship. Unohtrusive, unpretending men, they
pass mainly unnoticed through life; they look with pity
upon a world of gold and treasure-gatherers as upon
children heaping dirt in the streets. No Wonder such men

are not understood; they are in the world, but they feel
they are not of it, and they wish to get done with it as

quietly as possible. Knowing they can leave it only by
doing good, they are always secretly doing all within their
power. Indeed, they are conscious of having been sent here
for that purpose—to help the world in its efiorts to
humanize the race.

The Alchemists of the middle ages believed in the “ Elixir
of Life and the Philosopher’s Stone,” and diligentlysought
for them. To drink of the former was eternal youth and
life; the latter was sought as a universal solvent, in the
use of which the baser metals were changed or transmuted
into pure, virgin gold. No wonder these men were called
insane; but, nevertheless, theygave the world the principles
of chemistry and medicine.

Think you such men were fools‘? Nay, but they had an

IDEA which the masses could not comprehend, and they
masked it in material that they could grasp. No philoso-
pher evor supposed for a moment that matter in any form
could confer immortality upon any other form whatever,
for there is no changeless substance in existence. That
there is a power in the human soul capable of eternal re-

newing youth and beauty is a cardinal doctrine of the Rosy
Cross.

As to the transmutation of metals, it is not only possible,
but true. The idea is of kin to the first; (they constitute
“theSecret” of the order ;) and has already been explained
as transmutation of spirits into forms of matter; such as

cloth, flowers, bread, wine, or any metal. The Rosicrucian
concealed the real idea of transmutation under the title of
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transmutation of metals or the changing of one form into
another. Many alchemists tried to reduce the spiritual gift
of creation into a material science; and it is said some few
succeeded so far as they were individually concerned; but
to the true Rosicrucian the later is of no value whatever,
further than as used in the middle ages as an excuse to stop
too close espionage, and to compel not only the respect of
common people, but the patronage and protection of those
in authority; for the practice of alchemy, or dealing even

with his “Satanic Majesty” for the purpose of enriching
the earth with gold, would be deemed a laudable avocation.
They, at least, found protection in it, although prizing it
not——for the true adept has all he needs of all things with-
out resorting to any such resource, for he needs but little. -

There is a providence for every man and woman who
stands high enough in the scale of being to be conscious of
it, and to be its recipients. The ravens fed the prophet
Elijah in the olden time.

Not every man can be an adept in anything, for this
capability is born in a man as genius is. Neither is it
possible for every man to be a Rosicrucian, no more than
education can impart sense; or no more than .9. child born
blind could be made a master artist by learning the terms
used to designate the philosophy of light and shade and
blending of colors. There must be an innate feeling of
rapture at the bare idea. of mystery; a hunger and thirst
for the unknown, and a conscious and abiding belief in
one ’s own immortality.

Such are initiated with profit to themselves and mankind,
for in Rosicrucia’s Temple they eat and are filled, and
drink to thirst no more. We are the children of “the
Shadow,” and we love it, though oft we may not see the
way clearly through tear-dimmed eyes, yet we cry out in
our anguish, “Not my will, Father, but thine be doncg”
and then “the Shadow” reveals its mystery and departs,
leaving the heart chastened and lightened with increased
purity and peace.
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We are cast down in order that we may go higher. Thus,
alternately cast down and exalted, we are prepared to meet
all the charges of this mundane iife. No stoic, agnostic,
nor egotist can be 3. Rosicrueian: it requires feeling, and
that intensified. Without this, no initiation could possibly
impart that baptism of the spirit which gives birth to new

or dormant energies; or awaken soul germs of a higher and
better life, where urill reigns over all, and matter hecoines
transmutable.

Who are Rosicrucians? I may not answer this question:
“By their fruits shall ye know them.” No better test, or

one more unerring or unmistakable, could be given than
that given by our Master, “the Man of Sorrow” whom they
hanged on a cross long ago. Let others speak for them-
selves: There is nothing in Rosiorueiae to be ashamed of,
and I giory in being one, though an humble builder of the
Temple in these degenerate times. And if I speak of my-
seif in this connection it is because I am free to do so——

while I may not mention others. It has been my lot to be
a teacher most of my life. I write and speak to aid others,
not for pay in coin, or in popularity. Unfortunately, how-
ever, some fail to grasp ideas in their fuliness, and carried
away by enthusiasm, rush into oeeult studies and practices
expecting immediate results. This is wrong. There must
he a certain growth and ripening ere fruits can he expected.
Some seem to think, that if they can find a lodge of Rosi-
erueiae and he initiated that they will come out with a

diploma, and become at once a fuil-fiedged Rosierueian.
Initiation is somethingmore than taking an oath and going
through certain forms and oeremonies-no matter how im-
posing or awe inspiring. It is somethingmore than a course
of leetures and study of authorities. It is somethingdeeper
and higher than intellectual culture. It is the Imowing of
truth. To knou; is something higher than learning-——-—it in-
volves mind, soul and body. Ah, what a work is this! A
life is far too short for some to attain the goal of knowledge.
It is said. that Pythagoras spent twenty—two years among
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the mystics of Egypt, in his initiation. Mind, however
deep and subtle, cannot hear immortal fruit. It takes the
entire man-—soul, mind and body. The Rosieruoians think
very little of the ways of the world——its pride, arrogance
and dignity—he is simple, for he finds truth very simple.
The fruits of truth are free from pretence. But unfortu-
nately there are many pretenders, and some knowing ones

assert that “whoever makes claim to being a Rosiorucian is
a pretender and a fraud,” and that no true initiate ever

announces himself as such. I franklyadmit that such used
to be the oosemin “the clden tin1e”—when men were afraid
of the Inquisition.

Behold Cagliostro miserably perishing in a Catholic
dungeon in Rome, also the tortures inflicted upon Galileo
for daring to think anti express his thoughts; Such have
been the facts. It has also been a fact that women were not
admitted to membership in the Rosy Cross or other secret
societies, and were even denied a voice in the Christian
Chureh,—but the world has outgrown such things. The
Rosy Cross is not a fossil, nor is it even in the rear of
progress. It has 720 croods and issues no mandates. It the
law of Silence is enjoined, it is upon such as are not fully
im‘tiated,—«-or whose Voice is not fuilyformed. Women are

now admitted upon equal terms with men.
'

The true initiate is Free in all essentials,———free to think,
to be and to express himself, for himself,——aiways for the
good of others and in the cause of progress,-—but “by their
fruits shall ye know them.” But fruits are not always eon-

fined to acts. They are visible to the acute sense, even in
the ernhryo—in the thought and in the spirit, as fruit may
be known in a tree by its buds. I meet many Rosieruoians,
and although total strangers, we know each other at sight.
The true artist has a feeling which transcends his thought
in viewing works of art. It is his best and safest guide to a

just and true estimate of what he beholds.
God fashions all things and paints them in an colors

possible. There is nothing in existence that is not of kin to
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intelligence. They are suggestive of thought»-nay, they
are thoughts materialized. And He has fashioned men with

’th’ought—reservoir‘s, as a flower, for receiving the pollen and
the dew; and the Rosicrueian may be known by the stamp
that God has put upon him, whether he is conscious of it or

not. '

Preexistence is a cardinal principle of the Rosy Cross,
and men who have existed on this earth previous to this
existence, as men, have forms, expression and motion more

suggestive of peace, rest and harmony than those who have

only just commenced life on this planet. The former have
more reeeptiveness, prescience, and intuition; for they have
not wholly forgotten the lessons learned in other bodies;
neither have they entirely forgotten the friends and com-

panions of that other life; and when they meet they feel a ‘

mutual attraction and friendship for each other—-a Ltmdred
feeling, more real than that of the blood.

During my studies of nature, and my travels as a leo-
turer and practitioner of phrenology and kindred sciences,
I have met with many men, and many strange—and, I
might say, weird,—experiences. I have looked into eyes of
all shades of color that contained nothing, but which re-

flected all the phenomena. of the outer world. Other eyes I
have met that looked deep——as into a world of causation,
without limit—as looking into an eternal past, and out of
which rise up shadows, not dark or many colored, but fiery,
as it were, or of a burning, melting tenderness. Such
shadows are potent of power. Of such are Rosierucians.
Many such have I taught the true principles of human life
and action, and sent them on their way rejoicing. Many
a falsestep have I arrested, and infused hope into the
minds of the desperate-—aye, and turned the would-be
suicide into the ways of love, labor and usefulness. The
evil is always too apparent in the young; the good is mainly
hidden. To find the truly good in the soul, and display it
to the consciousness, is to make it loved and followed as a
beaconof life. The will needs an incentive, high and noble,
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in order to its growth; and no matter how lofty one ’s own

ideal of himself and his powers may be, to find them recog
nized by another, and thatother a stranger, is like doubling
the powers to its attainment. Alas, how many of mature

years are in doubt and condemnation of themselves, be-
cause they are not, and never have been, understood, i.e.,
the best part of themselves. We long to have the good in
ourselves understood, and not the evil. And herein, in the
knowing the good in ourselves lies the whole secret of life,
health and happiness, both here and hereafter. This idea
is the basic door of “Mental Science healing,” and as I said
—I reiterate-this, is the leading school, this day, in phi~
losophy—in which the religion of Christ becomes real and
practical. We are slowly turning back to the time when
man had more faith in the Gods than in physical substances,
and diseases were prevented and cured by the use of talis;
mans, incantations, words, thoughts, spells, charms, etc., all
of which were more forms of expression for that spiritual
power of which I have spoken, having an effect upon the
mind primarily, and‘ secondarily upon the body. But
man ’s spiritual nature has gradually become more and
more dense, orpphysical, and instead of carrying or wearing
talismans, charms, etc., as a protection or cure, people now

invoke the doctors instead of the gods, and swallow their
amulets whole at a gulp; and yet people die now as then, or

as when Moses set up the brazen serpent in the Wilderness.
Gautama said that the most fatal diseases enter through

the eye, and we of the Rosy Cross know this is true in a

sense; for through the eye the imagination (in most men)
is fed, and the passions may be aroused to the commission
of acts unhallowed and unnatural. By reason of which the
soul is tainted with moral poison, which in the blood pro-
duces venereal diseases, or infections, hereditary‘ and
deadly——the foundation of all known diseases.

It’ diseases enter ever, or in any form whatever, through
the eye, it cannot be removed by agents which act upon the
physical or chemical organization only, for the reason, it
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being of a spiritual or physical origin, it enters directly into

and deranges the harmonious action of the mind, which

holds supreme control over the physical. To cure these

phases of disease, the remedies applied must be of a char-
acter thatwill influence directly the subtle, spiritual forces
of the individual, and through them produce vital and
chemical changes in the physical structure.

But disease does not enter in any manner from without.
That which is external simply awakens up that which is’
already in us. Disease is not a. thing-—it is simply a dc-
polarizing of the self. That sights and sounds lure the
imagination into activity, I claim, and in this faculty of
the mind, depolarization of the spirit ’s action takes place,
which causes a sudden condensation of spirit in some parts
of the system, to the damage of other parts left destitute.
Thus the system is all thrown out of harmony, because the
‘normal action of the spirit is disturbed.‘

Now, belief being the fundamental principle of power-
and man being more physical thanmental, his belief is more

readilyaroused and sustained by physicalsubstances than
by ideas——hence the Magi used charms, amulets, and talis-
mans to inspire the belief of the ignorant and material.
Furthermore: who can doubt for a moment that drugs,
metals, vegetable substances, etc., have a peculiar affinity
for certain spirits or an antipathy for others? Who knows
why Dr. Hotchkiss had his roomhung round and round
with rags of all shades of color except blue‘! Were these
things talismans calling and ‘binding magnetic spirits to
himself, thus strengtheninghim in the cure of diseases, and
in the retaining of his youthful vigor and prolonging his
life? Why did he fall into a towering rage, and lose his
magnetic power, if one come dressed in blue into his room?
Why did he fillhis cellar with such a dense smoke——so thick
that no one but himself could endure it upon certain oc-

oasions? Don’t tell me there is no truth in magic, for I
know better. Still I care not who doubts it. The higher
magic set forth in these pages is for the use of a higher
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order of mankind than this World is much acquainted with.

Apollonius of Tyana Wasanother who possessed magic
power. He lived at the time of Jesus, and according to

heathen history performed as many miraculous euresas

Jesus did. He lived mainly in the desert——preached and
healed the sick by a word or a touch, and was clairvoyant.
Of Christ I have already said enough. He was simply God
incarnate. He gave us the purest doctrines of a true life,
and taught the superiority of man over the realm of disease
and death—a true immortality on earth. He not only
taught it by precept, but he lived it; and died to illustrate
and prove what he taught, viz., the power to render matter
imperishable.

Grautama, Apollonius, Plato, Pythagoras, and a host of
others, taught pro-existence and a future life, but none but
Jesus taught and demonstrated immortality in the flesh.
He wasthe only begotten son of God, or Love—not that
there are no OTHER sons of God, but he is the only one

begotten of Lt woman. Buddha says that a man strong
spiritually, can impregnate a very sensitive and pure
woman by themanipulationof his hand over the umbilicus.
This, by the greatest sage and philosopherof any time, must
have weight with every true thinkingman; especially when
corroborated by modern developments. If this assertion
be true, and one in the form can by magnetic touch produce
pregnancy without copulation, how much less wonderful
the idea contained in the New Testament, of “the Immacu-
late Conception,” becomes: An angel, by his presence,
without even contact--by word spoken, quiekens the pro-
creative powers of a virgin; an idea, no matter how sug-
gestive, is all that is required. These bodies are mere re-

ceptacles of spirit; and well it is for ns, when the spirit
flowing into us is divine, instead -of devilish. Modern
materialization; the overflowing of hospitals with the in-
sane; the obsessions that stalk the streets of the world un—

seen, and seen, prove the above to be true. Ideas are all
that can do us good, or be of any harm spiritually; for they,
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enter in, heing conceived, gestate and personify themselves
withinus. In this domain the procreative functions are in-
volved; and ideas of love become paramount.

Human love is a magnetic effect, but the why and the
wherefore has never yet been satisfactorilyexplained. But
it is simple enough to one of comprehension. All things are

male and female, and the sex that distinguishes the indi»
vidual is the active, or visible exp:-ession——-while the nega-
tive or invisible half is mainly glatent—-4-or manifests itself
ideally. Thus every one of any sensibilityhas an ideal of
one of the opposite sex that they imagine suits them’; and
when they see one who corresponds thereto, they are at-
tracted. We love only that which corresponds to some in-
visible and unknown being within ourselves. And they in
whom this ideal is well defined, and strong, seldom or never

love a second time. Some people are double, z'.e., under
some circumstances the ideal goes forth clothed in flesh ex-

actly like the person——who is partly or wholly unconscious
at the time. Magnetism quiekens and accelerates the de-
velopment of the counterpart. This explains why some

people are more susceptible to magnetism than others-—and
explains to a certain extent trance Inediumship—and the
resemblance that has been noted sometimes between a

medium and a materialized form. In marriage the parties
too often awaken to the realization that there is little or no

correspondence between the wedded parties and their ideal
——this makes them unhappy and often checks the growth of
the ideal, or in some cases drives it totally out of recog-
nition. They cease to magnetize each other—hence they
cease to love. This is prostitution, in which there is no ideal,
and no worship of the one true and only God. This ideal
in some rare cases comes to life in the individual, i.e., comes

so close tothe consciousness of the individual as to be heard
to speak in plain language within the person——of course,
unheard by outsiders. Not only this—but the time comes

speedily when from many the counterpart shall come forth
an objective being, as Eve came forth from the side of
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Adam. Recolleet, Adam was in a deep sleep when the rib
was extracted. In other Words he was an extraordinary
materializing1nedium-—and Mary, the mother of Jesus, was

another, more remarkablestill.
I am not without evidence of these things, in actual ex-

istence, even now, in this degenerate and unbelieving age.
If marriage was as it should be, and will be, we should have
angels walking the earth. We believe in angels; then,
cultivate your ideal love. Love only one of the opposite
sex, and then let your soul, mind and body rest. Keep
before your mind’s eye the radiant image that crossed your
path, and lured you to marriage, in life ’s young dream ;—
and let. no changes, nor wrinkles, nor gray hairs, glide be-
tween your youthful counterpart and you, on life ’s rough
voyage. So may you remain young, and full of love and
J0)“

.

We do not have to depend upon churches and lodges for
initiation into the grandest mysteries of God; for the
heavens are open——and in the spaces above are countless
multitudes, that with thought, and act, are haptizing earth
with all you are capable of receiving. Then arise in your
thought and meet them. We, of the Rosy Cross, believe in
“thedouble” in dreams and visions. We hold that the soul
goes out of the body, sometimes in sleep or trance, or in
very rare cases, by an effort of the Will. That when out it
is enveloped by the spirit, of which it sometimes forms an

exact counterpart of the body it has left, and journeys to
other worlds, or other parts of this one; mingles and holds
converse with other beings when it is enlightened in many
ways-—-and often the future is shown to it by symbols. But
these things are mainly lost when the soul resumes its body,
or remembered vaguely as dreams. Sometimes some little
thingwill recall something learned in this manner, and we

are astonished at what we suppose are our own thoughts.
Many persons are instructed in this manner.
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FOURTH ROSICRUCIAN MANIFESTO.
This manifesto concerning the Rosicrucian Fraternity

appeared in the “Herald of the Golden Age,” published at

Paignton, England, by Sidney H. Beard, Esq. This ap-
peared in 1901, and as it is the only statement to appear in
England for many years it is of great value. Dr. Beard
says:

“In consequence of the increasing interest which is being
manifested by seekers after truth concerning the somewhat
mysterious fraternity known as the Rosicrucians, and be
cause many societies are springing up in various parts of
the World which claim connection with them, (often for
selling occult book at exorbitant prices,) some information
concerning the Order of the Rosy Cross may possibly be
appreciated, and therefore I venture to state some facts
that are not generally known.

“In the first place, I will mention certain misappre-
hensions which exist, the chief of which is to the eflect that
the road to initiation in this ancient brotherhood lies
through free masonry. Masonic manuals teach that after
passing through thirty-two degrees or stages of progress in
Masonic Lore, aspirants can be initiated into what is known
as the thirty-thirdor ‘NE PLUS ULTRA’degree—-that of
the Rosy Cross—the ceremonials and symbolism of which
are of the most sacred description, because they have been
to a large extent borrowed from the genuine Rosicrucian
mysteries.”

“Masonry has no vital connection with the Rosicrucian
Fraternity, for a man might pass through the Masonic de-
grees and yet know but little about the spirit which de-
nominates the true Rosicrucian.
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“Rosicrueians are not made by passing through cere-

monies, nor by studying symbolic manuals, and they recog-
nize each other by snrer signs than secret grips and pass-
words. Any man may become a Mason, but not one man in
a hundred can become a Rosicrucian. Material wealth will
buy the’highest honors in Masonry, but in the Rosie-rucian
Fraternity,spiritual Wealth alone wins for its possessor the
honor and esteem of the brethren. Freemasons lay much
stress upon rituals and attach much importance to occupy-
ing the chief seats at their feasts, but in the Order of the
Rosy Cross it is not so—-‘—for he that would be great, seeks
to become the servant of all, and the ministering spirit is
more earnestly desired than any title.

“Anotherpopular fallacy, if I may judge by the adver-
tisements which are to be seen appearing in certain journals
in America and elsewhere, is to the effect that Rosicrucians
sell their secrets and are prepared to initiate any person
into their mysteries for a consideration in cash. The gulli-
bilityof the public causes such advertisements to appear,
and those who see them may take my word for it that they
are issued by persons who not only are unconnected with
the FRATERNITAS ROSAE CR-UCIS but are ignorant
of its spirit and MODUS OPERANDI. True Rosicrueians
do not sell the priceless gems of truth which have been re-

vealed to them. They give them without money and with-
out price to those who are able to receive them and are able
to profit by thcm""

*““There are to my knowledge, three so-called Occult
Orders in America. who claim that they confer the degree
of ROSAE CRUCIS on the Initiates. The degree consists
of ceremonies and rituals in each case. No preparatory de-
velopment is required, and all that is necessary is to have
the amount of cash required to first take the several
primary degrees, and then the degree ROSAE CRUCIS.
It is not even necessary to develop the ‘Inner Being’ before
taking the first degree in these Orders, as all can be had,
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“In the past centuries, and especially in the Middle

Ages, when freedom of speech or thought were often con-

sidered to he capital oifences, the members of the brother-
hood were compelled, for purposes of self-protection, to
surround themselves with mystery and secrecy, hence the
idea that they were mere alchemists, digging after ‘the
philosopher’s stone’ and the ‘Elixir of Life.’ And because
We have but scanty historic record of them after we get
back some few hundreds of years into the past, the notion
exists that they only came into being during modern times.
This is incorrect, for Rosierucians have lived and carried
out their life work in all ages of the world’s history and in
most parts of the planet. Lonely but majestic souls, they
have in every land swayed the destinies of men and molded
the world’s future by their influence and their devotion to
the highest ideals.

“The last misapprehension which I need mention is one

to the effect that the brotherhood is mixed up in some way
with ‘infidelity’ or with ‘anti-Christian’ tenets. This is a

preposterous fallacy, for Rosicrncians are devout seekers
after God and they not only regard Jesus of Nazareth as

their great exemplar and teacher, but speak of him as ‘The
Master,’ in their assemblies. They also commemorate his

great love and self-sacrifice by observing the sacramental

least he instituted for his followers.
 

from the first degree to the last, by Paying the n3‘3eSS9»rY
fee and passing through the ceremonies.”

In true Rosicrucianism there is no ceremony end ‘no
ritualism, the Neophyte must go through the Initiation
himself, he may be given a chart that shows hnn the iyay,
but the work is left for him to do, no one can do it for him.

“It is safe to say that none of the leaders of.these so-

called Occult Orders ever belonged to the Fraternity of the
Rosy Cross and in speaking of this Fraternity, one of these
leaders said: ‘There is no Rosicrueian Order to-day, there
are no more Rosiorneians now as in the time when Lord

Lytton lived. The true Rosiernoians have passed away and

are no more.’ After investigation, it was found that several
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,

“What manner of men are they? Eirst, they are seekers
after Truth,aspirants after the highest Wisdom attainable
by Mankind. They seek illumination not for their own
sakes, but that they may be better qualified to serve God
and Humanity and to help their fellow-mortals in their
struggle upward towards the higher planes of conscious-
ness. Unknown and unrecognized except by highly de-
veloped souls, dwelling in ‘the Shadows’ cast by sin and
suffering, voluntarilybearinga humble share of the burden
and toil which the redemption of mankind from darkness
and evil renders necessary on the part of the ‘sons of God,’
sorrowful because of their sympathywith pain—yet always
rejoioing—they go their ways quietly and without ostenta-
tion and with the single intent to make other souls better
and happier. .

“What of their much talked-of ‘secrets’? They are

such as the children of this world do not apprehend, but
nevertheless they are of much Worth and preeionsness. In-
dwelling and abiding Peace, overcoming and transforming
Power, clear vision that makes right Perception of men and
things and eternal verities possible, Faith to do and dare
and sacrifice-.—theseare some of them. And those who win
their way to the Light that shines beyond the realm of the
Shadow are not far from Illuminationand Realization.”

A

Mr. Board does not make any claim of being one of the
brotherhood, but he does speakas one who KNOWS. How-

of these leaders had knocked at Rosierucia’s door, had been
tried and—found wanting, and it was then that they
started an Order of their ownwolaiming their home as

India, Egypt, Paris and other places and giving their
students supposed instructions in Mystic lore, and»-—had
them pass through several degrees, among them the degree
of Rosae Crucis. It is ever thus, where God builds a

temple, old ‘Nick’ is sure to have a chapel near, and nearly
always it will be found that it is such as were not fit to
enter the Temple that institute a sham Order with imposing
ceremonies and it is these that Dr. Hartmann calls Pseudo-
Rosierueians. ’ ’
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ever, “By their fruits shall ye know them,” and we can

only judge a man by his works. I have quoted Mr. Beard,
Drs. Randolph, Dowd and Hartmann, because they are of
the few who know and their writings are of Value, while
many of the writings of others are worthless, being written
from purely an intellectual understanding without any il-
lumination. V

It will be well for those seeking the Door of the Temple
of the Rosy Cross, to avoid all such as claim to be of the
Fraternity and who will Initiate you by ceremonies and
rituals, as ROSAECRUCIS has nothing to do with either
Ceremonies or rituals; believe no one who claims to repre-
sent an Occult Order which confers the degree of Rosae
Crucis among its other degrees, as there is not an Order in
existence that has anything to do with the Rosicrucian
Fraternity and consequently cannot confer such a degree
for the simple and only reason that there is not even such a

ceremonial degree in the Rosicrucian Fraternity itself. Of
course, no reference is here made to the 33rd degree of
Masonry as this is somethingentirely different and to reach
thatdegree is not the work of a day, month, or year, but the
work of many years. Rosicrueiae is not material or cere-

monial, but spiritual, of the Soul, heart and spirit, no

spoken passwords are used by its children in recognizing
each other as they have surer ways in doing so. They have
no lodge rooms where the neophyte goes to receive his In-
itiation, nor are there any benefits in the sense that sick
benefits are paid by them in money. Rosicrucians do not
sell their secrets, but give them to those who are ready for
them and are fit to receive them after they have been tried
and found worthy. If you desire to become an Initiate, he-
ware of ceremonial initiation and do not thinkyou can re-

ceive such Initiation in a day or a month, for you cannot.
No one can buy Wisdoin, for Wisclorn, like eternal life, is
above all price. “Seek, and ye shall find,” has been the
command ever since the world began.
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THE ROSE CROSS ORDER.
Its History, Teachings, Rules and Regulations,

and Concerning Him Who Founded
the Order in America.

WHO AND WHAT WE ARE. HONOR, MANHOOD,
GOODNESS. TRY.  

MOTTO.

He who enters here must he a man. He must put aside
all prejudices and bigotry. Must believe in the Fatherhood

of God, the Immortality of the Soul and the Universal
Brotherhood of Man and be willing to believe and accept it

as a fact that there are men equally as good in other than
his own organization.
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The Rose Cross Order.
Its History, Teachings,Rules, and Regulations, and Con-

cerning him who founded the Order in Amerioa."}'
THE THINKERAND HIS THOUGIITS.$

“ There is but little thoughtamong the world of men. The
great stream rushes on, in murmuring rivulets here, in roar-

ing torrents there, or like ocean hillows breaking upon the
barren shores in deafening thnnders, devoid of thought.
The thunders, the roaring, the murmuring of men is not of
thought, but of money. In every age of the world, the
genuine thinker has stood alone, like a solitary tree in the
vast desert. His thought has seemed to shroud him from
other men, as with the pail of ages. There is another class,
however, who are called thinkers, and are lauded to the

’*‘That there may he no mistake, it is well to state that the
true Rose Cross Order was founded in America by Dr.
Paschal Beverly Randolph. It was foundecl by him as a

triple Order, the Rose Cross Order, the Rose Cross Temple,
and the Hierareh of Eulis. What will be given in this Pros-
pectus of the Order is by permission of the one who holds
all the Copyrights and who has given us supreme authority.
We speak only for the Rose Cross Order and Eulis in this
and not for the Rosierueian Teznple.

Wlien Dr. Randolph founded the Rosierueian propa-
ganda in America there was 2, Rosierneian Fraternity in
England and All Europe, of this secret branch, and which
is secret at the present day, Lord Bulwer Lytton and Har-
grave Jennings were members and in harmonious corre~
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skies as geniuses, who stand in a different relationship to
the mass of men. These are poets and philosophers, who
fashion and mould thought for their own time. Such cull
the flowers of existence, and, have arrayed them in garbs
angelieally lovely, in their view, present them for the ac-

ceptance and adoration of the non—thinkers. But the real
thinkerexhumes the primitive rocks of man ’s existence and
basic nature, and lays bare the native granite of his nature,
Wonderful and kaleidoscopic, which he exposes to the soften-
ing influences of storm and sunshine. It matters not to
him, if the excavation be deep, or the rocks be rough and
illshapen; it is his mission to bring them to the surface.
He is not unlike the insect which, in the bottom of old
ocean, rears its domes of rocks, whose only music is the
roar of the rushing waves and the dashing of spray against
its edifice; for he hath huilded a temple of unhewn rocks,
of infinite thought, wherein he dwells alone; and which, like
the cities of pearl in the deeps of the sea, shall yet be the
foundation of a new continent of thought; shall yet be en-

grafted in the temples wherein the teeming myriads of re-

mote ages shall worship. His thought has not been of his
own seeking. It comes upon him as comes the hurricane
upon the landscape, or over the calm breast of the slumber-
ing sea. It sometimes lays him low and desolate, in the
filthand debris of isolation, misapprehension, misery, and
decay; and at other times it carries him upon the light-
ning’s wing, beyond the topmost clouds of the thinl-:er’s
world.
 

spondenee With Dr. Randolph. The Order today is in close
.

touch with the European Fraternity.
,

tThis Prospectus is from the writings of Dr. Randolph,
permission and full authoritywas given to us in 1895 to
follow this work and use this matter and all rules and regu-
lations made by him.

:t“The Thinker and His Thoughts” was written by F. B.
Dowd, and appeared in severalof Dr. R-andolph’s copy-
righted books.
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“Foremost among the real and genuine thinkersof the

age, stands one, P. B. Randolph, the author of many
astounding and magnificent volumes. Among them, but
not of them. A Mystic in the true sense of the word, and a.

mystic of the very lofticst order. Alfred Tennyson,
Britain ’s laurelled poet, in his heautiful description of the
Wakefnl Dreamer, had, most undoubtedly, this man before
his mental vision when the musical lines flowed out from
his soul. He says,——and, applied to the subject of this
sketch, how truly:

“ ‘Angels have talked with him and showed him thrones;
Ye know him not; he was not one of ye ;—-
Ye scorned him with an undiseerning scorn:

Ye could not read the marvel in his eye,
The still, serene abstraction: he hath felt
The vanities of after and before ;
Albeit, his spirit and his secret heart
The stem experiences of converse lives,
The linked woes of many a fiery charge
Hath purified, and ehastened and made free.
Always there stood before him night and day.
Of wayward, vari-colored circumstances,
The imperishahle presences serene,
Colossal, without form, or sense, or sound,
Dim shadows, but unwaning presences,
Four faced to four corners of the sky;
And yet again, three shadows, fronting one,
One forward, one respectant, three but one;
And yet again, again and evermore,
For the two first were not, but only seemed
One shadow in the midst of a great light,
One reflex from eternity or time,
One mighty countenanceof perfect calm,
Awful with most invariable eyes.
For him the silent congregated hours,
Severe and youthful brows, with shining eyes
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Daughters of time, divinely tall, beneath
Smiling a godlike smile (the innocent light
Of earliest youth, pierced through and throughwith all
Keen knowledges of low-embowed eld),
Upheld, and ever hold aloft the cloud
Which drops, low-hung, on either gate of life,
Both birthand death: he in the centre fixed,
Saw far on each side through the grated gates
Most pale and clear and lovely distances
He often lying broad awake, and yet
Remaining from the body, and apart
In intellect, and power, and will, hath heard
Time flowing in the middle of the night,
And all things creeping to a day of doom.
How could ye know him‘? Ye were yet within
The narrower circle; he had well-nigh reached
The last, which, with a region of white flame,
Pure without heat, into a larger air
Uphurning, and another of black blue, '

lnvesteth and ingirds all other lives.’ ”

“To him, the great surging waves of this civilizationhath
brought only woe. But they have not destroyed him, nor

his work. From the depths of his great heart, from the
garrets of poverty, hath he sent his riches of thought,---
which the world in its barrenness could not understand, or

appreciate,—broadcast upon the ice-locked wastes. To him, ’

the spacious sophistries of the day have been only the
pulings of infancy. Forgetful of the little present; in View
of the dead past, with its myriad eyes all faded and lustre-
less, gazing out of the thickening night of decay at him;
forgetful of the shining orbs of the o’erarehing skies of to-
day; in View of the darkened stars and dead worlds of the
foretime, which once blazed with pristine splendor,——he
hath walked alone among the catacombs of Egypt, and
questioned her ruins, her pyramids, her temples, and her
drifting sands, and brought back her answer, which he has
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given to the world, a priceless legacy, under the title of
“Preadamite Man,”—beyond all question, the most ex-

haustive, profound, convincing and satisfactory work upon
human antiquity the world ever saw, or will again for many
and many a long decade. Rested he then, after completing
his great work on the Human Origines? Nay; hut casting
it at the feet of the world,——dedicating it, by direct request,
to his personal friend, and the friend of mankind, the
lamented Abraham Linooln,—he, discouraged on all hands
by ungenerous rivalry and envy, forthwith applied the
whole power of his exhaustless mind to the solution of a

still mightier problem; and with fearless tread, lighted only
hy the lamp of God, he entered the gloomiest crypts of be-
ing, and dragged from the portals of the tomb its reluctant
answer to the great question, which hath burst the hearts of
men from earliest time; ‘If a man die, shall be live again?’
In doing which he died to the present, as much so as they
whom he questioned. This man hath not sought in college
halls for the thoughts of the mighty dead, but with his un-

aided hand he held aside the curtain that hides the past,——
walked through the shadow,'and talked face to face with the
glorious founders of earth’s religions,-—stood dazed and
appalled before the effulgent glories of Rosicrueia’s blazing
temples in the hierarchies of the skies

.

“Freighted with gems from the golden shores of eternity,
and jewels from the crowns of the upper hosts in the farther
heavens-—returning, he hath cast them also at our feet in
his two works: ‘Dealings with the Dead,’ and ‘Disembodied
Man,’ either of which works are sufieient to rest the fame
of any man upon;-—no matter how profound a thinker, or

expert at fashioner of thought;-and l here assert without
fear of contradiction, that these two works of rare and im-
passioned genius, in their scope and profound simplicity,
yet majestic and surpassing range or sweep of thought, are
not equalled by any other similar works in existence !---and
they have made, and are still making, their mark, and in-
fluencing the thought and literature of the age, in spite of
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prolonged and envious efforts to hurl them down to death.
They still live, thank God! to bless the world and instruct
mankind.

“Not satisfied with this, and hearing much talk of a hell,
he sought and found its adamantine walls, all charred and
blackened‘with the smoke of eternal torment, and, bursting
through them, stood undismayed amid the howling of
demons and the shrieks and groans of the lost,~walked un-

scratched amid its fiercest flames, and dragged from its
darkenedcaverns the idea itself,and showed it to the gaping
herd,—the uncharitable, ungrateful, unthinking, forgetful
wor1d—Which starved him for his pains—-to be only in the
miseducated human heart. This he has demonstrated in
answer to the groans of the civilizedWorld under the curse

of ‘the social evil’ in his two masterpieces, called ‘Love and
its Hidden History,’ and ‘The Master Passion; or, The
Curtain Raised.’ Here he haslifted the sacred veil before
which the civilizedworld bows down and worships, and calls
the hand profane and unclean which dares disturb. Here
he has told us the hidden meaning of ‘the sin against the
Holy Ghost,’ which, according to one of the earth’s greatest
thinkers, is unpardonable.

“By a mistaken policy Dr. Randolph was induced to issue
his second volume on Human Affection (his first was ‘The
Grand Secret,’ now out of print}-under a nom de plume.
He subsenently saw his error in that respect, made several
alterations, and enlarged it somewhat, and was preparing to
issue anotheredition when a seeming accident, but in reality
a providence, gave birth to another masterly volume on the
same theme: ‘The Master Passion; or, The Curtain Raised,’
and also determined him to publish both works, thereafter,
under his own name, and with his own imprint thereon.

“The circumstances here alluded to, it is not necessary to
mention further than to say. that the Preface of “Love and
its Hidden History,” was taken from the volume after it
was printed; but, as was said before, that rejected stone-
ihat unfortunate prefaee—grew into the most perfect and
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comprehensive volume. on human love that ever saw the
light on this green earthof ours. Now both volumes are

published Within one cover, and no work of the century is
creating a greater interest, being more Widely circulated,
or doing half the good that it is, and it should be in the
hands of every man, woman, and child in the land; for if
it Were, ’tWere well for the world.

“These volumes comprise but a few of those Written by
Dr. Randolph; but owing to their trenchant power and
reformatory character, I regard them as the most important
of those now in print. .

“Says John B. Pilkington,of San Francisco, California,
in a communication to a Boston paper, under date of No-
vember 21, 1861: c

‘

“ ‘One after another has visited our shores, of the army
of Humanity ’s teachers, and last, but far from least, came

P. B. Randolph, and of him——-—as an acknowledgmentof his
service, gratifying to his many friends, but more because
knowledge of the noble self-sacrificeof any person should be
the world ’s property, as an example—I wish here to speak.
We may praise, for he has gone again, sailing this morning
via Never York,—where he will make but a very short stay,——-
for Egypt, Persia, and the 0rient,—has written two small,
but important works, delivered something like twenty lee»
tnres, or orations rather, and the universal testimony of
friends and foes of Liberalism is, that no speeches ever

given on this coast have equalled them for scope, power, and
eloquence.

“Pouring forth the tale of his own trials, temptations,
falls, and efforts to rise again, he has carried conviction to
many an ohdurate heart and there cometh much good out
of every Nazareth, but especially out of Imperial Rosi-
crueia! Many a narrow-minded bigot who listened to him,
at first under protest, has had his soul expanded, and
openly declares, ‘Where I was blind before, now I see!’
He was some little time in gaining a foothold; but did it.
Largehearted, condemning none, speaking Well of all, and
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speaking just the needed words to all, his rooms and places
of resort became daily a crowded levee, where, as he felt
their needs, he dispensed intellectual, moral, and material
healing to those who asked it. Pecuniary success rained in

upon him. Friendships clustered warm around him, yet,
strange tog say, when everything that makes life pleasant
was heing lavishly offered him, he electrified us by telling
us that he had received commands to depart! Refusing
money (the writer is cognizant of sums having been offered
him varying from twenty to two hundred dollars, and in
one case thousands of dollars) with the Words, ‘I am a

Rosicrucian, and cannot accept money; keep it. All I want
will come as Ieneed it;’ untwining the daily deepening as-

sociations forming to keep him here; putting back fraternal
love strong as that of woman’s heart—with tears in his

eyes, sorrow in his heart, he has gone on a journey of over

thirty thousand miles, for two years in strange lands among
inhospitable solitudes. And all for am idea. He went to
seek more light, who was already universal in knowledge,
and beyond all rivalry the first, ‘nest, and most olear—view-
ing seer and clairvoyant on the globe.

A

“Let no one hereafter condemn P. 13. Randolph. He is a

self-sacrificing,grand, moral hero! God bless you, Paschal!
And hundreds, no, and thousands hereafter, will echo» the
benediction. You have commenced a Work here that is
already assured of immortality, ‘and let it comfort you in
your wanderings that through you, ‘Try,’ the motto of
every Rosicrucian, will have a power, a moral and mental
influence never before possessed by word of angel or mortal
utterance. ’ ’

“He has not yet finished his literary labors, but is already
engaged upon a massive Work called ‘The Book of Rosi-
crucia,’ written at the instance. of the Supreme Grand
Lodge of the Order in America, Europe, and Asia.

“Toil on, 0 genius rare! Toil on, brave thinker! Bow
low thy head before the mighty thoughts which crowd upon
thee,-——-great-rocks, though they be»-fromout theTemple of
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Infinite Thought. Toil on! thou knowest not why! Yet
thou rearest here, and now, the Dome of thought of the
great hereafter of the Worldl What matter the mad ravings
of the multitudes to thee? They yet—those others who
come after-—sha.ll build monuments on thy footprints, and
use as text-books thyworks in Rosicrueia’s glorious temples
of the YET TO BE.”

Two weeks after leaving California he left for the Orient
for the purpose of gathering information respecting human
antipathy and ethnology, and treading spots sacred from
associations connected with Christ, Plato, Mahomet and
other great characters. This was carried out completely,
and in 1861-2 successfully visited England, Scotland, Ire-
land, France, Malta, Egypt, Arabia, Syria, fPalestine,
Turkey,and Greece,--the result beinghis celebrated work,
“Pre—Adarnite Man,” whereof three editions were ex-

hausted in a little over eight months. This volume was

dedicated to Abraham Lincoln, then Presidemt——-at the eas-

pressed desire of that great martyr.
“At the President ’s suggestion, Dr. Randolph, in 1864,

went to New Orleans, and entered on the great work of
educating the children of the freed people, with what suc-

cess, let the hundreds of grateful people speak. The life
motto of this man was:

“Pledged to no sect; to no creed confined;
The world my home, my brethren ALL mankind.”

and he lived up to it.
His work was indorsed and he was the close friend, asso-

ciate and even adviser of such men as B. F. Wade, United
States Senator; J. P. Sullivan, of New Orleans; and many
of the leading lawmakers,and rulers of the time. Abraham
Lincoln was possibly one of the truest and best friends he
ever had and it was through the Great Fraternity that
Lincoln received his first instructions concerning the free-
ing of the slaves. Who assassinated him we hnow.
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Even one Who persecuted Randolph and tried, but failed,

to prosecute him, said:
“To see this man, philosophers cross the sea from India ’s

hills; sages from France; mandarins from China; noblemen
from England; thinkers from Germany; and even crowned
kings invite him to their courts (Randolph was invited by
Napoleon to his court and was the master of the Rosicrucian
Lodge to which Napoleon belonged),where he passes in and
out the proudest king among them all! How does he do it?
‘In 1858, he broke from the ranks of the party he belonged
to; and the whole creed united almost to a man to crush
him out, (See ‘Soul, the Soul World’) How did it result?
He stood firmer and rose higher than ever! Whence his
power? ‘At this very moment he stands literally stripped
of all he owns in the world. How long will he stay so?
Wait and see! ‘

“Over twenty years ago, Dr. Randolph was known as a

Rosicrucian, and in thatperiod he ascended the steps of the
Mystical Brotherhood, outstripped thousands and rushing
past hundreds of gray-beards in the mental race, until he
attained the Chieftainship of the true Rosicrucians of
America and the isles of the Seas, and finally to the Sn-
preme High Priesthood of the Order and Grand-Master»
ship of the combined Lodges of the earth likewise reaching
the double oflice through his absolute defiance of poverty
and wealth, and persistent pursuit of ideas alone!

“Twentyyears ago, Randolph began his part of the work.
Fifteen years ago he suddenly disappeared from the Ameri-
can continent. When next heard from he had not only
made a tour of Europe, circulating in the highest literary,
philosophical, scientific, even Royal circles, but among the
most secret, mystical societies of England and France, and
had penetrated Greece, Syria, Arabia, Turkey,Egypt, until
at length the London Times and New York Herald corre-

spondents anrounced him as the favored guest of the
Abyssinian King, Theodore, and his black Majesty of Don-

gola; and he passed everywhere unquestioned, unscratched.
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by serpent, climate, beast or manf’
Rather a testimonial for a prosecutor to give to the prose-

cuted, but volumes could he filled of such testimonies and
as I write this I have before me the testimonials of Presi~
dents, Kings, Emperors, Senators, Judges, and others. Men
who are ruling the entire nations and republics of that
time, but there was none that he thought as much of as

Abraham Lincoln. The Chicago Tribune once said of him:
“The Doctor believes in three things: God, Abraham Lin-
coln, and Ben Butler.”

Of the Rosicrueians, Dr. Randolph, the founder of the
System in America, and the Grand Master of the system
throughout the entire world at the time he wrote it, he said:
“Many, but not all, the Alchemists and Hermetic Phil-
osophers were acolytes of that vast secret Brotherhood,
which has thrived from the earliest ages, and, under dif—
ferent names in different lands, has performed, is still per-
forming its mission. The members of the mystic union
were the Magi of old, who flourished in Chaldea (Mesopo-
tamia) ages before one of their number (Haber) left his
native plains, and on foreign soil founded the I-Iehraie eon-

federationfi, They were the original Sabi and Saheans, who
for long ages preceded the Sages of Chaldea. They were

the men who founded that Semitic civilization, the faint
shade of which we find, having leaped long avenues of cen-

turies, in the mouldy records of early China, itself number-
ing its years by the thousand. Of this great Brotherhood
sprang Brahma, Buddha, Laotze, Zoroaster, Plato, the
Gnosties, the Essenes, and therefore Christ himselfwwho
was an Essene,”“ and who preached the Sacred Doctrines of
the Mountain of Light. They were the dreamers of the
ages——the sun of the epochs—-eclipsed occasionally, but
anon bursting forth in glory again. They were the men

who first discovered the significance of Fire; and that
there was something deeper than life in man; profounder
 

‘See “The Philosophy of Fire.”
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than intellect in the universe. Whatever of transeendanfi
light now iilumes the world, comes from the torches which
they lit at the fountain whence all light streameth upon
that Ihystic mountain which they alone had courage and
endurance to climb, and climbed, too, over a ladder Whose
rungs were centuries apart. Hermes Trismegistus,Egypt ’s
mighty King, and that other Hermes (Aselepius IX), was

an adept, a brother, and a Priest—-as was Malki Zadek
before him——-that famous Pre-Adamite monarch, that Mel-
ehisedek, who was reputed to have been born of a thought,
and to have lived for countless ages. And so with the Greek
Mereurius. Theirs, too, was that wondrous learning where-
in Moses was skilled; and at their fountain the Hebrew
Joseph drank. Nothing original in Thaumaturgy, The-

‘ ology, Philosophy,Psychology, Entology, and Ontology, but
they gave it to the world; and when Philosophers thought
they had gained new thoughts and truths, the records of the
Order prove them to have been old ages before the Adamic
era of Chronology, and to have been the common property
of the adepts.

I have been led to these remarks and explanations, first,
for the purpose of finally and authoritativelysettling the
vexed question concerning the Rosicrucians,’and to throw
light on the work.

THE SUPREME GRAND MASTERS OF THE ORDER.

FOUNDERS.

Isis—0siris; Hermes Mereurius Trismegistus; Thoth, B.
C. 5000. Budha; Asclepius; Pthah; Meneptha; Rhamesis;
Rhampsus; Rhampsinitus; Rhainus; Azoth I; Menes;
Malkizadek; Rhasoph; Tubal-Zoth; Azith; Zerdusht;
Laotze; Prester Jan; Seleueas Nicator; Zamith; Bodoor
Rebee Nehul; Sultoon Ahmed Shemsen; Aliuh Ben Koodi;
lllahommed Talha; Zeobeir; Othman; Abu Suphian; Beni
Rahar; Ahu Beer; Hosein Ali; Il-Kazim; Nowairi
Ilusheen; Baber-ilMokanna; Zaid .Hamden—Azhoth,Hosein
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Sawnd; Ahwazisirak. Fall of First T'emple--Irak Enlis-
at Mohamet’s death, AD. 632.

SECOND TEMPLE, ORIENTAL BRANCH.

Death of Mohamet, 632. Succeeded by Omar King, Hie!-~
arch and Supreme Grand Master, AD. 634, 644, Osman;
656, Ali. Suspension of the Temple and Propaganda for
313 years. Then came Hierarch and Grand Master, Caliph
of Egypt Morzz‘, AD. 969. A22 Billah, 975; Hakem, 996,
until succeeded by Dahec, 1021; Moustam Billah, 1026;
Birkiack,1029; Mostali, 1094; Mouser, 1101; Haphed, 1.130;
Sooltans, Grand Master and H.’s of Egypt———N0urrheddin,
1145; Dhafer, 1149; Fayez, 1155; Adhed Sedinillah, 1160;
Saladin, 1171; Aziz, 1193; Mansour, 1198; Saphadin 1.,
1200; Kamelhah Efientii, 1218; Saphadin 11., 1238; Saleh,
1240; Nourdan, 1249; Asehraaf, 1250; Nourhedin, 1257;
Koulazoul, 1259; Bibais, 1260; Bereki Khan, 1277;
Kalaoon, 1279.

OTTOMAN EMPIRE :—Osman, 1288; Orkan, 1325;
Amnrath and Moorad, 1359; Bajazet 1., 1389; Conquest by
Tamerlane and death of Bajazet, 1402; Solyman 1., 1402;
Musa, 1410; Mohamet 1., 1413; Amurath 11., 1421; M0-
homet 11., 1452; First Siege of Thodes, 1480; Bajazet 11.,
1481; Zisim’s flight to Rhodes; Selim 1., 1512; Solyman II.
{the Magnificent), 1520; Loss of Rhodes by the Order,
1522; they besiege Malta, 1565; Selim 11., 1566; Amurath
111., 1570; Mohomet 111., 1595; Oehmet 1., 1603; Mustapha
1., 1617; Osman 11., 1618; Mustapha restored to Hierarchy,
1622; Amurath 1V., 1623; Ibraham, 1640; Mohomet IV.,
1649; Solyman 111., 1687; Achmet 11., 1692; Mnstapha II.,
1693; Aehmet 111., 1709; Mahommed, 1730; Osman 111.,
17.34; Mustapha 111., 1757; Aehmet IV., 1774; Selim 111.,
1789; End of Oriental rule, decay of 2nd Temple, establish-
ment of European and Occidental Branches. Initiation of
twelve adopts; founding of third Temple (in America) by
Paschal B. Randolph. Propaganda begun 1855; first Grand
Lodge founded August, 1857; 1860, dissolution of Grand
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Lodge and founding of Supreme Grand Lodge at San
Francisco, Cal, November 5, 1861—John Temple, Supreme
Grand Master; 1863, death of Supreme Grand Master. The
tempie slept from 1861 till 1874; P. B. Randolph, Supreme
Grand Master and Hierareh, Grand Templar, Knight,
Prior, and Hierareh of the Triple Order. Rebuilded, from
the corner-stone laid in Boston, August 7, 1871. All Lodges
dissolved by reason of Treason, and Supreme Grand Lodge
established in San Francisco, Cal., December, 1874, with the
above-named ofiieers. Founded for thousand years. April
25, 1895, the new Grand Master takes seat as Supreme
Grand Master, Grand Templar, Knight, Prior, and Hier-
areh of the Order of the Rose Cross Order, Supreme Grand
Lodge of the Rose Cross re-instituted in Pennsylvaniasame

year. Long live the Order.

THE ROSICRUSIANS.

(ms ourss cooar.)

W720 and What VI/e Are—Ho¢2ar, Mayzkood,
Goodness.

Try
I. The Rosierueians are a body of good men, and true,

working under a Grand Lodge Charter, deriving its power
and authority from the Imperial Dome of the Third Su-
preme Temple of the Order, and the last (claiming justly
to be the oldest association of men on earth, dating from
the sinking of the New Atlantis Isle, nearly ten thousand
years anterior to the days of Plato), and as a Grand Lodge,
having jurisdiction over the entire continent of North
America, and the islands of the Sea. The Grand Lodge,
and Temple, grant Charters and Dispensations to found or

organize subsidiary lodges and temples, anywhere within
the limits of its jurisdiction.
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II. All Rosicrueians are practical men, who believe in

progress, law and order, and in self-development. They
believe firmly that God helps those who help themselves;
and they consequently adopt the motto of the Rosicrucian
Fraternity, the word try; and they believe that this little
word of three letters may become a magnificent bridge over

which a man may travel from bad to better, and from better
to best—-from ignorance to knowledge, and from poverty to
wealth, and from weakness to power.

Hi. We constitute a large society in the world, and our

ranks hid fair to largely swell in this land of practical men.

There are hundreds of men of large culture, deep intuitions
and liberal minds, who actually languish because they do
not know each othermthere being no organized body, save

now our own, which invites such men to join its ranks and
find the fellowship which such men of such minds need. In
our Lodges such men find all they seek, and more; in our

reunions the rarest and best intellects are brought in con-

tact, the best thoughts are elicited, and the truest human
pleasure experienced; for as much as nothing impure,
ignoblc, mean or uninanly is for an instant tolerated under
any circumstance whatever; while, on the contrary, every
inducement is held out to encourage all that is noble, good,
true, beautiful, charitable and n1anly—and that, too, in a

way totally unknown and unpractical in any other order, or

association of men.

lV. Every Rosicrucian is known, and is the sworn hrother
of every other member the wide world over, and as such is
bound to render all possible aid and comfort (except when
such aid would sanction crime or wrong doing, or interfere
with the demands of true public justice, social order,
decency, sound morals or national prosperity and unity).
In all things else, every member is bound to help another,
so long as he can do it with a clear conscience, and not
violate his honor, derognte from his personal dignity, or

sully his own manhood. In all things worthy, one assists
the other; in sickness, in sorrow, life, death, and the
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troubles and trials of the world and society. Each man is
eligible to one or all of the degrees; and after once be-
coming a full member, it is next to impossible that he can

ever afterwards come to real want, either from protection in
all that is just, counsel in difficulty, food, raiment, shelter,
and all true human sympathy; all of which is freely ren-

dered as long as the man remains a worthy dweller of our

Temple!
Thus the Temple helps to ensure its acolytesagainst want,

mitigates their sorrow, enhances their usefulness to them-
selves and the World, braces and sharpens their intellects,
fires their emulation, encourages all manly efforts, assuages
their grief, cultivates their hope, strengthens their self-
reliance, self—respect, self-effort; it frowns on all wrong
doing, seeks to elevate man in his own esteem, teaches due
and royal respect to woman, the laws, society and the
world; it promotes stabilityof character, makes its votaries
strive for manhood in the full, true sense, adopts “try” as

a living, practical motto; and thus, both directly and in-
directly, does Rosicrucis seek to increase the sum total of
human happiness in the world, within and without its walls.

V. This Order is a school of the highest and best knowl-
edge the earth affords. It is unlike any and all others, for,
in addition to being a mutual Fraternity, it reaches out in
far higher and nobler aims—-only a few, at very few, of
which are alluded to in this hand-book, which is merely to
save explanatory communications and to set a standard.

One of its main objects is to he a School of Men; to make
men more useful by rendering them stronger, more know-
ing, therefore wiser——therefore happier. As Rosicrucians
we recognize the immense value of sympathy, encourage-
ment, emulation and persistency.

Nil mortalibus, ardum est.

“There is no difliculty to him who truly wills."
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Whatever of good or great man has ever done, may still be

accomplished by you and I, my brother, if we only thinkso,
and set about in right good earnest, and no mistake. Try:
We proclaim the omnipotence of will; and we declare
practically,and by our own achievementsdemonstrate, the
will of man to be a supreme and all-conquering force when
once fairly brought into play, but this power is only nega-
tively strong when exerted for merely selfish or personal
ends; when or whatever it is called into action for good
ends, nothing can uiéikstaizd its force. Goodness is power;
wherefore we take the best of care to cultivate it.

The normal will is rendered a mighty and powerful
engine for positive good. You cannot deceive a true Rosi-
orneian, for he soon learns to read you through and
through, as if you were a man of glass; and he attains this
power by becoming a Rosioruoian only; nor can it he had
through any other means. The Temple teaches its aoolytes
how to rebuild this regal faculty of the human soul——the
will; how to strengthen, purify, expand, and intensify it;
and one of the first results observable after a man has be-
come a true Rosiorueian, is thathis vanity grows smaller by
degrees, and beautifully less, for the first thing he fully
realizes is that all he knows would probably make quite a

large book, but that all he does not know would make a

book considerably larger, and therefore sets himself to
learn. Where there is a will there is a way; and after get-
ting rid of self-conceit, the man finds himself increasing in
mental stature by imperceptible g/radafions, and finds Inim-
sclf a learned man by a process which he cannot farm’/y
comprehend, and one which is neitherappreciated or Imown
outside of the fraternity.

As a consequence of travelling on this royal road to
knowledge, the Rosicruoian soon learns to despise the weak-
ness of wickedness, not by reason of any l0ng—faood cant
being poured into his ears, but heoause he finds out practi-
cally that manhood and virtue are safe investments, while
badness or meanness won’t pay. It is the universal testi~
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mony of all who have become true Rosicrucians, that within
its symbolic walls there is a deeply mysterious influence for
good pervading its atmosphere, under which every man of
the Order becomes rapidly but normally individualized and
intensified in character, manhood, and influence.

VII. The doors of the lodges are never closed against the
honest, honorable or aspiring man; nor can any earthly
potcntate, no wielder of an empire ’s sceptre, no wearer of a

kingly crown, gain admission by reason of his eminence;
for though he he a king, he may not be a man, a title for
above all others on the earth—-a title nobler than any other
ever earned by mortals. We Rosicrueians are proud of our
eminence—and justly so—i'or We are a brotherhoodof men;
and recognize manhood as the true kinship; hence we honor
that man highest who knows the most, and puts his knowl-
edge to the highest and noblest uses, not only towards his
brothers, but in any field in the world’s great garden, for
are not we all brethren? Does not the great God rule over
and love us? Even so. No man can enter our doors by
reason of his wealth, for riches, unless put to manly use,
are detrimental, bad, positively injurious. No man can
enter our doors by reason of his fame, politics, or religion.
The Order has nothing to do with a man’s politics or re-

ligion, and it matters not what a man’s creed is, so long as
he is a man. The Baptist is welcome, but not as a Baptist;
and so on with men of all other faiths. No religion, no

faith, 110 politics can he discussed from our platform, nor
will their introduction be tolerated one moment. We accept
men of all crecds, except such as outrage decency, manhood,
sound morals, and public order. No man is barred out of
our Temple by reason of his poverty, for physical beggars
are often kings in mind. All we ask or seek for in a man
is honor. iumesty,and ambition to know more and he better.

Usually the lodges‘ of the Order meet twice a month to
hear lectures, exchange courtesies, thoughts, news; to listen
to invited guests, debate questions of art. science, and phil-
osophy; to mutually inform and strengthen» each other; to
investigate any and all subjects of a proper nature, and to
cultivate that manly spirit and ehivalrio hearing which so
well entitles their possessor to he called a man. These are
a few of the good things of the Rose Cross. We seek no
man~—men seek us. Our facilitiesfor obtaining knowledge

’

‘ K mation on all subjects are, as may well be con-
assc(3.—-unequalled. 

 


